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ABSTRÀCT

This thesis analyses the employment cÍrcumstances of
the canadian status rndian population, focusíng on current
and estimated future employment trends on-reserve. rt also
identífies a strateg.y for achieving on-reserve community
economic and employment development.
The point of departure is the changing demographic

composition of the status rndian poprrr"aion over the period
1986-20LL, and the related impacts on employment
circumstances as the rndian population ages into its working
aged years. on the basis of empirical evidence and a

literature review covering possible individual, reserve
based and external determinants of 1ow rndian labour force
participation and Iow employment rates, the contemporary
patterns of Indian employment is examined.
rt is found that lack of employment and economic
opportunities within on-reserve rndian communities is partly
to blame on a lack of federal commitment to the financial
support of economic development inítiatives. rn light of the
growing Indian working aged population, the Indian
will worsen considerably without an
immediate federal commitment to long-Èerm support for rndian

unemployment problem

community economic development

.

The solution lies in a comprehensíve community economic
development strategy that entails rong-term financial

support with community control over the development process.
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CHAPTER

1.0

INTRODUCTION

The emphasis of this study is on three closely

ínterrelated issues that simultaneously and consistently
have been at the very centre of canadian rndian economic
circumstances; lack of employment, widespread poverty, and
high 1evels of federal dependence.
on the basis of past l-iteraÈure and available empirical
evidence, the objective is to identify the contemporary

patterns of rndian employment, and to present a causal
analysis of possibl-e determinants of l_ow rndian l_abour force
participation and low employment rates. This will serve as
the basíc framework for j-dentifying economic development
strategies that address the observed underdevelopment of
Tndian communities, and that have as the main objective to
achieve a higher level of self-reliance within rnd.ian
communities.

Fírst, the study presents an analysis of the broad
trends ín employment and economic circumstances among the
canadian status rndían population. This incLudes an overview
of the changing demographic context, the contemporary trend.s
and patterns of rndian employment, and the lever of rndian

2

brelfare dependency. second, the study makes reference to
various labour market theories, and discusses the

applicability of each theory to the context of Indian
employment conditions. The theoretÍcal perspective serves as
the foundation for analysing the causes and determinants of
Ind.ian employment conditions and levels of economic
development. Third, orr the basis of both observed trends of
rndian employment and economic circumstances as wel-l- as an
appropriate theoretical framework, the study undert.akes a
causal analysis of individual, reserve based and externaL
factors contributing to the identífied patterns of
employment and economic circumstances. Fourth, orr the basis
of a review and assessment of contemporary federal
ínitiatives directed at rndian economic and emplol¡ment
development, the objective becomes to identify shortcomíngs
and probl-ems within contemporary strategies. Fina11y, by
drawing on the analysis of causal interrelations and
identified shortcomings within current federal policy
frameworks, the study attempts to identify elements of a
strategy for employment and economic development within
Indían communities. In so doing, the objective is to arríve
at a comprehensive community based economic development
strategy that addresses Lhe special needs of Indian
communities and thus seeks to find viable long-term
solutions to the observed general state of underdeveLopment.

3

CIIAPTER 2 . O

EMPIJOY:TIÍEÌi|1T

AI{D ECONOMIC

CIRCTIMSTAT\TCES

OF THE

C.AI{ADTA}I IìIDIA}T POPUIJÀTION

2.t

INTRODUCTION.

The objective of this chapter is to present an overview

of the contemporary circumstances of the Canadian Indian
population.

This chapter seeks first; to highlight the changing
demographic context; second, to outlíne the contemporary
trends and patterns of Indian employment,- and third, to give
an overview of the sÈate of Indian federal financial
dependence. This will be followed by a discussion of major
economj-c implícations of these trends.

2.2

II[DIA}{

DEMOGRAPHIC PROFII,E.

reveal the mosÈ fundamental
characteristics of a population, characteristics which
largely determine and shape the opportunitíes of that
population. In particular, a population's size, gieographical
dístríbution, and age composition help shape the economíc
framework within which people live. And therefore, a
Demographic data

-4
demographic profile provides a basic framework for an

analysis of employment and economic circumstances.
As will be shown in the following, the canadian st,atus
rndian population is undergoing signíficant changes ín its
demographic composition. The size and corresponding age

composition have undergone noticeable changes throughout the
L980s. The changes in population dlmamics stiII prevail and

are gaining increasing import.ance for the rndían community
in the L990s. Of immediate importance to the Indian
population is the impact these changes will have on the
already widespread economic despair witnessed in most rndian
communitj-es. communities are particularly concerned. about
the impacts upon the already criticaL emproyment situation,
scarce resources, and federal financial dependence. As the
Indian population experiences continuing growth the
pressures are mounting to find ways to reach a higher leveI
of emplo)¡ment and economic development.
The following is a profile of the demographics of the
Indian population, its size, growth, population and age
distribution, using a data projection series (with l-996
Indían Register data as base), âs well_ as using Canadian
population projections (with 1986 census data as base) for
comparative purposes (see section 2.5 for more detaíIs on
data and its reliabilíty).
This will provide the foundation

for an analysis of the implications of these trend.s for the
status fndian population.

5

i.

STÀTUS I¡IDIAI\T POPTITJATION GROWTH.

current and future trends in rndian population growt,h
are significant facÈors in determining future economic
círcumstances of Indian communities.
The Indian population ís experiencing considerable
growth and though the population is growing at a declining
rate, the rate is projected to remain relatively high well
int_o the future.
The declining rate of growth of the rndian population
is the result of a continuous decline in the Indian
fertility rate, but the rate of growth is projected. to
remain relatively high because of three main facÈors that
are off-setting the effect of the declining fertility.
First, due to improved heal-th conditions the longevity of
the Indian population is rising. Second, there exists a
built-in momentum for future population growth as a result
of the rndian baby boom generation of the L960s now being in
the reproductive years (a large number of women in their
reproductive years will give birth to a large number of
children despite a falling fertílíty rate for índividual
women). Third, amendments to the Indian Act, BiIl C-31_ in
l-985 (restored status to Indians who had previously lost
their status due to gender discrimination in the Indian
Act), have resulted in a significant number of new
regisÈrants into the stat.us Indian population.

6

A.

TOTAIJ STATUS INDI.âI{ POPUIJATION GROWTH.

The status Indian populatiorl $ras estímaÈed to be
52r',461 in l-991-, up more than l-l-8,400 over the 1986

population of 403,042; for an annual average growth of
5.292

.

Over the same period the total Canadian population grew

at a considerably smaller rate of 0.90? (Table
TABLE

l_)

.

1

TOTAL STÀTUS INDIAN AND CANADIAN POPULATION, 1986-2011.

YEAR

TOTAL STATUS¡ ND TAN

POPULATION

TOTAL STATUS

TOTAL CANADIAN

CANADIAN ANNUAL

ANNUAL

POPULATION ('OOO)

GROL'TH

GROI.'TH

1986

403,042

1991

521 ,46',1

5.29

26,767.1

0.91

1993

542,426

2.00

27

,255.0

0.90

1996

573,269

1.U

27,921 .2

0.80

2001

622,901

1.ó8

28,867.1

0.67

200ó

671

,526

1.52

29,653.7

0.54

2011

721

,246

1.44

30,324.3

0.45

SoURCES:

25,591 .1

DIAND, 1990. PoPULATIoN PRoJECTIONS OF REGISTERED INDIANS, 198ó-2011,
ilEDlulil GRotlTH PRoJECÌ!oN. (Hereafter referred to as DIÂND, 1990. PoPULATIoN
PROJECTIONS).

STATISTICS CANADA,

1989.

1989-2011. PROJECTION

POPULATTON PROJECTION FOR CANADA.PROV¡NCES AND TERRITORIES.

N0.3. (Hereafter referred to as STATISTICS

CANADA, 1989.

POPULATION PROJECT¡ONS).

STATISTICS CANADA, 198ó CENSUS DATA.

The growth of the Indian population is expected to

decline continuously till

year 20lL to an annual rate of

-7
growth of 1.442 over the period 2006-201-l_ (compared to 0.45?

for the total Canadian population). Thus, despite a fallíng
rate of population growth, by year 201,1,, the annual rate of
growth is projected to be more than three times that of the
Canadian

The 5 year period,

l_986

-J-99L, exhibits a growth pattern

considerably different than that of the projection period.,
i-991-201-L (Table 2) .
TABLE 2

BILL C-31

YEAR

PoPULATIoN AS

A

PERCENT

0F ToTAL STATUS INDIANS, 198ó-2011.

BILL

TOTAL STATUS INDIAN

TOTAL

POPULATION

POPULÂTION

C-31

BILL C-31 AS A
TOTAL STATUS

1986

403,042

18,137

4.5

1987

431,439

37,8?5

8.8

1988

458,807

5ó,388

12.3

1989

485,186

73,876

15.2

1990

5

0,905

90,673

17.7

1991

521,461

92,282

17.7

1992

531

,981

93,859

17.6

1993

54?,426

95,393

17.6

1994

552,799

96,880

17

1995

563,082

98,323

17.5

1996

573,269

99,710

17

2001

622,901

105,675

17.0

2006

671

,526

109,652

16.3

2011

721

,246

11?,360

15.6

1

SOURCE: DIAND, 1990. P0PULATION PROJECTIONS.

-5

-4

%

OF

I
This discrepancy is due to the impact of the enactment
of Bill C-31-. By the end of L986, approximately tg,1-37
individuals had their status restored, and by L991- a
projected 92,282 had been reinstated. This represents an
enormous addition to the Indian population which is much
larger than the increase attributed to natural increase. In
fact, over the period l-986-91- the Bil-I C-31- registrants
contributed 62.6v. of the tot,al growth of the Indian
population (rable 3).
TABLE 3

BILL C-31 INDIANS'

5

YEAR PERIOD

GROITTH SHARE

OF ToTAL STATUS ¡¡¡D¡AN popULATtON GROì'TH, 198ó-2011.

BILL

TOTAL STATUS ¡ND¡AN

TOTAL

ABSOLUTE INCREASE

ABSOLUTE INCREASE

C-31

B¡LL

C-31

GRO!'TH SHARE

1986-1991

118,419

74,145

62.6

1991-1996

51,808

7,428

14.3

1996-2001

49,632

5,965

12.0

2001 -200ó

48,625

3,97f

8.2

2006-2011

49,720

2,708

5.4

SoURCE: DIAND, 1990. POPULATION PROJECTIONS.

The rate of growth of the Indian population fe1l

sharply after the Bill C-3L registraÈion period (rggS-1990).
Thus, by r'991--96, the average rate of growth is projected to
drop considerably to l.9lZ, and then, as stated, to further

decline to t.44e" by 2006-201-L.
As a result of the continuíng high growth of the Indian
population its share of the total Canadian populaÈion is

9

projected t,o increase from t-.95å of the total canadian
population in 1-991- to approximately 2.3e2 by 2011- (Table ).
TABLE 4
STATUS INDIANS

As A PRoPORTIoN 0F ToTAL CANADIAN POPULATION, 1986-2011.

TOTAL STATUS INDTAN

YEAR

POPULATION

CANADIAN TOTAL

STATUS INDTAN

PoPULATIoN ( '000)

PROPORT I ON

1986

403,042

25,591 .1

1.57

1991

521,461

26,767.1

1.95

1993

542,426

27,255.0

2.00

1996

573,269

27,921 .2

2.02

2001

622,901

28,%7.1

2.16

2006

671

,526

29,653.7

2.26

2011

721

,246

30,324.3

2.38

SCIJRCE: DIAND,

1990.

POPULATI0N PROJECTIONS.

However, despite a considerabLe rate of growth and a
growing share of the total canadian population, the rndian

population remains but a minor proportion of the total_
Canadian population.
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b.

ON.

å,IiTD

OFF-RESERVE POPULATION

GROVIITH.

The growth rate of the rndian population differs

considerably between on- and off-reserve.
Over the 25 year period 19g6-20ll, the on-reserve
Indian population is expected to g,row by approximately
66-42, from an estimated 27s,Bgt in i-9g6 to a projected
452,214 by 20t1, (Table 5) .
TABLE 5

ON- AND OFF-RÊSERVE STATUS INDIAN POPULATION

GROT.JTH. (AVERAGE A},INUAL RATES).

PERIOD

ON-RESERVE

1986-1991

2.n

10.04

199',t-1993

2.40

1.40

1993-1996

2.23

1.22

1996-2001

1.70

1.U

2001-2006

1.62

1.31

2006-2011

1.ó0

I .18

SoURCE: AUTHoR'S CALCULATIONS USING RAt, DATA FRol't D¡AND,

OFF-RESERVE

1990.

POPULAT¡ON PROJECTIONS.

The off-reserve population wiII experience a total

percentage increase of almost doubLe that of on-reserve
(!12>"¡, from an estimated l27,tí]- in l_9g6 to a projected
269 ,031- by 20t1.

This considerable growth of the off-reserve population
over the 25 year period is largely due to BilL C-3L
registration over the period l-985-1990. During the perj.od of
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reinstatement the growth of the off-reserve populatíon rose
to considerable heights, âs the effect of Bill c-3L has been

fel-t primarily off-reserve
The annual average rate of growth of the on-reserve
population is projected to fal1 from a high of 2.77>" (1986_
t99L) to L.6Z (2006-2oLl-). The faIl in the rate of growth
will- be substantially more pronounced off-reserve, from
L0.04? annually (1985 -].99]-) to a 1ow of l_. Lg? annually
, (Table s) .
Disregarding the high growth period l-986 -LggL, the offreserve population is in fact growing at a lower rate than
on-reserve, and furthermore, the off-reserve rate is falling
at a faster pace than on-reserve. Consequently, the gap
between on- and off-reserve growth is wídening at an
increasing rate. This trend in on- and off-reserve
population growth reflects a growing reverse migration back
t.o the reserve. There are several explanations for this
trend of reverse migration; first, Bill c-31 registrants
migrating to reserve communities after regaining their
status,. second, the return of off-reserve fndians as a
resulÈ of lack of opportunities in the cities, and also, in
some cases as a result of growing opporÈunities on-reserve
due to increasing efforts in the area of employment and
(2006 -201-1-)

economic development.

L2c.

POPUI,ATTON GROWTH BY PRovTNcE

The rate of growth of the rndian population has been
falling aross the provinces, the yukon and the Nwr, and is

projected to continue falling through to year 2OLt (Table
6)

.

TABLE 6
PRoJECTED AVERAGE ANI'IUAL RATE

0F GRotTH 0F TOTAL STATUS INDIAN POPULATION, 198ó-2011. By pRovtNcE,

PERIOD

ATL

OUE

ONT

¡IAN

SASK

ALB

BC

YUK

l¡trT

CAN

198ó- 1991

4.07

4.47

5.3ó

5.23

5.34

6.25

5.12

7.44

5.12

5.29

1991-1993

1.78

1.34

1.43

2.20

3.04

2-55

1.60

1.57

1.10

2.00

1993-1996

1.ó0

1.22

1.31

2.06

2.82

2.39

1.41

1.43

?.09

1.&

1996-2001

1.39

1

.05

1.17

1.90

2.56

2.20

1.23

1.28

1.95

1.ó8

2001 -2006

1.26

0.88

1.04

1.70

2.36

2.00

1.05

1.11

1.8ó

1.52

2006-?011

1.21

0.78

0.92

1.57

2.36

1.90

0.92

0.98

1.8ó

1.44

Sq'JRCE: AUTHoR'S cALcuLATIoNs USING RAlt PoPULATIoN DATA FR(},t DIAND,

1990. popuLATIoN pRoJEcTIoNs.

The three prairie provinces of Manitoba, saskatchewan,
and Alberta (and the NVüT since the mid 1990s) are growing at
raÈes well above the overal-l rndian average of z.oz (1991--

93), though at decLining rates. Conversely, the Atlantic
provinces, Quebec, OnÈario, and B.C. (and the yukon since
the 1990s) are growing at rates well below the overall
rndian average. The differences in population growth is in
part due to the differences in impact of Bill_ C-31_
reinstatement across provinces. some rndian populations were
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more affected than others. over the 5 year reínstatement

period, t.he rndian on-reserve population grew at a modest
rate of 2.'77e", and there were no signif icant, variations
between provinces (Tabl-e 7) .
TABLE 7
PROJECTED AVERAGE ANNUAL RATE OF GROü,TH OF ON-RESERVE STATUS INDTAN
POPULATION,

1986-2011.

BY PROVI¡ICE.

PERIOD

ATL

OUE

0t{ï

I,IAN

SASK

ALB

BC

YUK

NtlT

CAN

1986-1991

2.28

2.12

2.12

2.96

3.72

3.26

2.74

2.97

2.74

2.72

1991-1993

1.86

1.53

1.96

2.49

3.40

3.01

1.97

2.?6

2.47

2.40

1993-1996

1.66

1.28

1.94

2.30

3.21

2.91

1.78

2.16

2.30

2.23

1996-2001

1.22

1.02

1.11

1.93

2.60

2.34

1.25

1.38

1.98

1.70

2001-2006

1.17

0.89

1.07

1.80

2.48

2.22

I .18

1.29

1.91

1.62

2006-2011

1.21

0.83

0.99

1.73

2.54

2.15

1.12

1.23

1.91

1.ó0

SoURCE: AUTHoR',S CALCULATIoNS USING

RAt

POPULATION DATA FRO'|

DIAND, 1g90. popuLATION PROJECTIOì¡S.

However, âs shown by Table g, not only has the offreserve population experienced considerable growth due to

Bí11 c-31 during the reinstatement period, but there are
also broad variations across provinces and territories. For

instance, the NWT grew at a rate substantially above the
national average (249a). Other high growth populations were
the Yukon (1-4"6), Alberta (13?) , and euebec (t2Z) . Other
provinces htere less affected by Bill C-31_, and g'rew at rates
slightly beLow the fndian average of l-O?.
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TABLE 8
PROJECTED AVERAGE ANNUAL RATE OF GROLITH OF OFF-RESERVE STATUS INDIAN POPULATION,

198ó-2011.

BY PROVINCE.

PERI@

ATL

ouE

ONT

I,IAN

sÂsK

ALB

BC

YUK

NIJT

CAN

1986-1991

7-68

12.17

10.11

10.22

8.03

1?.72

8.59

14.28

23.99

10-04

1991-1993

1.6

0.87

0.78

1.ó8

2.50

1.78

1.07

o-77

1.19

1.4

1993-1996

1.49

1.05

0.49

1.63

2.24

1.47

0.94

0.58

1.04

1.22

1996-2001

1.69

1.12

1.25

1.83

2.51

1.94

1.16

1.85

1.64

2001 -200ó

1.41

0.8ó

I .00

1.50

2.17

1.59

0.90

0.90

1-59

1.34

2006-2011

1.21

0.65

0.82

1.27

?.09

1.44

0.6

0.70

1.5ó

1.18

SOURCE: AUTHOR'S CALCULATIONS USING RAIJ POPULATION DATA FROI'I

1.21

DIAIID, 1990. POPULATION PROJECTIONS.

This general paÈtern of high popur-ation growth amongst
the rndian population ís resul-ting in an increase in the
share of the overalL canadian population across all
provínces. while significant variations describe the growth
pattern of the rndian population, in general, the rndian
communities are becoming increasingly important to
provincial and regional economies, at reast due to their
growing numbers relative to other canadians. This ís
particularly the case in yukon where the rndian population
accounts for approximately 27% of the regional population,
and simílarly in the NWT (23e"), Saskatchewan (g+), and
Manitoba (7t) as of 1993 (fable 9).
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TABLE 9
STATUS INDIANS AS

A

PROPORT¡ON OF THE PROVINCIAL POPULATION,

YEAR

ATL

auE

ONT

}IAN

1986

0.71

0.ó1

1.00

5.51

1991

0.8ó

0.74

1.22

1993

0.89

0.75

1996

0.92

2001

1986-2011.

ALB

BC

YUK

N}IT

CAN

ó.0ó

2.07

2.36

21.80

19.28

1.57

7.03

8.06

2.73

2.87

26.08

23.15

1.95

1.21

7.23

8-ó0

2.81

2.85

26.18

22.40

2.00

0.76

1.23

7.59

9.34

2.98

2.93

26.82

22.95

2.05

0.97

0.78

1.24

8.09

10.60

3.26

3.01

27.54

22.97

2.16

2006

1.02

0.80

1.25

8.57

11.91

3.54

3.09

28.39

23-O4

2.26

2011

1

.08

0.82

1.26

9.01

13.3

3.89

3.16

29.20

23.19

2.38

SASK

the other hand, the Indian population of Èhe
Atlantic provinces and Quebec account for less than 1.0? of
their respective províncial- populations. Likewise, the
populations of Ontario, Alberta and B.C. account for only
minor proportions of their provinci-aI populations.
On

ii.
a.

STÀTUS TNDI.àI{ POPI'IJÀTTON DISTRIBTITION.

DISTRIBTTTION BY PROVINCE.

The Indian population is spread very unevenly across

In lgg2, Ontario had the largest proportion (232),
followed by B.C. with (t7Z), Saskatchewan and Manitoba with
Canad.a.
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about (l-5å) each, and Alberta wíth (L2z). euebec had. (roe) ,
while the Atlantic region (42) and the two Territories (42)
had much smaller shares (Table 10).
TABLE 10
DTSTRIBUTIoN 0F STATUS INDTAN popuLATIoN By PROVINCE, 1992.
BY ON- AND OFF-RESERVE.

ON RESERVE

OFF

NUI,IBER

RESERVE

NUÌ.IBER

TOTAL

0N-

OFF-

RESERVE

RESERVE

TOTAL

NUI.IBER

REGION

B. C.

50,523

55.9

40,539

44.5

91

,063

100.0

15.6

19-5

17.1

ALB.

43,306

62.8

25,672

37.2

68,979

100.0

13-4

12.3

13.0

SASK-

49,623

59.6

133,595

40.4

83,208

100.0

15.3

16.1

15.6

tilAN.

50,213

&.5

27,689

35.5

77,902

100.0

15

.5

13.3

14.6

ONT.

66,828

55.6

53,343

44.4

120,172

100.0

20.6

25.6

22.6

OUE.

36,256

71.5

14,439

28.5

50,695

100.0

11.2

6.9

9.5

ATLANT I (

12,993

63.5

7,461

3ó.5

20,454

100.0

4.0

3.ó

3.8

N.t,.

I

0,533

82-4

2,246

17.6

12,779

100.0

3.3

1.1

2-4

3,578

53.2

3.151

46.8

6,727

100.0

1-1

1.5

1.3

323,855

60.9

208,126

39.1

100.0

100.0

100-0

100.0

T.

YUKON

CANADA

531

,981

SoURCE: AUTHoR'S CALCULATIoNS BASED 0N RAIJ POPULATIoN DATA FRoü DIAND,

1990. pOpULATtON

PROJECTIONS.

Thus, while the Territories account for about one

quarter of their regional populations, they account for a
very limited share of Èhe total- Indian population. In
contrast, while the praíríe provinces and euebec account for
almost negligible shares of their provinciar popurations,
they make up a considerable share of the total Indian

L7

populaÈion. rn fact, the western provinces collectively
account for about 60>" of the total rndian population.

b.

DISTRTBTTTTON BY

ON. À}ID OFF.RESERVE.

A majority of rndíans live on-reserve. There will- be
little change in the percentage of the on-reserve population

over the projection period, L991-201,! (tabl_e 11).
TABLE

1 1

STATUS ¡NDIAN DISTRIBUTION BY ON. AND OFF-RESERVE, 1986.2011.

YEAR

TOTAL STATUS INDIANS

ON-RESERVE

N0.

N0.

"/.

OFF-RESERVE
.Á

Ì,t0.

"Á

198ó

403,042

100.0

275,891

68.5

127,151

31.5

1991

521,461

100.0

316,273

60.7

205,188

39.3

1993

542,426

100.0

331,457

61.1

210,970

38.9

1996

573,269

100.0

354,379

ó1

.8

218,890

38.2

2001

622,901

100.0

385,514

61

.9

?37,387

38.1

2006

671,526

100.0

417,765

62.2

253,762

37.8

2011

721,246

100.0

452,214

62.7

269,031

37.3

SoURCE: AUTHoR'S cALcuLATIoNs USING RAIJ PoPULATIo¡| DATA FRO,! D¡Aì¡D,

1990. popULATIoN pRoJEcTtoNs.

The proportion of the Indian population living on-

reserve felI from 68.52 in 1986 Lo 60 .7* in J-991 (result of
the completion of Bill C-3L registration), which will be
folLowed by a modest rate of increase throughout the
projection period.

-18The off -reserve population increased from 3l_.5? (l_996)
to 39.3% (l-991) of the tota1, and is projected to fal-I at a

slow rate throughout the projection period.

iii.

a.

STATUS

IIIDIAI{ AGE DISTRTBITTION.

TOTÀTJ STå,TUS

INDIAI{ ÀGE DISTRIBTTTION.

The Indian population can be characterized as

a

relatively young population compared to the more aged
canadian counterpart. And although a falling fertility
rate
wíll result in a gradual changing age structure toward a
relatively more aged population, the fndj-an population is
expected to remain considerably younger than the Canadian
population well into the future.
The youÈhfulness of the Indian populaÈion is depicted
by the population age distribution (Tab1e L2). Over the
períod (l-986-201-t) the Indian population is projected to age
only gradually. A large proportion of the population is
found ín the younger age cohorts, whereas Èhe population in
the middle age and older age cohorts constitutes a
relatively minor proportion of the total population.

19TABLE 12
TOTAL STATUS INDIAN AGE DISTR¡BUTION, 1986-2011.

198ó

1991

1993

1996

2001

200ó

2011

o-14

35.8

32.9

32.7

32.4

31.2

29.0

27.2

15-24

z?.7

20.0

19.1

17.8

17 -1

17.6

17.9

25-44

27.0

30.8

31.4

32.0

31.7

30.2

28.6

45-64

10.4

12.0

12.6

13.4

15

-4

18.1

20.6

4-2

4.3

4.3

4.4

4.7

5.1

5-8

00.0

100.0

100-0

100.0

100.0

100.0

542,426

573,269

622,901

671

AGE

GROUP

65+
PERCENT

100.0

f

TOTAL

403,042

521,461

,526

721,246

6?.8

63.1

63.2

&.2

65.9

67.1

66.7

59.1

59.0

58.2

5ó.0

51.8

49.1

57.3

57.6

57.8

57.7

56.5

55.2

55

15-64

60.

DEP RATIOl
DEP RATIO2

1

.5

NOTE: I REFERS T0 STATUS INDIAN DEPENDENCY RATI0.
2 REFERS TO TOTAL CANADIAN DEPENDENCY RAT¡0.
SoURCE: AUTHoR's CALCULATIoNS USING

RAt PoPULATIoN DATA FRoìl DIAND, 1990. PoPULATIoN PRoJECTIoNs.

The gradual aging of the population is reflected in the

steady decLíne j-n the proportion of the age group 0-l-4 years
(the young dependents), from 35.8? in 1-986 Eo 27.2t in 2011

with a decline from 21,.32 in L986 to l-6.3? by 2O1lfor the overall Canadian O-L age group). The aging Èrend
can al-so be seen from the steady decline of the proportion
of the age group :'5-24 years (the young working.aged group)
(compared

from 22.72 in l-986 to t'7.9r" by 201J-. At the same t,ime, the
proportion of those 25-44 years (the prime wage earners)

20

will steadily increase from 27% of the total ïndian
population in 1986 to a high of 32t by 199G, followed by a
slow decline to 28. 6% by 2ltt The aging of the population
wíll also be felt in the age group 45-64 years (the middle
aged group) as this group wil-r increase its share from to.4z
(1986) to a high of 20.62 by 2011. Final1y, the aging trend
is reflected in the growing proportion of the elderly group
(age 65 and over). However, the proportion of this group
wilL remain substantially lower than the overall canadian
proport,ion.

of the relative youthfulness of the
Indian population is that it has had and is expected to
maintain a higher dependency ratio than the Canadian
population until L996. !{hiIe the dependency ratio ( a ratj_o
calculated by taking the ratio of the number of persons
under fifteen and over sixty-four years of age to the number
of persons aged fifteen to sixty-four, multiplied by i_OO)
for the Canadian population is expected to fal-1 slightly
from 57.3 to 55.2 by 2lli-, the Indian dependency ratio is
projected to fa11 significantly from 66.7 in l-986 Eo 49.1_3
by 20L1 (rable L2).
One conseç[uence

-2L
b.

THE I¡IDIA¡\T WORKING AGED GRouP.

The total Indj-an age distribution shows that the
working aged group (L5-64) makes up about two-thirds of the

total population (1986), and its share of the total
population will rise slightly throughout the projection
period to about 67.1-a by 201-t (Tab1e l_3).
TABLE 13
ToTAL STATUS INDIAN AGE DTSTRIBUTToN By BRoAD AGE COHORTS, 198ó-2011.

O-14

15-ó4

YEARS

ó5+

YEARS

YEARS

YEAR

TOTAL

1986

144,158

35.8

241,807

ó0.0

17,077

4.2

1993

177,627

32.8

341,631

ó3.0

23,168

4.3

1996

185,733

32.4

362,362

63.2

25,174

4.4

2001

194,379

31

.2

399,323

&.1

29,199

4.7

200ó

194,753

29.0

442,345

65.9

34,428

5.1

2011

195,830

27.2

483,628

67.1

41

,788

5.8

"/.

TOTAL

SCIJRCE: AUTHoR'S CALCULATIoNS USING RAU PoPULATIoN DATA FROil DIAND,

%

TOTAL

%

1990. pOpULATIoN PRO.IECTIONS.

This is the result of a decline in the rate of growth
of the rndian population combined with the entrance of a
significant number of young people into the workíng aged
category, âs well as the result of the reinstatement of a
large number of rndians under Bill c-31. This means that the
total Indian population of working age is expected to
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increase by approximately 241-,82L in the period l_9g5-2ol_l(rising from 241,807 to 493,628 over the 25 year period).
The young working aged group (tS-24) constitutes a
considerable share of the total populatíon. However, its
share is falling throughout this decade (due to the

proportional increase of the older working aged group),
followed only by a modest proportional increase over the
very long range. This group accounts for two 5 year age
cohorts which each by themselves are larger in absorute
terms than any other age cohorts within the working aged
group. This group is growing at an annual rate faster than
the prime wage earners.
The prime r^tage earning group (25-44) is growing ín

absolute terms but projected to start declining in relative
terms by the mid i-990s. Despite a relative decline, this
group will remain the largest share of the working aged
group. rn size, it is narrowing íts gap to the middle aged.
group and widening its gap to the young age group. over the
long range this group will grow at the slowest pace of the

working aged groups.
The middle aged working aged group (45-64) makes up the

smallest share of the working aged group. However, its share
is growing at a considerable rate, and over the long range
its share will surpass that of the young working aged group.
Although the proportion of rndians of working age will
be lower than that of the total Canadian population
throughout the period i-986 -zort, the effecÈ of the aging of

23

the Indian popuiation will be to bring the Indian working
age ratio closer to that of the Canadían population by 201-1.
While Èhe Indian population will experience a steady
increase in the proportion of working aged, the overaLl
Canadian population will see a slight decline. In fact, by
201-1- the proportion of the working aged population in the
Èwo populations will only differ by a projected 0.8? (67.12
and 67.9Y" respectiveLy)

c.

.

AGE DISTRIBÏTTION. ON- AND OFF-RESERVE.

The Indian on-reserve population tends to be s1íghÈ1y
younger than the off-reserve populatíon, wit,h 56? of the on-

reserve population under age 25 by 3,gg3 (Table l- 4), compared

off-reserve. This may reflect a tendency on the part
many on-reserve Indians to migrate off-reserve when they
reach early adulthood. A larger proportion livj-ng offreserve than on-reserve are of working age (l-5-64), (i.e.
to
of

45e"

69.32 compared to 59.0? ín 1993) . By 2013-, the proportions

wiLl be 64.82 and 70.9? respectively for on- and offreserve. The greatest difference in the age distribution
between the on- and off-reserve Indian populations can be
found among those in the prime wagie earning years (25-44) ,
and those in the youngest age group (0-14). The Indian
population living off-reserve has a smaller proportion in

-24
the youngest age group and a larger proportion in the prime
wag'e-earning years than the on-reserve population.
TABLE

I4

AGE DISTRIBUTION OF STATUS TNDIAN POPULATION ON- AND OFF-RESERVE, 198ó-2011.

AGE DISTRIBUTION OF STATUS INDIAN POPULATION (O}¿-RESERVE)

1986

1991

1993

1996

2001

2006

2011

0-14

37.6

37-O

36.7

36.1

34.0

31.6

30.0

15-24

22.5

20.0

19.2

18.4

18.ó

19.0

18.3

25-44

25.3

28.0

28.7

29.4

29.5

28.5

27.8

45-64

10.0

10.ó

11.1

11.7

f

3.5

16.1

18.7

4.5

4.4

4.3

4.4

4.5

4.8

5.2

PERCENT

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

TOTAL

275,891

316,273

331,457

354,379

385,514

417,765

452,214

15-64

57.8

59.0

59.5

61.6

63.6

AGE

GRCI.JP

ó5+

58.ó

&.8

AGE DISTRIBUTION OF STATUS IIIDIAN POPULATION (OFF.RESERVE)

1986

1991

1993

1996

2001

2006

2011

0-14

31.7

26.6

26.5

26.5

26.7

24.7

22.4

15-24

23.1

20.1

18.8

16.7

14.7

15.5

17.2

25-44

30.5

35.

1

35.6

36.4

35.2

3?.8

30.0

15-64

11.1

14.2

14.9

16.1

18.4

21.3

23.7

3.7

4.1

4.1

4.4

5.0

5.7

6.7

PERCENT

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100-0

TOTAL

127,151

205, 188

210,970

218,890

237,387

253,762

?69,031

64.7

69.4

69.2

68.3

AGE

GROUP

ó5+

15-&

69.3

SCIJRCE: AUTHOR'S CALCULATIONS USING RAIJ POPULAT¡Oì¡ DATA FRO,I DIAND,

1990.

69.6

70.9

POPULATION pROJECTIONS.
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As of t993, 28.7eo of the on-reserve population will be
in the prime wage earning years, compared to 35.6% of the

off-reserve populatíon, and 32.9? of the overalL
populatJ.on (rable l-5) .

Canadian

TABLE 15
AGE DISTRIBUT¡OT¡ OF TOTAL CANADIAN POPULATTON, 1986-2011.

198ó

1991

1993

1996

200'l

2006

2011

0-14

21.3

20.7

20.4

19-8

18.ó

17.3

16.3

15-24

16.7

14.3

13.9

13.4

13.1

13.0

12.5

25-44

32.2

33.5

32.9

32.2

30.3

28.2

26.5

45-64

19.2

19-8

20.6

21.8

24.3

?7.2

28.9

65+

10.ó

11.8

5.1

12.8

13.6

14.4

15.8

100-0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

AGE

GROUP

PERCENT

TOTAL

15-64

?5,591 ,100

68.1

26,767,100 27,255,000

27,921 ,200 28,867,100

29,653,700 30,324,300

67.6

67.4

68-4

67.4

67.7

SCIJRCES: AUTHoR's CALCULATIoNS USING DATA FRol.l STATISTICS CANADA,

1989.

67.9

pOpULATIOl,l PRoJECTIoNS.

198ó CENSUS DATA.

Although there are considerable variations from
provínce to province the trends shown above are generally

the

same across C-.r"d".

The aging trend is more pronounced in provinces and

regions where the fertility decline is greater (euebec,
Ontarío, B.C.). In general, Quebec, Ontario, and B.C. have
the largest proportíons of elderly and working aged people,
whereas the

NVüT

and the three prairie provinces of
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Saskatchewan, Manítoba, and Alberta have the largest

proportions of the youngest working aged group (Table l_6).
TABLE 16
ToTAL STATUS TNDIAN AGE DTSTRIBUTIoN,

AGE

GROUP

0- 14

%

YEAR

ATL

OUE

ONT

I,IAN

SASK

ALB

B. C.

YUKON

N!IT

1986

31.0
24.8

27.2

31.1

36.9

34.7

31.2

29.8
22-2

30.

22.8

35.0
28.4

40.0

2',1.9

23.0

36.2
30.9

19.7
17.7

19.1

18.4
1ó.3

21.8

21.3
20-4

21.0
19.0

19.6

18.2

16.5

18.3
16.3

19.7
18.8

32.3
28.6

32.2
28.9

32.8

29.0
29.9

26.8
26.3

28.9
27.9

33.8

34.2

29.9

29.0

27.6
27.8

12.9
22.6

15.1

14.0

10.

f

11.?

15.0

17.5

12.9
24.7

13.1

24-O

10.ó
18.7

9.0

24.4

24.9

17.3

3.6
1.9

3.0

3.1

3.8

3-6

4.4

6.7

4.3
6.9

5.3
5.2

.4
66.8

57.1

60.0
64.4

71.1

65.6
70.?

58.5
63.9

2011

15-24

198ó
%

25-44
45-64

ó5+

15-64

2011

%

1986

h

20't1

'Á

198ó

%

2011

16.4

29.1

%

198ó
2011

4.?
6.3

6.4
8.4

5.5

'/"

1986

&.9

6.4

65.2

2011

ó8.9

69.7

69.6

%

19%-2011. By pRovINcE.

7.6

61

61.7

SdJRCE: ÂUTH0R'S CALCULATIO¡¡S USING RAIJ PoPULATION DATA FRüll DIAND,

d.

BIIJIJ C-31

1990.

66.3

1

POPULATIoN PROJECTIONS.

POPUTJATION.

The reinstatement of more than 73,000 índividuals to

the status Indian population (due Èo Bill C-31), has had
significant impact on the overall composition of the status
Indian population. By the end of the registration period
(1990), Bill C-31- registrants represented about l-5? of the
total status Indian population (Table L7).
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TABLE 17

BILL C-31 AS A

PROPORTION OF TOTAL STATUS INDIAN POPULATION.
BY 0N- AND oFF-RESERVE, 1986-2011.

O}I ÂND

OFF

ON RESERVE

RESERVE

OFF

RESERVE

TOTAL

TOTAL

%oF

TOTAL

TOTAL

%oF

TOTAL

TOTAL

%oF

STATUS

c-31

STATUS

STATUS

c-31

SÏATUS

STATUS

c-31

TOTAL

1986

403,042

18,137

4.5

275,991

1,049

0.4

127,151

17,089

13.4

1987

431

,439

37,825

8.8

282,671

1,707

0.6

148,768

36,118

24.3

1988

458,807

5ó,388

12.3

291,495

4,357

1.5

167,322

52,030

31.0

1989

485,186

73,876

15.2

299,869

6,540

2.2

185,317

67,336

36-3

1990

5

0,905

90,673

17.7

308,727

9,187

3.0

202,178

81,486

40.3

1991

521,461

92,282

17.7

316,273

I

0,548

3.3

205,

lgg

81

,734

39.8

1992

531,981

93,859

17.6

523,855

1

1,9ó8

3.7

209,126

81

,892

39.4

1993

542,4?6

95,393

17.6

331,457

13,442

4.1

210,970

91

,951

38.8

1994

552,799

9ó,880

17.5

339,070

14,971

4.4

213,729

81

,g0g

38.3

1995

5ó3,082

98,323

17.5

346,711

1

ó, 555

4.8

216,371

81

,7æ

37.8

1996

573,269

99,710

17.4

351,379

18,191

5.1

218,890

81,519

37.2

2001

6??,901

10r,675

17.0

385,514

19,265

5.0

237,387

8ó,410

36.4

2006

671

,526

109,652

16.3

417,765

19,978

4.8

253,762

89,674

35.3

2011

721

,?46

112,360

15.ó

452,214

?0,455

4.5

269,031

91

34.2

YEAR

1

SCHJRCE: AUTHoR'S CALCULATIoNS

us¡Xc nnH

PoPuLAT¡ON DATA FRO,I DIAND,

1990.

,905

pOpuLATION pROJEcTIoNs.

Over the registraÈion period t,he totaL status Indian

population rose by approximately 33?. Bill C-3i_ accounÈed
for about 59? of this increase, while natural increase made
up for the rest (4IZ)
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The Bill

population constitutes a significant
proportion of the off-reserve population. About 9oz of the
Bí11 C-3i- populat.ion lives off-reserve, and by J-990 they
accounted for approximately 40? of the total off-reserve
population. This proportion is projected to decline Eo 34e"
by 201-l-. rn sharp contrast, only about 10? of the reinstated
population resídes on-reserve, and their share of the onreserve population is very minor, from 0.4e. in l_986 to a
projected 4.52 by 2011-.
Over the period L986-1-991 the Bill C-31 growth of the
C-31-

total status fndian growth was about 24% and B3t for onreserve and off-reserve respectively (Table 18).
TABLE 18

BILL C-31

GRolilTH SHARE

ON AND OFF RESERVE

5

YEAR

PERIOD

0F ToTAL STATUS tlrDIAN popuLATION,1986-2011.

ON RESERVE

OFF

RESERVE

TOTAL

c-31

c-31

TOTAL

c-31

c-31

TOTAL

c-31

c-3t

STATUS

I NCREASE

GROT,'TH

STATUS

¡ NCREASE

GROI,¡TH

STATUS

INCREASE

GROI.'TH

SHARE

INCREASE

SHARE

TNCREASE

INCREASE

SHARE

1986-91

118,419

74,145

62.6

40,382

9,500

23.5

78,037

&,&5

82.8

1991-96

51,808

7,428

14.3

38,10ó

7,643

20.1

13,702

-215

-1.6

1996-01

49,632

5,965

12.0

31,135

1,074

3.4

18,497

4,891

26.4

-0ó

48,625

3,977

8.2

32,251

713

2.2

16,375

3,2&

19.9

2006-11

49,720

2,708

5.4

34,449

477

1.4

15,269

2,231

14.6

2001

SoURCE: AUTHoR'S CALCULATIoNS USIt'lG RAU PoPULATIoN DATA FROiI DIAND, 1990. PoPULATIoN PRoJECTIoNS.

The importance in the Bill C-3i- population l-ies in

its

ímpacts on the age structure, the male-to-female raÈio, and

29

band síze. The largest proportion of Bill C-31 registrants

over the age of 25,Iiving off-reserve. First, the
age distribution of the registrants shows thaÈ 229< are under
25 years of age, and 78? are 25 years or older (DIAIüD,
Survey of Registrants, J-990, p. 61) . This cont,ributes to the
aging of the overall Indian population. Second, about 5g? of
Bill c-3L registrants are female. Before the registration
period the male-to-female ratio was 50:50, now it is
are

women

approximatêly 4925L (DIAITD, Government Progirams, 1-ggo, p.
27). This creates a momentum for future population growÈh.
And third, Bill C-31 has had some significant impacts upon

the average size of rndian bands. The average sj-ze of bands
has increased from about 609 (1985) to approximately BO3
currently. Although the íncrease in indivíduaL band size due
to Bill C-31- has varied greatly (from zero to more Èhan
2000), on average a band received Ll-7 new members (Ibid. ) .
The impact has been small-est for band populations residing
on-reserve; 30? of band.s received no new members due to Bil_I
C-3L, 6l% received 5 or l-ess new members, and only i-0? of
on-reserve band populations received more than 25 new
members. However, although Èhe immediate impacts of Bill C31 on bands living on reserve are minor relative to the
impact,s upon the off-reserve population, on-reserve
communities wil-l experience a growing ímpact as the Bill C31 population continues to migraÈe to on-reserve locations.

-302.3

TìIDIÀ¡T

EMPIJOT:Iì{E}iTT PROFIIJE .

This section provides an analysis of the rndian labour
force and employment conditions. The seLected indicators
focus on the leveLs and nature of participation in the
labour force, employment, and unemployment.
Patterns of labour force activity among the Indian
population are complex and highly variabl-e over sex and age.
fn general, lower participation rates and higher
unemployment rates occur among younger and ol_der agfe
cohorts, and among females.
In l-986, about 43.3e" of the on-reserve fndian
population rrlere in the Labour force (Table l-9). Whil-e not
directly comparable (due to undercounÈ of l-986 census) this
represented an increase from 198L when 39.4eo participated in
the labour force. The trend towards hígher labour force
particípation has been felt across all provinces.
In t986, labour force participation was significantly
hígher for Indian males (53.3?) Èhan females (32.32). While
varj-ations in the rnale to female disparity could be observed
across all provinces and regions, the female labour force
part,ícipation was consístently lower compared to that of
maIes. In general, the disparity has been about 20ro (Table
20)

.

to other Canadians, fndian participation in
the labour force is very 1ow (Tab1e 2l). l-986 census figures
revealed that the on-reserve non-participation rate (56.7+)
Compared

-31 higher than that of off-reserve (46.4+) , and
substantially higher Èhan the non-participation rate of
other Canadians (33.5?) .

hras

TABLE 19
PERCENT

OF INDIAN POPULATION 15 YEARS AND OVER IN THE LABOT'R FORCE ON-RESERVE.
BY PROVINCE, 1981 AND 1986.

PROVI NCE

1981

1986

NB AND PEI

34.2

47.7

}IS AND NFLD

37.4

37.7

AUEBEC

39.4

39.4

ONTAR I O

43.5

49.3

I TOBA

33.5

38.9

SASKATCHE!¡AN

34.6

36.1

ALBERTA

37.2

42-2

B. C.

44.9

49.8

YUKON

47.9

57.4

.

37.6

44.2

CANADA

39.4

43.3

I.IAN

N.tr.

T

SCIJRCE: DIAND,

1992. BASIC

DEPARTI'IENTAL DATA.

!,Ihil-e unemplolinent figures may be misleading in the

Indían context, âs they tend to underestimate the actual
number of people out of work, they will be briefly mentioned
here. According to census figures, unemplo)rment amongst
Indians, both on and off-reserve, has worsened considerably

in the L980s. The 1986 Census indicated that Èhe Indian rate

-32
of unemployment was about l-5.8?; slightly higher off-reserve
(1-6.8?) , and slightly lower on-reserve ( j_5.l_?) .
TABLE 20
PERCEIIT OF II¡DIAI{ POPULÀTTON 15 YEARS AND OVER

II¡

THE LABOI'R FORCE ON-RESERVE.

BY PRoVINCE, BY SEX, 1981 AND 199ó.

1981

PROVI NCE/

1986

GENSUS

CENSUS

TERRI TORY

lilAlES

FEMÀLES

I'ALES

FE}IALES

}¡B AND PEI

47.6

21.3

54.6

38.7

I{S AND

45.6

29.9

42.6

32.1

OUEBEC

51 .1

27.6

49.7

28.5

ONTARTO

54.9

31.9

60.1

37.9

iIAN I TOBA

43.7

22.6

49.5

27.4

SASKATCHEL'AN

47.3

21.2

47.4

24.1

ALBERTA

48.7

25.8

51.9

31.6

BRIT¡SH COLUI,IBIA

5ó.0

32.7

59.7

38.?

YUKON

57.7

38.1

64.1

50. ó

l¡HT

41.0

30.8

50.5

3ó.8

CANADA

50.6

27.8

53.3

32.3

NFLD

S(URCE: DIAND, 1992. BASIC

DEPARTII¡IENTAL DATÂ.

not dírecÈIy comparable, census figures suggest
that the raÈe of unemployment doubled between the 1981 and
L986 Census (Tab1e 2a). In comparison, unemployment among
other Canadians rose only slightly and stayed aÈ less than
half that of Indians (6.92 ín 1-986). The increase in the
proportion of unemployed can be partially attributed to a
Whil-e

33

rise in the labour force due to the expansion of the working
aged population.
TABLE 21
TOTAL STATUS

Il'lDIAtl AND TOTAL CANAD¡AN LABUR

LABOTJR FORCE

GROUP

EI,IPLOYED

ACTIVTTY 1981 (PERCENT)
UNEI.IPLOYED

NOT

ACTIvITY, i9B1 AND 198ó.

LABCT''R FORCE

EI.IPLOYED

TT¡

tAB.

FORCE

ACTIVITY 1986 (PERCENT)
UilEI.IPLOYED

NOT IN

LAB.

FORCE

FORCE

OI¡-RESERVE

32.3

7.1

ó0.ó

28.2

15.1

56.7

OFF-RESERVE

47.2

9.0

43.8

36.8

1ó.8

46.4

TOTAL

38.0

7.9

54.1

31.4

15.8

52.8

60.0

5.0

35

.0

59.6

6.9

33.5

STATUS

CANADIAI¡

S(I.JRCE: DIAND, 1992. BASIC DEPARTilENTAL DATA.

The severíty of the rndian unemployment problem is
destined Èo worsen considerably wel] into Èhe future if not
met hrith an immediate massive effort to reverse current

trends. Table 22 provides a possible scenario of the
employment situation over next 1g years. Assuming the rate
of labour force participation and the unemployment rate
remain at the l-986 census level, the toÈa] number of status
rndíans unemployed wil-] rise from 2s,478 in 1993 to 36,067
by 201-L. The number of unemployed will become substantially
higher if measures are undertaken to expand the rndian
labour force to match the level of the overall canadian
while at the same time failíng to lower the rate of

34

unemplo)¡ment. The ef fect

is il-lustrated in Tabl_e 22. By
201L, ârr estimated 1'29,408 new jobs for status rndians would
be required if the rndian labour force could be expanded to
match the Canadian labour force participation (66.5? at time
of l-986 Census) and assuming fu11 employment.
TABLE 22
ESTII,IATED STATUS INDIAN LABO,JR FORCE ACTIVITY
TOTAL ON AND OFF RESERVE

YEAR

IIORKING

ESTII.IATED

EST I i,IATED

ESTI},IATED

ESTIì.IATED

JOBS

AGED

LABOUR

UNEI,IPLOYMENT

EI,IPLOYED

EXPANDED

FULL

GROt.lP

FORCE

LABOUR FORCE

EI,IPLOYI.IENT

(1)

(2)

(3)

G>

(5)

161,250

25,478

135,772

227,185

91,413

FOR

1993

341

1996

362,36?

171

,035

27,024

144,011

240,971

96,960

2001

399-323

188,480

29,780

I

58,700

265,550

10ó,850

2006

442,345

208,787

32,988

175,799

294,159

I 18,3óo

2011

483,628

228,272

36,067

192,205

321,613

129,408

NOTE:

(1)

,631

(2,

IF RATE OF INDIAN LABCI.IR FORCE PARTICIPATION REIIAINED
AT THE 198ó CENSUS LEVEL (47.2%>.

ESTII,IATED LABCI,JR FORCE

CONSTANT

ESTII'IATED UNEI,,IPLOYI.IENT

IF

¡NDIAN RATE OF

UNEI,IPLOYÈIEIIT REiIATNED CONSTANT AT

THE 198ó CENSUS LEVEL (15.8%).

(3)

ESTTÌ.IATED EIIPLOYED

TF INDIAN RATE OF

LABOTJR FORCE PARTTCIPATION AND

RATE OF UNEI,IPLOYI.IENT RE]{AINED CO}¡STANT AT THE

(4)

'I98ó

CENSUS LEVEL.

IF

I}¡DIÀN RATE OF LAB(IJR FORCE
PARTICIPATION T'ERE INCREASED TO EOUAL THE CANADIAN RATE AT 198ó CENSUS (6.7Å>.
(5) JOBS }'IEEDED TO REACH FULL E¡IPLOYI'IENT ¡N AN EXPANDED IND¡AII LABCIIJR FORCE.
ESTII,IATED TNDIAN EXPANDED LABOI.JR FORCE

CALCULATED BY SUBTRACTIilG COLUI.II¡

SCI,IRCES:

3

FROI,I COLUIIN

4.

AUTHoR'S CALCULATIoNS USING RÂtt PoPULATIoI'I DATA FROil DIAND,

PBSIEcM,

DTAND, 1992. BAsrc DEPARTI,|ENTAL pATA.

^ilD

1990.

PoPULATIoN

35Under these same assumptions, by 2011-, 87,1-03 new jobs

would be required on-reserve, and 41-,779 new jobs off

reserve. While such a scenario may seem highly unrealistic,
it nonetheless serves to illustrate that current and future
demand for employment would be considerably larger if
policies were undertaken to create fulI employment within an
expanded fndian labour force, âs opposed to policies that
merely seek to satisfy employment needs within the existing
trend of low labour force participation.
The severity of the Indian employment situation is also
reflected in the duration of employment. 1981- Census figures
revealed that fndians on average worked fewer weeks per year
than other Canadians. Moreover, about three-quarters of onreserve Indians who did not part.icipate in the labour force
had never worked, while for off-reserve Ind.j-ans and other
Canadians this percentage was considerable smal-ler
(Nicholson, 1987, p. 73). This reflects greater
availiability of year-round employment off-reserve, but more
import,antly, it reflecÈs the deep rooted employment problem
on-reserve and Èhe fact that many have become permanently
discouraged workers.
The percentage of employed Indians is considerably

lower than that of the overall Canadian population, and fell
beÈween the l-981 and 1986 Censuses. The decrease in rate of
employment was felÈ less on-reserve (from 32.3% in 198L to
28.2e" in 1986) compared to off -resen¡e (from 47.2e" in 1-981-

36to 36.82 in 1-986). These figures are consistent with
Nicholson's (l-982) findings, on the basis of the 1991
census, that employment rates are generally largest in urban
centres and lowest on rural reserves.
While Èhe average rate of employment among status
rndians was 31.4+ ín L986, the overall canadian rate was
almost double that at 59.62. These figures are discouraging
in light of the growing rndian working aged population. As
shown earlier the working aged population (as-64 years) is
expanding in both absolute and relative terms. The changing
proportional representation of individual age cohorts (due
to changing age structure) has implications for the overall
lever of employment, since employment rates are observed to
vary according to age.
In general, age is a significant determinant of how a
person fares in the Labour force. Strong patterns of
unemployment and labour force participation exist over age
groups for males and females alike, and in general lower
rates of participation and much higher rates of unemployment
are experienced by the 1-5-24 year age cohort. young Indians
of workíng age are a particularly disadvantaged group on the
reserve.

Various research based on past census figures has
revealed a general trend,. the young working aged (tS-24

years) experience the lowest employment rates, and prime
wage earners Q5-44 years) are most highly employed,
followed by the middle aged group (45-64 years). For all

age
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groups, and for males and females both on- and off-reserve,
employment rates for rndians are substantially lower than
for other Canadians.

the basis of l-981- Census figures, Nicholson (l_987)
found that the lowest rates of Indian employment can be
found amongst on-reserve females in the young working aged
and prime wage earning groups, followed by on-reserve males
in the young working aged group. The highest rates of
employment were found among: off-reserve males in the prime
wage earning and middle aged groups, followed by on-reserve
males in those same two groups (pp. 59-61-).
On

As indicated by Table 23, the prime wage earning group
(25-44) will continue to constitute the largest segiment of

the working aged group. Thís group will be increasing in
absolute terms but start decl-ining in relative terms by the
next century. The youth (]-5-24) make up the second largest
segment but will experience a continuing decline in íts
share of the working aged group. fühiIe currently accounting
for the smallest proportion, the niddle aged group (45-64)
will exceed the youth segment in proportional terms by the
beginning of the next century.
The picture varies slightly between on- and offreserve. The prime wage earning group will decline more offreserve than on-reserve. By 2011, the on and off-reserve
proportions will be similar.
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TABLE 23
STATUS INDIAN UORKING AGED P0PULATION, BY

oN- AND OFF-RESERVE, 1986-20f1.

TOTAL

AGE

198ó

GROI,JP

NO.

15-24

N0.

25-44

i¿

N0.

45-64

15-64

91

%

,329

37.8

%

1

1991

1993

1996

2001

2006

104,4?6

103,354

118,444

39.3

101,8ó8
28.1

106,411

31.9

26.6

26.8

2011

128,911

26.7

08,633

160,547

170,134

183,673

197,191

49.6

49.9

50.0

49.6

202,500
46.8

206,335

44.9

62,721

68,144

121,400

148,381

19.9

76,820
21.2

95,721

19.1

24.0

27.4

30.7

362,362

399,323
100.0

442,345
100.0

483,628

100.0

2006

2011

79,189
29.8

82,719
28.2

41

,U5

17.3

NO,

241,807

%

100.0

327,722
100.0

341

,631

100.0

44.4

100.0

ON-RESERVE

AGE

GROUP

N0.

1986

1991

1993

1996

2001

63,240

63,714

65,307

38.8

34.1

32.6

31.0

30.2

69,913
43.8

88,494

94,964
48.6

104,094

113,603

119,248

125,516

49.3

47.9

44.9

42.9

?7,707
17.4

33,658

36,656
18.8

41,635

18.2

159,603
100.0

185,392
100.0

195,334
100.0

211,036

198ó

1991

N0.

29,346

"A

35.7

N0.

38,720

15-24

%

N0.

25-44

"/"

N0.

45-64

'Á

Ì'10.

15-64

%

61

,983

47.7

71

,518

&,662

,956
21.9

67,337
25.3

100.0

237,077
100.0

265,774
100.0

1993

1996

2001

2006

2011

41,186
28.9

39,640
27.1

36,561
24.2

34,893
21.5

39,256
?2.2

46,193
24.2

72,079
50.ó

75,170
51.4

79,579
52.6

83,587
51-5

83,253
47.2

80,818
42.4

29,063
20.4

31

35,18ó

43,765

54,06?

63,719

23.3

27.0

30.6

33-4

162,245
100.0

176,571
100.0

19.7

51

28.9
?92,997
100.0

OF F - RESERV

AGE

GROUP

15-24

25-44

%

47.1

N0.

14,138

%

17.2

t¡o.

82,204

45-64

15-64

7.

100.0

14?,328
100.0

,488
21.5

146,298
100.0

151

,325

100.0

190,730
100.0

SCIIRCE: AUTHoR'S cALcuLATIoNs uslNG RAt PoPULATIoN DATA FRoil DIÂND, 1992. popuLATIoN pRoJEcTIoNs.
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While on-reserve the youth segment and the middle aged
group will converge to a similar proportional representation

of the working aged group, off-reserve a significant
disparity will remain.
The middle aged segment off-reserve wil-l gro\Ât
considerably, and from being just half the size of the youth
segment in 1986, it will grow to a size more than L0å larger
than this segment by 201-1.
For the overall Canadian population the picture is
different. While currently the prime wag:e earners make up
the largest segTment fol-lowed by the middle aged, by 2}lr1- the
míddle aged group will be t,wice the size of the youth
segment and slíghtly larger than the prime wage earning
segment (fabLe 24).
TABLE 24
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF CANADTAN I.'ORKING AGED POPULATION
AGE

GROUP

15-24

N0.
%

25-44 i¡0.

45-64

15-64

('OOO). 1991.?011.

1991

1993

1996

2001

3,814.6

3,782.8

3,738.5
19.9

3,790.1

3,845.6

3,799.0

19.4

19.0

18.5

8,026.6
39.0

21.1

20.6

200ó

2011

8,967.8

8,971 .7

8,356.4

49.6

48.8

9,000.7
47.8

8,757.8

v.

44.8

41.3

N0.

5,291 .o

5,614.9

ó,081 . I

30.6

32.3

7,022.0
35.9

8,053.7
39.8

8,749.6

29.3
18,073.4

18,369.4

8,820.3

19,569.9

20,255.7

20,575.2

100.0

100.0

N0.

100.0

100.0

1

100.0

100.0

SOURCE: AUTH0R'S CALCULATIOI'IS USING RAIJ DATA FRO,I STAT¡STICS CANADA,

1989.

42.5

POPULAT¡ON PROJECTIONS.
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The Indian on-reserve population draws income from

a

of sources; r,\rage work (often casual or seasonaf ),
band admínistration jobs (the fndian public sector),
traditional pursuits, welfare, and off-reserve employment.
The rndian public sector provides jobs for about 47t of
the on-reserve labour force (rgae census data), and as such
it is the largest single source of employment on-reserve
(DrAlüD, The rndian Public sector, 1990). i-986 census figures
revealed that status Indians comprised 80.3? of the
experienced labour force on-reserve and accounted for g6.l-?
of the employees in public administration (Table 25).
number

TABLE 25

DISTRIBUÏION OF EI.IPLOYEES IN PUBLIC ADiIIN¡STRATION ON RESERVE. BY ETHNIC GROUP, 198ó.

ETHNIC

GROIJP

POPULATION 15+

EXPERIENCED LABOR FORCE

t¡0.
STATUS INDIAN
OTHER ABORIGINAL

}¡ON-ABORIGINAL

TOTAL

%

N0.

%

,440

U.9

38,425

80.3

4,375

3.7

1.975

4.1

.5

7,465

15.6

101

13,710
119,525

11

100.0

47,865

100.0

PUBL I

C ADÈIINI

STRAT ION

N0.

18,280

'/"

8ó.1

540
?,410
21,230

2-5
11

.4

100,0

SOURCE: DIAND, 1990. THE INDIAN PUBLIC SECTOR.

It is interesÈÍng to note that although status Indians
made up just over 80? of the experienced labour force, they
represented only 74< of. those employed in education, but

of those in local government. At the same time, nonaboriginals made up as much as 15.6? of the e>çerienced

95%
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labour force on-reserve, and accounted for 22.42 of those
employed in education and L9.4* of those employed in other
public sector occupations (Tab1e 26). Furthermore, according
to the l-986 census, non-aboriginals worked on average more
weeks in full-time posítions compared to status rndians
(DIAITD, ïndian Public Sector, 1990, p. Za) . Thus, there is
obviously the poÈential for a higher level of rndian
employment on-reserve if job opportuniÈies within the onreserve rndian public sector vrere allocated to rndian job
seekers.
TABLE 2ó

DISTRIBUTION OF EI'IPLOYEES

ETHNIC

LOCAL

GROI.JP

STATUS INDIAN

IN PUBLIC ADI'IINISTRATIOI'I

EDUCATION

GOVER}¡I.IENT

10,730

ON-RESERVE. BY ETHN¡C GROIp AND

95.0

2,825

74.0

OTHER

4,725

TOTAL

77.3

18,280

3.4

540

2,410

OTHER ABOR¡GINAL

200

1.8

135

3.5

I¡O¡{-ABORTGI¡¡AL

370

3.3

855

22-1

1,185

19,4

100.0

3,815

100.0

6,115

100.0

TOTAL

SCI,JRCE:

I

1,300

DIAND, 1990. THE INDIAN PUBLIC

By SECTOR, 198ó.

205

21,230

8ó.1

2.5
11

.4

100.0

SECTOR.

The 1ow levels of labour force parÈicipation reflect a

continuing reliance on traditional pursuits, but aLso a
growing dependence on werfare due partly to a growing number
of discouraged workers. Thus, sínce unemployment rates are
based on the labour force, in the fndian case such
statistics tend to underestímate the actual number of people
out of work. some studies suggest that when examining the

42rndian case, attention should be on the number of employed
(e.g. HuI1 (l-986) ; Nicholson (L987)) . Indian reserves
witness a particularly high proportíon of dÍscouraged
workers because of limited job markets and ski]ls. This is

reflected in the high proportion of non-participants in the
labour force who have never worked. while the overall rndian
labour force participation is rising it is nonetheless stirl
lower on-reserve. This lower participation on-reserve
reflects in part a reliance on traditional pursuits. while
many Indians (especially off-reserve) are keen to
partícipate in the mainstream wage-economy, there are still
a significant number of rndíans on-reserve who wísh to
retain traditional forms of economic activity. Traditional
(non-wage) pursuits usually ínvolve hunting, físhing,
trapping, lumbering, gathering and farming. These activities
provide income-in-kind.
i.

BII,L C-31 AI{D EMPI,OY}ÍEÌiflT.

The Bill

registrants are on average more active in
the labour force than the rest of the status Indian
population. The Bill C-31 impact survey (1990) showed t,hat
at t.he time of the survey 59? of the registrants were
employed, with the highest emplo)¡ment rates found in yukon,
N!{T, and Alberta (662), and the lowest found in Quebec and
Manitoba (48+) , (DIAITTD, Survey of Registrants, J_990, p. 63 ) .
C-31-
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Furthermore, Bill c-31- registrants living on-reserve
were Less Iikely to be employed (462) compared to the off_

reserve registrants (60?). Also, about 20* of those residing
on-reserve were unemployed or looking for work, compared to
L2+ off-reserve. rn addition, Bír1 c-3i- males showed

a

higher labour force participation rate (83?) than their
female counterparts (751a)
while these trends show a more active labour force than
that of the rest of the status rndian populat,ion, the Bírl
c-31- population stiIl fares worse in the labour force than
the overaLl canadian population. Nonethel-ess, the Bill_ c-31
population shows an employment pattern more similar to that
of the overall canadian population than to that of regular
status rndians. Therefore, it is possible that, the Bill c-31population will be a positive infLuence on overarl rnd.ian
labour force activity and be a contributing factor in
achieving rndian employment and economic development.
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2.4

I¡IDIÀI\I POVERTY

.âI\ID DEPENDENCY.

The most important economic characteristic of the

rndían population is its general widespread and entrenched.
poverty, including general poor economic and employment
prospects. some prime indicators of the level- and magnitude

of this poverty are the levels of individual and family
income and the rate of participation in social assistance
programs to meet basic needs.
According to the L986 Census, in L9B5 the average
st,atus Indian family íncome was just g2l_,gOO, al_most gj-Z,O0O
less than the average Canadian family income of g3g,7OO.
Similarly, the average status Indian indivídual income
($9,900) was just more than half the average Canadian
individual income ($19,200). Moreover, rndians living onreserve had the Lowest average family income ($20,900) and
lowest individual income ($9,300) (DIA]\TD, 1989, Economic
Conditions, pp. L6-1-7) .
lvhiIe low leveIs of income among on-reserve rndians do
give some indications of the level of poverty e>cperienced
within on-reserve communities, the degree of federal
dependency provídes an even clearer pict,ure. Dependence on
social assistance among on-reserve Indians is alarmingly
high and growing. fn Èhe fiscal year a99l/92 a staggering
53? of the on-reserve population was dependent on social
assistance (Table 27). This figure is up almost l_O? from
1987 when dependence on social assistance rôras 43.l-2, and up
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2oz from l-981 when 37 .1,t of the on-reserve population relied
on some form of social assistance.
IABLE 27
INDIAT'I SoCIAL ASSISTANCE DEPENDENTS 0N RESERVE, SELECTED YEARS.

TOTAL

YEAR

POPULATION

RECIPIENTS PER
I,IONTH

DEPENDENTS PER

PERCENT OF TOTAL

I,IONTH

POPULATION

1981

237,579

39,146

88,079

37.1

1985

268,046

48,558

109,256

40.8

19A7

282,671

54,170

121,882

43.1

1991

285,077

67,139

151,065

53.0

SCIJRCE: D¡AND,

1992. BASIC

DEPARTI,IENTAL DATA-

Furthermore, in 1985, 45.67 of Indians who were

identified as having íncome, cited government transfers as
their major source of personal income, compared to lg.6z of
oÈher Canadians (Table 28). The reliance on glovernment

transfer payments as the major source of income among
Tndians has risen considerably (from 33.4>" (l-9go) to 45.62
(1985) ), and moreo.ver, thís increase is much more profound
than that seen among'other Canadians, where the reliance
rose from l-6? (1980) to ]-9.62 (1985) .
In addition, the on-reserve populaÈion depends more
heavily on Èransfers as the major source of income (48.42) ,
than the off-reserve Indians (4tZ).
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TABLE 28
I,IAJOR SqJRCE

OF INCOHE:

GOVERI{¡IENT TRANSFER PAYIIENTS (PERCENT OF POPULATION IJITH

tltco,tE), 1980 AilD 1985.

GROTJP

1980

1985

TOTAL STATUS INDIAIIS

33.4

45.6

INDIANS ON-RESERVE

39.2

18-4

INDIANS OFF-RESERVE

24.7

41.0

ALL

1ó.0

19

CANADIANS

SOTJRCE:

DIAND, 1989. HIGHLIGHTS OF ABOR¡GINAL CONDITIONS f981-2001, PART

¡I.

-9

SOCIAL CONDITIONS.

Moreover, studies based on the l-9gl- census have also
found that reliance on transfer payments is greater for

rndian females than males, and greater for rural and smaller
urban settings than for others (Nicholson and Macmillan,
L987, pp. 1L1-L1-9) .

lfhile social assistance provides income to those in
need, it also fosters a climate of dependence on the federal
government to the point where it becomes a way of life for
many communities; a dependence from which it can be most
difficult to break 3r"y.
rt is evident that g'overnment dependence has reached
considerable heights and is growing. Growíng dependence can
be atÈributed to a number of factors including demographic
changes, the reverse migration back to reserve communities,
the poor employment prospecÈs in most, communities, and the
general rise in cost of living. Moreover, the high degree of
welfare dependence seen together with the low labour force

47participation and emplo)¡ment rates could suggest the
possibility that welfare in some cases is being used as an
al-ternat,ive to employment, and may in some cases be used as
supplementary income for those who are engaged in
traditional pursuits
However, while these factors have added to the growing
dependence, they should not be víewed as the overriding
cause. Rather, the blame for the acceleration j_n dependency
Lies in part wiÈh federal government politics and faíling
federal initiatives in the area of economic development of
rndian communitíes. There has been a t,endency to 1abel
isolated areas, without markets, resources and economic
opportunities as non-economically viable, and in turn these
areas have been targeted for socj-aI assistance. rt may be
argued that in such areas social assístance has by and large
worked as a destrucÈive mechanism toward individuar or
communal initiatives.
And hence, in communities labelled as
non-economically viable, social assistance has taken the
place of expenditures on long-term economic development
programs.

social assistance must be considered a
debilitating element characterizing Indian communities.
There is a critical need to break ar,vay from the pattern of
dependency. Although some may view this kind of assistance
as a shield agaínst employment in secondary type jobs and
exploitative employment conditions, such arguments must be
víewed as questionable (I{ien, i-986) . First, e:çloitative
Dependence on

-48forms of employment do not characterize reserve communitíes
in general. And second, wíth regard.s to off-reserve rndians,

social assistance has become a cycle of dependency which is
hard to break and which even ,shiel-ds, rndians from access
to suitable employment opportunities.
As long as jobs are scarce, of low skil-r requirement,
poorly paid, and of a casuaL and seasonal nature, the
incentíve to choose employment over social assisÈance may be
rather low. Furthermore, if getting off social assistance
means having to migrate off-reserve to find employment, ít
is highly unlikely that the dependency cycle wilr be broken.
Therefore, solutions must be found wit.hín the communities.
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2.5

A

NOTE ON THE PROJECTTON DÀTÀ

ÀIÐ TTS

OUALITY

The popul-ation projection data on the canadian status

rndian population and the overall canadian population used
in section 2.2 was developed by the Demography Division of
SÈatistics Canada
rndi-an Register data which provides data on vital
events, was used as base data for the projections on status

rndians. The rndian Register provides the most current
available data on the demographics of status rndians. rn
performing the projections the rndian Register data was
adjusted for late reporting of births and deaths (DIAND,
Population Projections, 1990). rn the case of the canadian
population projection series the l-996 census was used as
base population (Statistics Canada, 1,ggg) .
For the purpose of this study a medium growth scenario
of the status rndian population and a slow growth scenario
of the Canadian population were chosen.
The medium growth scenario appears to fit

the current
rndian demographic trends most accurately, e.g. it is based
on assumptions of slowly declining fertility,
decreasing
mortality at a moderate rate, completion of BiLl C-31_
registration by L990, the migrat.ion of 1-B percent of the
newly reinstated Bill c-31- population to an on-reserve
location, and no international migration (Ibíd. ) . In the
case of the canadian population a slow growth scenario
(projection no. 2) was chosen. This senario appears to
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constítute a smooth continuation of observed past trends,
e.g. declining fertility,
moderately declining mortality,
and fa]ling net migration (For details see statistics
canada, l-989). Also, in both cases the projected data for
the period 1986-l-992 was compared to actuaL observed data
(rndian Regíster data l-986-tgg2, tgg6 census count on the
canadian population and statístics canada population
estimations between census counts) and it was found that the
chosen growth scenarios matched that data with the least

error.
These projections of course have certain limitations.

The accuracy necessarily depends on the reLiability

of the
population base data and on the assumptions made on vital
events and migration.
The accuracy of the rndian projection data must be a

primary consideratíon especially since the present study
uses it as a point of departure. However, one shourd not be
too concerned with j-ts exact accuracy since the data is only
used for illustrative

purposes and for purposes of

indicating the broad trends takíng place in Indian
demographics.

wíth respect to the accuracy of the rndian population
projections, the actual rndian Regíster data up ti1I tgg2
was found to match the medium scenarío projectíon guíte

cIosely. The projected data deviated on average only about 4
percent from the actual data. Looking at specific provinces
the projected data was slightly less accurate for some
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provinces, which is partly due to the smal_l size of the base
population in those provinces.
The important. thing to keep in mind is that the
projection employed in the present study illustrates

a

possible future population trend provided the population
follows Èhe underlying assumptions on rate of growth of
population, vital events, and migratíon between on and offreserve.

2.6

IMPI,TCATTONS.

The above outl_ined economic and employment
circumstances of the status rndian population have several
Ímplications for the economic development of rndian

communities, of whích the major ones will be briefly
considered here.

while the rndian population is faced with some very
serious economic problems including a considerable rack of
economíc and employment opportunities, these problems are
only going to magnífy many fold in years to come when seen
Ín light of t.he changing demographic compositíon.
The rate of growth of the rndian population throughout
the projection períod significantly surpasses that of the
Canadian population. However, it is falling and. the
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disparity is narrowing albeit modestly. The high growth is
putting increased pressures on finding suitab]e jobs for the
growing number of rndian people residing on-reserve. rn
particular, the rndian on-reserve population will experience

increasing economic pressures as reverse migration continues
and growth on-reserve remains relaÈive1y high. rndians on
reserve rely on social assistance more than other canadians,
and this reliance may grow without immediate progress in
community economic development.

Across canada the differences ín the rate of growth of
population indicate that some provinces and regions wiLl
experíence more pressure on resources and scarce employment
and economic opportunities in the future (the prairie

provinces in particular), whereas others will be able to
benefit from significant decline in growth. v,Ihile a high
growth pattern will help foster a broadened political,
social and economic influence and Èhus could be considered a
positive trend, the fact remains that most Indian
communities are stiIl il1 prepared to take ad.vantage of this
growth. And without significant progress in employment and
economíc development, rndian popuration growth wilr only add
to the already widespread economic disparity found within
most on-reserve communities. Moreover, âs the rndian onreserve population continues Èo gain increasing growth

relative to the off-reserve population, it is
evident that efforts in terms of economic and employment
development on-reserve need to be reevaluated and
momentum
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subsequently followed by a massive effort on the community
economic devel0pment front. However, since most communities

are smaII in population size and rural in nature, economic
development opportunities have many obstacles and.
development will depend to a large degree on the extent and
nature of reserve based and local- resources, as wel_I as
government financial support for employment creation and.
business ventures

while the overal-l growth of the rndian population poses
several concerns for consideration, the changing age
structure requires more immediate attention as it has direct
implications for economic development. Financiar resources
wilL have to be increasingly directed toward the growing
working aged populati-on. As the population ages and the
working aged group continues to increase its share of the
total population, the pressure on economic development,

creation and business opportunities wiLl rise.
This wil-I raíse many planning and policy issues and put
pressures on various levels of governments to commit to long
term financial support for education, training, and creation
and expansion of employment and economic opportunities.
Failure of governments to respond to these consideratíons
could have significant cost-implícations including a growíng
reliance on social assistance. while t.he decline in the
Indian dependency ratio (due to the gradual aging of the
population), is expected to lead t,o a decline in the degree
of economic dependence, this wil-l only happen if the growing
employment

-54for employment is being met, and in turn, only if
the
gfovernment exercises commitment to financial
support for
employment and economic development. At the
same time, âs
the youth matures into the young adult years, expenditures
on post-secondary education wil1 grov, considerably,
so will
competition for scarce educational funds.
demand

The reínst.atement of a large number of rndians
under
Bí11 C-31_ has al_so raised sóme concerns among, Indian
communities about the possible economic impacts

of returning
registrants to reserve communities. According to the
Bill_ c_
3L impact survey (r-ggo), bands are concerned about
the
potential increase in the competition for scarce jobs
in the
communities as welr- as a potential increase in
the
competition for educational fund.s. However, on a more
positive note, bands see the potential for at least
some
posj-tive spilI-over effects from the influx (however
smal_l_)
of Bill c-3r- registrants. since Bill c-3r_ registrants
are
generally better educated and in turn may possess
better job
skiLls, they could bring new ideas, dífferent trades,
and
contacts to the outside with them to the reserve community.
The growing working aged populaÈion has resulted
in a

slight increase in the rndian labour force participation
in
recent years. However, the increase in this age group
is
taking place in an on-reserve employment market unable to
satisfy current requirement,s, and in an off-reserve labour
market where unempl0yment rates'are already high. As
a
result, many rndians have become discouraged workers and
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simply have given up participating in the Labour
force.
Because of the very row labour force participaÈion
among
fndians a higher 1eve1 of employment, comparabl-e
to that
found in the mainstream economy, can only be reached
by
finding jobs for those arready participating ín the
r-abour
force, while at the same time.encouraging greater
participation by those not in the labour force,
and
providing empl0yment for those potential new entrants.
More
than half of the rndian population is not in the
rabour
force, and of those who do participate about 16.?
are
unemployed. Furt.hermore, the lowest rat.es of
employment are
found among the new entrants, and. if their demand
for
employment will not be meÈ, the pool of discouraged
workers
may grow in the future.

Moreover, the high degree of unemployed Indians
especially on-reserve is an indicator of the high degree
of
entrenched unemployment and an indication of the
underdeveloped economic infrastructure within rndian
communities. The high proportion of non-participating
rndians who have never been employed ind.icates the

severity

of the problem.
The significant economic disparities between ïndians
and other canadians can be explaíned by the low 1evels
of
employment. only about one-third of the ïndian population

is

cited as emploYêd, meaning that a considerably smalL section
of the population has the burden of providing for a much
larger non-economically active population. This problem
is
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magnified when seen in light of the large proportion of
young dependents, the seasonal and short-term nature of most
rndian employment, as well as the general low income leve's
found among rndians. Moreover, the dísparity between on and

off-reserve employment rates has implications for future
development. rt is particularly significant because more
than t,wo-thirds of the rndian population resides on_reserve,
and this proportion is even expected to grow slíghtly by
year 201L.
Age-specific employment rates indicate t.hat emproyment
rates are higher for prime wag'e earners and the middle aged
compared to the youth. Therefore, i_n view of the projected
future trends in the proportionar representation of each of
these three working aged groups, it is possibre that as the
youth proportion declines and a subsequent increase in the
prime wage earning and middle aged groups is realized, the
general employment level wir-I improve. Alternatively, of
course, the increase in the mature segment, and subsequent
increase in competi-tion for scarce jobs, Rây resul_t in more

a higher proportion of discourag.ed workers
among this group. Thís could have severe economic
ímplications for future development prospects.
ïncreased attention .must also be given to the growing
female-to-male ratio due to Bill c-31. rn view of the
observed lower employment levels among rndian females,
viable long-term development efforts wilr have to place
unemployment and
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significant emphasis on employment

of women. Fail_ure
wil-1 undermine any comprehensive development efforts.

2.7

need.s

CONCLT'DING COMMEIüTS.

The above analysís has shown that the rndian population
is undergoing significant changes in íts demographic
composi-tion and the projected future changes in population
dynamics wilr- have significant impacts on the economic

circumstances of the Tndian population.
The changing demographics wiII, âs demonstrated, add to
an already highly critical employment si-tuation unless
immediate efforts are undertaken to reverse current trends
of l-ow ]abour force participation and high unemployment

the Indian population.
rn addition, it is evident that the financial
dependence on the federal government has reached
considerable heishts and is growing. Failure to find
solutions to the current employment problems and the
projected increase in demand for employment will only
exacerbate the high level of financial dependence in the
near future.
among

The growing financiar dependence on the federal
government can in part be attributed to the changing

demographics, the reverse migration back to on-reserve
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communities, and the lack of employment and economic

opportunities within rndian communities. However, as will be
discussed in more detaír in chapter 6.0 and 7.0, soci_aI
assistance has often taken the place of expenditures on
long-term economic development programs. Thusr part of the
blame for the acceleration in dependency Lies with the
federal goverment and its lacking or inadequate efforts in
the area of economic development of rndian communities.
rn outlining the above implications associaÈed with the
changing rndj-an demographic composition and its related
employment and economic impacts, it becomes evÍdent that
employment and economic development must become an absolute

priority with both federal and band glovernments. rn order to
design an appropriate development strategy Èhat can begin to
address the complex and diversified issues related to
contemporary rndian employment and economic circumstances,
several issues must be considered in turn.
Chapter 3.0 seeks to arrive at an appropriate

theoretical framework that may serve as the basis for
identifying elemen!: of a comprehensive strategy for
employment and economic development of rndian communities.
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CHAPTER

3 . ]-

3.0

IìITRODUCTION.

This section of the study seeks to present some brief
basic viewpoints on different theoretical approaches to
explaining variations in labour force outcomes, and then to
evaluat.e their applicability to the rndían context.
specifying a theoret.ical framework relevant to the rndian
context serves the purpose of highlightÍng the círcumstances
within which rndians seek employment, and thus helps
ident.ify possible obstacles to rndian labour force
participation. and employment success which must be overcome
if a higher IeveI of employment and economj_c development Ís
to be achieved.
The maín theoretical perspectives on rndian employment
paÈterns and trends fal1 into essentially three maín
groupings; those that adhere to orthodox thinking and thus
emphasize individual traits as being predominant in
determining labour force success; those that focus on a
dependency paradigm arguing

that the lack of labour force
success amongst the rndian population is due to their
dependent state; and fina11y, those who specify a dual
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that rndians by and large are
relegated to a secondary labour market with limited
mobility, and as a result are unable to achieve high
participation and success rates.
rn reviewing the literature on labour market theories
it becomes evident that existing labour market theori_es are
separately inadeguate aÈ explaining rndian labour force
participation and employmenÈ success âs, when viewed
separately, they are inadequate at capturing the complexity
of rndian employment conditions. However, by a1lowi-ng for
some broad generalj-zations, and by incorporating elements of
existing theories, it is possible to identify a framework
that can serve as an anaryticar- tool in analysing the
complex issues involved in rndian employment and economic
circumstances.

6l3.2

TTIE ORTHODOX PERSPECTTVE.

Orthodox approaches to explaining how individuals

participate and perform in the labour market center around
the idea that each individual enters the labour market with
a set of attributes. These attributes encompass productive
characteristics and personal- preferences that by and large
determine that individual's chances in the l-abour market.
By focusíng on the characteristics of the ind.ividual,
orthodox theories attempt to explain why there are low-wage
and low-status jobs, and why these jobs are concentrated
largely within minority groups.
of orthodox thinking focuses on economic
theory in attempting to explain an individual,s
parÈicipation in the labour market. This type of theory is
based on the assumption that people enter the labour market
with certaín individual productÍve characterístics, ê.g.
innate ability, education, training, and job experience. On
the basis of these producÈive characteristics the individual
will, ín seeking to maximize future income, make rational
decisions concernÍng investment in human capital. An
individual gets paid ín accordance with his or her
productive capacity. Since t.he productive capacity is
directly determined by the combination of individual
productive characterisÈics, ârr individual will maximize
One Line
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thereby deferring present income to improve future earning
power (VÍien, 1986, p. 82) . Orthodox thínking further
maintains that if education, training, and work experience
is equally available to all people, then differences in
employment patterns and wagies can be e>çlained by such
factors as differíng innate ability and differing
preferences. Thus, from an orthodox perspective the labour
market works weII, and reguires at most some minor
government intervention to maintain fuI1 employment. within
this framework individual-s have a psychologically determined
set of preferences and are abl-e to determine theír own
sat.isfaction. consequently, if unemployment exists it is
because individuals choose to be unemployed., and thus,
individual choice dictates economic outcomes. This Line of
thinking has at times led to some rather extreme views on
the unemployed. According to Robert Lekachman, ,the
unemployed are dumb, il1íterate, immoral, l.azy, or some
unattractive combinatíon of these qualities, (euoted in
Cherry, 1-980, p. 15). Forces that may undermine equality
(i.e. similar workers receiving símilar treatment) and
create artificial- barriers to a free labour market should,
according to orthodox thinking, be removed. Such forces
include union activity, minimum wage legislation, and
unemployment compensation (McArthur, l_989) . Moreover, there
is t.he potentiaL for temporary distortions to the working of
a free labour market,. while discrimination is considered
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such a temporary distortion,

it is believed that it will

be

eliminated through competitíon.
Another line of orthodox thinking emphasizes the
socÍologícal background of the indívidual. This line of
thinking suggests that how an individual fares in the labour
market, and the choice of employment or career, is
det.ermined largely by factors that influence the value
system and preferences of the índividual, the primary ones
being; a9e, gender, family background, initiative, values
and attitude (Wien , t9B6 ¡ peters et aI. , tgg2) .
Along the same line of thinking can be found the
"culture of poverty'r thesis (Oscar Lewis (f gge) ), which
basically suggests that minorities are caught in a culture
of poverty that is characterized by communíty
disorganization, family dísintegration, welfare d.ependency,
personal disorganization, and rejection of middle-crass
values (Peters et â1., 1,992; ütien, 1996). By adapting to
this culture it becomes difficurÈ for the ind.ividual to
ímprove his or her socio-economic position.
Final1y, modernization theories (Rostow (1920) ) divide
the economy into two sectors; modern and non-modern. The
basic idea behind thís type of Èheory is that t,he non-modern
sector lacks certain factors important to achieving
development. common impediments to development in the nonmodern sector are low ambitions, risk aversion strategies,
family ties, and lack of entrepreneurial and industrial
skilIs. The solution to the underdeveloped state of the non-
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modern sector is sought through stategies of modernization

which focus on the diffusion of el-ements of the modern
sector, such as economic, social and poliÈical institutions
(McArthur, J-989, p. 4O) .

i.

.è,PPLICATIoN

To THE I¡IDIAI\I eoNTExT.

rt can be argued, that by and large orthodox thinking
has laid the framework for much of federal strategies and
policy measures directed at achieving rndian employment and
economic development. one need just look to the overriding
emphasis on achieving a higher educati_onal atÈainment
amongst status rndians, âs well as measures directed toward

creating a pool of rndian business entrepreneurs. rn effect,
orthodox thinking has largery tended to emphasize the supply
side and has in turn, particularly in the past, tended. to
downplay or ignore the demand side of the labour market.
The Hawthorn-Tremblay Report (ag66) was one of the
earliest and most significant studies on rndian economic
conditions and essentially raid the ground work for federal_
supply side polícy measures. This report recommended that
efforts of the rndian Affaírs Branch should be directed
toward increasing the educational attainments of the rndian
people. For example, one of the main recommendations made by
the report was that *the main emphasis on economic
developmenÈ should be on education,

vocational traíning

and.
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techniques of mobil-ity t,o enable rndians to take employment
i-n wage and salaried jobs" (Hawthorn, 1966, p. 13) . In

addition, the report recommended that Èhe development of
local1y available resources should only be rooked. upon as
playing a secondary role for those rndians who did not
choose to seek employment outqide the reserve (Ibid. ) .
since then, federal policy measures have subscribed
heavily to supply side measures, and key areas have been
investments into education and vocational training and,
until more recently, mobility assistance for rndians seeking
employment off-reserve to faciritate the adaptation of the
Indian population ínto the mainstream economy.
Demand síde strategies have been limited in the past,
but are gaining increasíng attention in more recent times.
such strategies commonly include job creation, employment
equity, and human rights legislaÈion. However, it is fair to
argue that orthodox development strategies have rargely
faíled at achieving egual access to employment by rndians.
rn particular, as will be discussed in more detair in
chapter 6.0, measures undertaken by both Employment and.
rmmj-gration canada and the Department of rndian Affairs have
proven largely ineffective at meeting the special needs of
rndian people. FurÈhermore, âs shown in chapter 2.0 of this
study, no substantial improvements in economic conditions
have occurred. rndian employment patterns and trend.s are
stí]l characterized by participation rates far beLow
natíonal averages, unemployment is chronically high
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especial-Iy on the reserves, and income from

labour is
individually and collectively far below that for any other
group in Canada.
rn all fairness, factors such as inadequate education
and skiIl leveIs and lack of e>çerience must accounÈ
partially for the Lower levels of emplol¡ment of rndians
r4rage

to other canadians. Nonetheless, despite large
amounts of financial resources directed at enhancing rndían
educational and skil-I levels no significant improvements in
compared

employment have occurred (Nicholson,

lggT; McArthur, 19g9).
rt is therefore clear that discriminatory l-abour market
practices are distorÈing the working of competitive forces.
There is a need to incorporate more vigourously demand side
measures ínto development strategies as well as pay more
close attention to structural constraints facing the rnd.ian
labour force.
strategies have also tended to
exhibit at least some level of orthodox influence. These
strategies have largely Èaken the form of enterprise
financing and the provision of management advisory services
to rndian owned enterprises. Business fail_ures have tended
to be blamed partly on lack of busíness experience of rndian
enterpreneurs, and partly on the foundation of rndian
businesses, in the sense that investments in rndian
businesses often cannot be justified because the foundation
necessary for success is lacking within most on-reser-ve
Busi-ness development

communities (McÀrthur, J_999, p. 37) . The high failure rate
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lies partly with the behaviour of federal funding agencies,
who often themselves Lack the necessary business expert.ise
to assist Native businesses, exercise inadequate financial
support, and lack commitment (Lox1ey, j_9g6, pp. l_63 _]-7l-) . A
major problem is the excessive risk aversion strategj_es of
federal departments and agencies. Many community economic
development projects are heavily undercapitalized and end up
as sma11 and uncoordínated projects.
ïn general, contemporary business development programs
carried out by fndustry, Science, and Technology, are
characterized by limited accessibiliÈy, numerous elígibirity
críteria, and 1ow funding 1eveIs, as will be discussed
furÈher in chapter 6.0. Moreover, many rndian businesses
could survive íf business development strategies were more
sensitive to the barriers facing rndian entrepreneurs, and.
if they were geared more carefully to the context within
which they operate, the reserve economy. For example, wolfe
et al. (L989), found that micro-enterprises are widespread
on rndian reserves. They are generally quite viable and
serve an important. funcÈion in the communities since they

are generally based on locaL needs and l-ocal_ demand.
Moreover, they are usually tailored Èo the rndian culture
and generally operate alongside other economic activity.
The modernization theory also exhÍbits many flaws
Probably one of the predominant criticisms that should be
emphasized here is the inaccurate argument that rndían

culture

somehow

inhibits development and rndian success in
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studies in the province of Manitoba, Ðeprez and sigurdson
(:-gøg) found that rndian culture did not stand in the way of
rndian adaptation into an industrial economic environment
(p. 96). Also, a comprehensive study done on native
paticipation in mining in the north indicated that in
general natives adapted quickly to a wage economy and
industrial- emplolzment. only minor ad.justments in the early
stages of emplolzment were necessary. (sub-commit.tee , !gg2,
pp. 123-L30) . In general, there has been no evidence t,o
suggest that rndian culture is an impediment to achieving
economic development.

The idea of sub-cultures on reserves has also been
challenged. rn studying a Manitoba rndian reserve, Lithman
(]-984) argued that it would be tempting Èo interpret the low

particiation ín job opportunities or the row educaÈiona1
attainment as Èhe organizati-onaI outcome of cultural
differences. However, according to Lithman, rndians are
capable and competent and the fact that they are exclud.ed
from employment opportunitíes is the result of the ability

of vlhites to infLuence rndian access and performance (p.
60).

Overall, it can be said that interpreÈing Indian
conditions within an orthodox framework leads to po1ícy
measures that tend to overlook Èhe special circumstances of
Indian people, and Èhus produce results that are
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ineffective, and at worst contribute to pushing Indians even
further to the margins of the Canadian mainstream economy.

3.3

The dual economy perspective or segmentation theory
emerged in the u.s. in the rate r-960s. origina]-ly it was
developed in an attempt to account for the situation of

black workers, but has since been extended to include
various minorities, disadvantaged and underpriviledged
groups (Berger and piore, 1990, p. i-5) .
The dual economy and segrmented rabour market approach

does not focus on individual characteristics and attributes
as the prime determinant of rabour market performance, but

rather the emphasis is on the structure of the labour
market, and the factors within this structure that determine
individual fares in the labour market.
The basic tengt of this approach is Èhat the labour
force is divided or discontinuous, resulting in it being
described as a "dual' or segrmented labour force.
The dual economy is composed of rfcore' and. "periphery"
sectors. The firms of the core sector exhíbit oligopolistic
market structures, they are capital intensive with long
production runs, rrse advanced technology, and offer working
conditions that attract a stable labour force. on the labour
how an
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side, the core sector is dist,inguished by the presence of
large industrial unions that wiel-d significant bargaining
power. rn contrast, the periphery sector is characÈerized by
the presence of a large number of smalr firms, whose levels
of technolog'y are considered lower and less capital
intensive, who control- littre market power, with a large
non-organized labour force and fluctuating need for labour
(Appelbaum, L979, p. 1,07) .
The dual- labour market is the theoretical basis for the
segmented labour market. under the duar rabour market
hlpothesis, the labour market is divided into two
independent segments, a rrprimaryil and a ilsecond.aryn labour
market, which correspond respectively to the rrcore' and.
rrperiphery" sectors of the economy.
Primary labour markets are characÈerized by more
attractive and bet,ter paying jobs, on-the-job training
opportunities, opportunities for career advancement, and.
stable employment. rn contrast, secondary labour markets are
characterized as being inferior and less attractive,
consísting of Iow skill requirements and 1ow wages, few ont.he-job training opportunities, Iimíted upward mobility and
general unstable employment (piore and Berger, J-9g0, p. 1,7) .
By and large, the secondary labour market is composed of
disadvantaged and underprívileged groups. Et,hnic and racial
minorities, women and the youth fal_I ínto this thís
category.The unstable nature of the jobs found in the
secondary labour market arises from the general seasonalit.y

7Lof these jobs, sensitivity to sudden shífts in taste and
fashion, declining industries or marginal firms, and the
limited prospects for continuous employment (Cherry, 19g0,
p. 34).
According to the segmented labour market theory, rabour
markets are segimented because .workers in some jobs may be
shiel-ded from competition with other workers, or because
workers are prevented from competing for certain jobs. And

thus, there is very littre mobility between the labour
markets. This, of course, is in sharp contrast to orthodox
economics which maintains that individual producÈive
characteristics determine labour market outcomes.
Ðiscrimination ís viewed as a main factor in preventing
disadvantaged groups and minorities from entering the
primary labour markets.
According to segmentation theorists, as long as there
is a need for the kind of jobs found in the second.ary labour
markets, there will always be groups in society that will
experience high unemployment. only a fundament,ar change in
the economic slzstem couLd eriminate these jobs, and hence
high unemployment wi-thin certain groups in society.
Piore (r-9Bo) identifies one g:roup of workers who
actualÌy stand to benefit from the high unemproyment of
secondary workers; white prime-age male workers. First,
Piore noÈes that firms which provide their workers with
guaranteed employment can do so only if they can transfer

fluctuations ín productions to other firms. This is done by
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firms, firms which are abl-e to exist onl_y through the use of
secondary workers. second, piore cl_aims that without a

labour force wirling to accept uncert,ainty and instability,
there would be an accelerated movement abroad of declining
industries. This wouId, in turn, cause increased
of higher-paid, more skilred white male workers
who service these industries (Cherry, J_980, p. 35).
unemployment

l_.

Although the dual economy and segmented labour market
perspective is based on broad generalizations, it
nonetheless has some intuitíve appeaÌ when applied to the

context of the rndian labour force. rt seems to offer at
least some partial explanations for the broad general
pattern of rndlan empl0yment, especially off-reserve.
ülhereas the orthodox theory highlights the individual, the
dual economy and segmented labour market theory arg.ues the

fact that an entire group of people within society is
experiencing a similar pattern of empl0yment, despite the
fact that they exhibit differing individual characteristics.
Literature attempting to relate rndian employment
circumstances to a dual economy and segmented labour market
perspective usually highlight a common denominator as the
overriding reason for this pattern of segmentation;
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discrimination towards rndians by other canadians. ïndian
people often find themselves restricted. to entry-level,
poorly paid jobs despite their experience, and often thei_r
experience on-reserve has been cited. as being largely

ignored as Èhe basis for advancement in employment offreserve. Discrimination has been argued by rndíans
themselves to be the main factor alr-ocating them to poor

jobs when they leave the reserve to seek employment offreserve (The Royal commission on Aboriginal people, rgg2, p.
32)

.

Although educationar attainment has been shown to
lessen the degree of segmentation, empirical evidence still
suggests that rndians with comparable educational attainment
as other canadians achieve less success in the r-abour market
compared

to other Canadians (Kariya,

p. 33) . Thus, it
has been found that. whir-e rndians wíth a university degree
achieve a higher leve1 of economic well-being than rndians
urithout a degiree, they achieve significantly less Labour
market related success than degree holders amongst other
Canadians (Armstrong et â1., J-990, p. 3L). Although this
appears to be the general Èrend, it has been empirically
documented by Hu1l (fgeZ) that Indian women with a greater
level of educational attainment are less likery to be
employed than Indian males with less education (p. 153).
This finding could suggest that educated rnd.ian females
experíence a higher degree of seg,rnentation than their malei
counter-parts.

J_9g9,
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the basis of a survey of native r^romen in the
Vlinnipeg labour market, Hu1l (l-g8t-) found that native women
are stuck in a segmented labour market,. Hu]l based. Èhis
argument on the general high unemployment of these women,
their low income, lack of work e>perience, and employment in
t1pical1y low-paid and insecure jobs, with few opportunities
for advancement. Although education and family
responsibilities were cited as the major reasons for lack of
On

employment success, discriminatj-on was one

of the main
barriers to employment identified by the women in Hu11., s
survey. The survey also indicated that whire native uromen
held more ambitious career goals (than what might be
suggested by their 1ow-skiI1 employment patterns), and.
sought to advance these through work or by seeking training
and skil-l- upgrading, they had little chance to do so.
Moreover, studies have found that native people
represent a significant and expanding segment of canad.a, s
poor. Extreme disparity exists between the native population
and other canadians, and only a small segment of the urban
natives is par-ticipating in the labour market (clathworthy
and Gunn, 1981, p. 84). fn addition, in a study on native
employment in the vtinnípeg labour market, cIaÈworthy (l-ggL)
found that nat.ive employment was heavily concentrated in a
few sectors of the economy. construction, manufacturing and
processing, and service occupations were the predominanÈ
areas of employment among native mal_es, while for native
females, service and manufacturing and processing
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occupations were most common. Furthermore, while the
occupations held by natives were commonly of a Low-skiIl and
low-wage nature, there was also evidence to suggest very

limited or non-existent occupational mobility (p. 63).
Likewise, Wien (1986) found evidence to suggest, that the
Micmac rndians of Nova scotia are d.isproport,ionally
represented in the marginal sector, and once in this sector
there appears to be a number of barriers preventing mobility
out of it (pp. 97-99) . Discríminati-on of various tlpes is a
common barrier.
rn general, empirical evidence and various case studies
tend to support the thesis that rndians experience a
with reLatívery limited mobility.
However, the Èheory is mostr-y applicable to the off-reserve
labour market where rndians must compete with other
canadians for employment. And even when solely applied to
the off-reserve context, application can only be done with
some very broad generalizations.
First, it can be argued that the rabour market is far
too complex and heterogeneous to be divided into two
segmented Labour market

seperate segments. secondly, hiring across segTments is
growing, especially of rndians with higher educational
leveIs. And t,herefore, educational aÈtainment tends Èo
lessen the degree of segmentation. For example, there is
even evidence to suggest that rndians with university
degrees find it easier to find employment Èhan some non-

rnd.ian degree hold.ers, partly because there is a lack of
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rndian political,
Àrmstrong (L990) ) .

to fill

jobs within the emerging
sociar- and economic instiÈutions (E.g.

points necessariry put a questíon-mark on one of
the basic tenets of the segmentation theory, that mobility
is limited or non-existent.
These

3.4
PERSPECTTVE.

rn its simplest form dependency theory views
underdevelopment as beíng a direct resurt of the expansion
of the capitalist system through colonization. By viewing
underdevelopment as the outcome of capitarist expansion,
it
strongly departs from the modernization perspective found in
orthodox thinking.
The main idea behind dependency theory is that Èhe
development of--the modern sector (core area) of society
leads to the underdevelopment and stagnation of the

traditional sector (periphery). Dependence is viewed as a
conditíoning situation in which the economy of t,he
traditional sector is conditioned by Èhe development of the
sector. A dependent rel-ationship exists when the
traditional sector can only expand as a refrectíon of the
growth of the dominant sector. The traditional and the
modern
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sector do not exist independently of one another, as
in the dual economy modeI, and it is exactly the nature of
an exploitative relationship between the two sectors that
inevitably results in the development of t.he modern sector
and underdevelopment of the traditional- sector. The
traditional sector becomes dependenÈ upon the modern sector
for economic assistance, since the modern sector drains the
tradition sector of the means to its survival. Thus, in
effect, while capitalism can be an engine of growth in the
modern sector it tends, to produce underdevelopment and
poverty in the traditional sector.
According to paul Sweezy (1996) this scenario can be
modern

found in the relations between advanced capitalist countries
and col-onial and semi-colonial- countries as weLl as within
these countries (paul- Sweezy ín Griffin, p. L1O4) .

Similarly, Andre Gunder Frank (tgZZ) maintained that
capitalism had become an integrated structure of metropoles
and satellites that bound nations, regions, and urban-rural_
areas ínto dominant, dependent relationships.
For the purpose of this particular study the interest
in the dependency perspective lies in its application to
relations between regions within a nation, or in other
words, in its attentíon to the concept of internal
colonialism.
An internal colony is broadly speaking an area
exploited for t.he benefit of another (Wien, 19g6, p. j_OS)
This exploitative relationship is in broad terms
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characterized by the channeling of resources from the
internal- colony to the dominant core area. A common theme in
the dependency theory is the extraction of natural resources
in the internal colony often by a multinational corporation.
Natural resources are extracted at row cost often using
local low wage labour. profits generated reave the area,

often to be invested in the dominant core. Thus, internal
col-onies can be viewed as areas where a somewhat more non_
capitalist mode of production is used to support the
capitalist mode of production outside the internar colony.
This scenario of ínternal colonialism inevitably causes
distortions in the local- economy. These d.istortions center
around external control and priorities, the appropriation of
surplus by multinati-onals that is generated by extraction of
resources within the internaL colony, and the emergence of a
class structure within Èhe locar population (peters et ã1.,
r.992, p. 9). This class structure generally consists of four
social classes. wien (t-996) summarizes the groupings as
follows: rra capitalíst bourgeois class of business-men who
serve to link-ïÏre peripheral economy to the metropolitan
centre, a restricted middl-e class which is centred around.
government employment, a privileged working cLass segment,
and a large, marg:inalízed underclass" (p. 109) .
Robert Blauner (!969) identified some distortions
related to external control- and priorities. rn his view
int.ernal colonialísm takes the form of the indigenous group
being subject to forced integration, excessive control by
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the dominant society, subject to a policy thaÈ serves to
constrain, control and destroy the culture and economy of
the internal colony (Robert Blauner in ponting, J_9g5, p.
8s)

.

i.

APPIJTCATION TO THE Iì[DI.AI{ CONÌTEXT.

rn many versions of internal- colonialism, the rol-e of
state policy as opposed to private industry and
multinational corporations is emphasized. ponting (19g6)
identifies severaL micro-level indicators of internal
colonialism. rn their application to the canadian rndian
context', these indicators emphasize the socio-fiscal controL
exercised by the Department of rndian Affairs and Northern
Development (ÐIAITD). Some general themes are the inadequate
resourcing and preparation for rndian bands who ad.mÍnister

theír own affairs, economic underdevelopment caused. by
inadequate resourcing of bands' economic deveropment,
excessive rísk--aversion strategies, lack of information to
bands, lack of consultation with bands, exclusion of band.s
from decision making, and control- over financial resources
(Ponting, 1-986, p. 86).
As will be argued in chapter 6.0, currenÈ federaL
initiatives directed at Indían economic development continue
to display Èraces of internal colonialism, as suggested by
PonÈing (1986') .
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Several traces of internal colonialism can be
identified just by observing the structure of on-reserve

Indian economies. Broadly speaking, these economies can be
noted for their divergent production structure where it is
common to observe 1ocaI resource use and production within
communities being geared not to satisfy the needs of
community residents, but rather to saÈisfy an external
demand. Also, in accordance with characteristics of
dependent economies, the economies of Indian on-reserve
communities suffer because of a lack of sources of i_ncome
due in part to difficulty with retaining income within the
community. It ís common place to see both jobs and property
in the hands of people from outside the community, which in
turn causes profits and various forms of income to leave the
community to benefit the outside.
Indeed, the perspecti-ve of internal colonialism appears
to offer a plausible theoretical background for
understanding contemporary Indian employment patterns and
trends, and in turn may set the foundation for developing
strategies and-policies to address the problems of lack of
economic development within Indian reserve communities. Like
any other theoretical perspective, it is however based on
broad generalizaÈions, and there are reasons to be cautious
in arguing for its applicability.
First, ín analyzing one of the main themes of this
perspective, the exploitation by multinationaL corporations
in the internal colony, it is ímportant to recognize, âs do
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theorists, that murÈinational corporations
can be a source of economic arowth within the locar
economy,
by creating jobs and by introd.ucing the rocal population
to
a wage economy. For example, the sub-commítt,ee on native
participation in mining in Canada (tgg2) found evidence
of
mining corporations contributing in a positive way to
the
economies of northern reserve communities. Resource
extraction has created jobs, business opportunities,
training opportunities, and. there is even evidence Èo
suggest that it has enabled the native population to
continue with traditional pursuits. some corporations
have
entered into agreements vrrith the native people that permit
a
flexible work schedur-e for native employees which enables
some dependency

continued involvement in traditional pursui-ts. Moreover,
h¡ag'e empl0yment helps support the costs involved
in pursuing

traditional pursuits. on the other hand., there ís evidence
of some negative environmentar- impacts due to resource
industry. Native people have been raising their voices about
the pressures on their traditionar economic base. They argue
that the animar-- rights movement has drastically reduced the
price of furs, that traplines have been disrupted by hydro
dams, and animaLs and rivers have been inÈerfered with
by
mining and forestry clear-cutting, and government

regulations restrict what can be hunted, t,rapped, and
fished, and when (Royal commission on Aboriginar people,
1992, p. 3l_) .

82second, it is probably debatable to what extent
contemporary reserve economies can be said to have developed

a class structure due to external dependent ties. First,
rndian reserves are recognized by their Lack of business
development and enÈrepreneurial undertakings. Thus, there is
only limited opportunity for the emergence of a class
strucÈure on-reserve dividing those who own the means of
production and those who do.not. Moreover, employment in the
rndian public sector has been found to contribute al_most,
half of Èhe jobs on reserves (DfAlTD, The fndian public
SecÈor, 1990, p. B). Thus, it would appear that reserve
economies are characterized by a Labour force that is
predominantly employeed in public secÈor jobs. on the other
hand, with the increase in the rndian public sector, due to
the devolutionary policy undertaken by DIANÐ since the mid
l-980s, the potential for a new distribution of control_
wit,hin rndian communities is emerging. Evidence gathered
from an ínitial assessment of the Devolution policy has
suggested that the devolution may resulÈ in a new t14>e of
dependence,' tha.-t between Tribal councils and bands (DIAI\TD,

AppendÍces, 1991). Interviews with Indian bands has
indicated that some resent having a new Level of bureaucracy

forced down upon them in t.he form of Tribal councils
( rbid. ) .

rn general, while recognizing that appricability of the
dependency and internar colonialism perspective must be done
with some caution, iÈ wouLd. appear that this perspective
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offer at leasÈ some plausible point of departure for
understanding rndian economic circumstances, and thus
serve useful in ident.ifying erements of an employment

may
and.

economic development strategry.

3.5

THE trfÀRXf.AI{ PERSPECTIVE.

Although many of the marxian views have already been
touched upon in the foregoing discussion, the marxian
perspective nonetheless reguires a secÈion by itself,
because it puts forward an interesting alternative view on

the reason for persisÈent high unemployment. since high
unemployment is at the heart of the problem in Èhis
particular study, the marxian argument of 'a reserve army of
labour" requires some closer attention.
At the root of the marxian perspective is cl-ass
struggle and exploítation. class struggle over the
distribution of income is considered the primary factor
whích explains economic outcomes. The marxían view discounts
psychological f actors and the role of individ.ual_ choíce. rf
workers are unemployed it is a result of Èhe profit motive

of the capitalist system.
The lrreserve armyrt of unemployed labour threatens and
competes wíth employed labour, so that $rages are kept low
enough to aIlow the production of surplus value (Devine, p.
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2L). Thus, tlt" rrreserve armyil is the fundamental
prerequisite to maintain the social and economic hierarchy
of the capitalist system (Cherry, 1_980, p. 33) . In fact,
Marx found the Malthusian theory that demographíc forces
created labour surplus to be an insult to the working class
(Gillis et aI .,1987, p. 91) .
capitalism can expand too much compared t.o labour power
supplies, causing wages to rise faster than labour
productivÍty. when the demand for labour supply rises the
function of the rrreserve army' ís undermined which results
in a deterioration of the incentive of labour to produce
surplus value. This 'rwage squeezeil depresses the rate of
surplus value and the income share of profíts. As a result
capitalism cannot tolerate lasting high employment and hence
in capitalist societies there is a need to recreate the
reserve army of unemployed to raise profiÈabiIity. FuIl
employment policies coul-d upset the functioning of the
capitalist system by increasing the bargaining position of
labour, by undermining the threat of dismissial as a
disciplinary rool, and by furthering social and political
changes (Boddy and Crotty, 1975, p. 3).
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i.

.à,PPLICATION

10 THE INDIAT\I CONTEXT.

According to Marxist theory, minority labour has
t,ended Èo serve as a source of low-wage labour and a source

of division in the working c1ass.
The marxian perspective has been applied to the rndian

context to explain the persistent high levels of
unemployment. For example, I_.,oxley (1991_) argued that much of
the rndian labour force can be described as a rrreserve army
of labour't, a low-wage labour force that can be drawn upon
when needed, and subsequently serves

to keep down the cost

of labour in the regional economy.
Although viewing the rndian labour force as a ,,reserve
army of Labour't offers an interesÈing attempt to explai_n
rndian participation in the labour force, or lack thereof,
ít nonethel-ess has some critical shortcomings.
Firstly, in contemporary times it is highly debatable
to what extent the rndian Labour force could even begin to
fit into the marxian line of thinking. The observed
improvements i:+ educationaL attainment amongst rndians,

along with growing political

awareness and Indian

ínstituÈion building point to an rndian labour force that is
now standing up for iÈs rights. Moreover, in contemporary
times with unionism and state legislation protecting the
rights of minorities, it is increasingly difficult to
exploit minorities as a cheap and flexibre labour force, ât
least on a larger scale.
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secondly, âs has been discussed earlier, Èhe rndian
population constitutes but a smarl_ proportion of the total_
canadian population. Thus, considering the smarl size of
bands and the relative small- size of the working aged

within these bands relative Èo the regional
population, it is highly questionable to what extent the
rndian labour force could serve to suppress wages of other
canadians in the regional economy. on the other hand, while
it is questionable to what extent rndian labour would be
able Èo suppress regional wages, it is however possible that
rndian labour may provide a source of cheap labour in more
remote locations. For example, the sub-committee on native
participation in mining (1991_) found (in surveying the
responses given by mining: companies on the benefits of
hiring native people to work in the mines) that major
benefits to hiring native labour incLudei access to a 1oca1
workforce, l-ower operating and transportation cost, and.
nearby sources of goods and services (p. 1Og). Because of
the remote l-ocation of minesites, some employees must be
flown in. Nati-ve people represent the closest, source of
potential employees. Their closer rocation, relative t,o
other sources of labour, has been identified as a major cost
saving benefit (Ibid. p. j_36) . This practice of hiring
native labour which obviously lowers the demand for labour
from ersewhere, could potentially act to suppress wages of
miners in Èhe particular mining location.
segment

-87on the othe hand, some companíes indicated higher costs
associated wÍth hiring native people because of lower

productivity due to lack of experience, more complex
personnel relations, and training and. skilI upgrading (subCommittee, L992 , p. l_15) .
Thus, while ít appears that in minerar extraction the
rndian labour force may be viewed in some respect as a cost
saving device, in other respects there may be costs involved
in using a l-abour force that may be ilI prepared for
industrial employment in terms of lack of educational
background and unfamiliarity with work in the industrial
worId. Hence, it is debatable to what extent companies can
actually benefit from exploitíng cheap rndian labour. Also,
in contemporary times the state has taken on an important
role, and íts presence at least in principle tends to work
against the exploitation of cheap labour. And thus, it is
highly debatable to what extent the marxian notion of a
rrreserve army of labour' can be applied to the rndian
conÈext.
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3.6

CONCI,T'DING COMMEMTS .

vlhile none of the labour market theories presented
be explicitly rejected, since they all exhibit at least
eLements of merits, they a1l- nonetheless have certain

can
some

shortcomings, and can be applied only as broad
generalizations .
As the literature indicates, the rndian labour force is
highly complex in that rndians participate in various ways

in labour force activities, they receive income from various
sources, and factors largely beyond the contror of rndian
people may dictate performance and access to opportunities,
such as reserve location, access to resources, and.
discriminatory labour market practices. Moreover, one of the
major difficulties with att,empting to apply these theories
independently lie in the conflicts that arise as a result of
variations due to on- and off-reserve employment
differences.
it is possible to arrive at a
framework that, while making allowances for some broad
generalizations, can provide at least some useful point of
departure for the task at hand.
Looking fírst aÈ the orthodox perspective, this
perspective only provides a partial explanation for the Iow
labour force success amongsÈ rndians. rt is correct that
general low educational achievements are barriers to
WiÈh that-=in mind,
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opportunities and restrict access to certain
jobs. However, the orthodox perspective fairs to explain why
highly educated rndians e>çerience barriers ín the labour
market just as it fails to exprain why an increase in
emplo)¡ment

expenditures on education has not resulted in a significant
increase in rndian labour force successes, and thus, it

fails to recognize that discriminatory practices play a
major ro1e, and that special barriers, particularly those
related to the fndian Act and Lhe reserve system,
significantly affect rndian employment and economic
opportunities. Therefore, orthodox policies directed solely
at improving and upgrading the supply of rndian labour
through education, training and skiLl upgrading, wilI
uItímately fail if not implemented along with policies
directed at both el-iminating demand side barriers, such as
discrimínatory labour market pract,ices, as well as d.irected
at improving accessibility to business fínancing.
while the dual economy and segmented labour market
theory has certain appeal as a starting point for
interpreting ãñtl analysing t,he vast overrepresentation of
Indians in low-wâgê, low-skiIled jobs, it can only be
applied with some broad generalizations to the off-reserve
context. rts major flaw Lies in its Lack of attention to the
mobility across occupaÈions made possible by government
legislation, employment equity programs, and the rising
demand for rndían employees to fíll high status positions
within the expanding Indian administration and institutions.

90Moreover, it falis to account for the increase in
educational attainment, amongst rndians which has tended to
limit the degree of segmentation
The marxian notion of class structure and a 'reserve
army of unemployed't, has too many fLaws when applied to the

rndian context. while the idea of rndian labour forming a
Itreserve armyrr seems like a plausible explanation for
the
high degree of unemployment and the poor nature of jobs held
by rndians, it nonetheless fairs to recognize that the
rndian labour force by and large j-s not even consid.ered
competítion, and does not penetrate the industrial sector in
vast numbers.
The dependency and internal colonialism paradigm seems

to offer a plausible explanation for the underdeveloped
st.ate of rndian employment and economic conditions. while it
has certain shortcomings and can be applied only with some
level of generalízation, it nonetheLess seems to address
some of the major issues involved when analysing rndian
employment and economic circumstances.

rn conclusion, in view of the noÈed shortcomings as
well as identified merits of the highlíghted labour market
theories, it becomes necessary to incorporate elements from
more than just one perspective when choosing a theoretical
framework to be used as a point of departure. rt seems
plausible that a mix of orthodox ideas and elements of the
dependency and internal coloníaIism paradigm can serve as a
point of departure in analysing and interpreting rnd.ian
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labour market and economic circumstances. The orthodox
perspective can provide a partial expranat.ion for the rack

of emplolment success

the rndian population, while the
dependency paradigm can go even further and help understand
the context within which the rnd.ian population lives and
thus provide insights into the t)æe of barriers that must be
overcome Èo achieve ful1 access to employment and economic
opportunities by Indían people.
among
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CHAPTER

4.0

C.EUSES AT{D DETERMINA¡I1TS

OF IITDIA¡I

EMPI¡OYME¡IT CIRCI'MSTAI{CES .

4.1

IÌI{|1TRODUCTION.

The focus so far has in broad Èerms been on explaíning

Indian labour force participatíon and emplolrment
characterisÈics by focusing on the circumstances wiÈhin
which Indian people fínd themselves. This has been done by
highlighting observed trends and patterns of Indian
demographic, employment and economic circumstances, and by

attempting to identify a theoretical framework that
characterizes the Indian labour market.
The major analytical problem ís now that of isolating
f actors, not re_ferred to above, that help determine the
shape of the distribution of employmenÈ opportunities withín

the Indian labour force. Thus, this section seeks to
identify factors that help influence Indian labour force
activity. The main emphasis of this causal analysis will be
on the on-reserve context since the purpose of this section
is to provide a basis for identifying strategies for
achieving employment and economic development wíthin on-
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reserve communities. The factors ídentified are those deemed
to be of major ímportance ín shaping an individual,s chances
in the labour force, or lack thereof. They include: gender;
health conditions; housing conditions on reserve;
educational achievemenÈ; acquired work experience; 1eve1 of
business and entrepreneurial experience; involvement in
subsistence pursuits; cultural norms and va1ues,. and migrant
status. These factors will be discussed in turn.

4.2

IITDIVIDUÀIJ FACTORS LINKED TO

EMPIJOY:}TEIIIT

CIRCT'MST.A¡ICES .

í.

GEIIDER.

Empirical evidence has Èended to show a common trend,.
within the Indian population, fndian males fare better in
the labour market than do their female counterparts.
Employment rates are lower for females than males, and
females living on-reserve who belong to the young working
aged group (15-24 years) experience the lowest rate of
employment, and their employment rate is approximately twothirds that of Indian males. In contrast, Indian males
experíence the highest employment, raÈes for al-I agie groups,
and employment is highest in the prime wage earning age

94group (25-44). rn addition, labour force partícipation rates
in urban areas appear to be Lower for females than for
males, and unemployment rates are higher. The same pattern
appears for Indians living on-reserve (ClathworÈhy, L9g1;
Nicholson, 1,987) .
Lack of emplo)¡ment success for Indian women within onreserve communities is generally linked to a combination of
poorer economic and employmËnt opportunities for Indian

with a tendency for rndian women on-reserve
to pursue traditional domestic rol-es instead of actively

women combined

seeking wage employment (Nichol-son and Macmillan, J_986, p.
77) .

In addition, Indian women with children are less likeIy
to be actively parÈicipatíng in the labour force when
compared with women $¡ithout children (HuIl, 19Bl_). In
general, child care and family responsíbilities are primary
factors that enter into the decision-making process when
Indian women eval-uate whether to seek employment or not.
Such considerations often lead to lower motivation toward
career ad.vancêñent or oÈher employment. goa1s. In contrast,,
on-reserve males are generally less constrained by child
care responsibilities, and Èheir traditional role as head of
households may tend to act in their favour when scarce onreserve employment opportunities are being allocated.
In general, there tends to be a relationship between
Indian gender roles and ability or willingness to work. Men
are still- recoginized as the sex with Èhe best and most,
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continuous access to wage employment, and women are the sex
most concerned with children and households. These gender

roles, and their impact on access t,o employment and' economic
opportunities, must be considered in an economic development
strategy in order to ensure equal opportunity within Indian
communities.

ii.

HEÀIrTH COIIDITIONS

Poor heaLth is a deterrent to achieving improvements on
the employment and economic front since ít can be linked to
an individual,s productive capacity and ability or

motivation to participate in economic activities' At the
same time, the general poor health of the Indian population
has been linked to a number of factors including poor
housing, low hierarchical positions, low-se1f-esteem, lack
of control over one'S lives, absence of meaningful
participation in economic activities, and disconnection from
biological and--cultural heritage (Young et' â1., 1-991-, p'
78).Thus,itwouldappearthatwhilepoorhealthiscaused
in part by a number of economic related factors, these same
factors cannot easily be improved without simultaneous
improvements on the health front'
The general economic despair characterizing most Indian
communities is often seen acted out in violence, suicide and
widespread alcoholism; factors that att tend Èo undermine
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the ability to function successfully in the wage economy.
Ðeath by suicíde is about 2.5 times more common among
Indians than the general population, and death from injury
and poisoning is four times more common. The rate of violent
death is just under three times as IikeIy as for other
Canadians (DIAIID, Dept. Overview, 1989, p' 13)'
The gap between quality of life of Indians and the
population in general is significant. Life expectancy for
Indians is about eight years shorter than for other
Canadians. The infant mortality rate is about 1.7 times the
national average. While the health of Indians is
significantly below nationaL standards it is nonethel-ess
improving; over t.he past decade life expectancy at birth for
Indians has increased noticeably þy 2.4 years for males,
and 3.9 years for females) , and ínfant mortality is only
one-fifth what ít was 25 years ago (Ibid' ) '
The improvements witnessed in the general health
conditíons among Indians, however smaIl, can be attributed

to improved tiving condítions, better access to guality of
health care and a growing community involvement in enhancing
quality of life through education and health related
services. Further improvements in Èhe health of the Indian
population wiII, however, be reLated to achievements in the
area of employment and economic development. Since ability
and motivation toward participat.íon ín economic activities
are closely interrelaÈed with the general health of an
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individual, an economic development strategy must move on
both fronts simultaneouslY'

iii.

HOUSING CO¡IDITTONS ON RESERVE.

Research has indicated that the family home is

generally a fundamentaL component of an individual's sense
of security, confidence and self-esteem. Moreover, quality
of housing has been ]inked to perceptions of status and
authority ín community life; factors which may have an
impact on mental health (Young, et â1', 1-991, p' 81)'
Furthermore, there is a direct línk between housing
cond.itions and a person's life chances, ê.9. probability of
finishing school, and probabiliÈy of health risks (which in
turn, âs discussed above, is l-inked to an individual's
productive capacity and ability or motivation Èo participate
in economíc activit,ies) .
While housing conditions have been improving, very
serious housiñi-problems remain in most fndian communities'
Houses within on-reserve communities are over-crowded' in
bad physical condítion, and. often lack basic amenities'
fÍhi1e nationally almost all houses have basic amenities,
running water, and central heating, Indian housing shows a
very dif f erent picture; only 6.1,o of houses have sewer or
septic tanks, 752 have running water, and 69? have central
heaÈing (DÏAIÍD, Dept. overview, L989, p' L4)' About one-
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third of all houses are overcrowded, about 16 times the
Canadian figure, and about 11- times the figure of
communiti-es near reserves (rbid. ) '
In view of the obvious severity of on-reserve housing
conditions and reLated impacts on community employment and
economíc actívity, âfl economic development strategy must
make a special effort to address the issue of on-reserve
housing.

iv.

EDUCATION.

Along lines of Orthodox theory, the observed lack of
educatíonal att,ainment among the Indian population is a
primary obstacLe to achieving a higher degree of labour

force participation, an increased rate of employment, and a
higher 1evel of income. Nonetheless, âs will be índicated in
the following, despite improvements in Indian educational
attainment there stiIl exists a considerable disparity
between Indian--and overall Canadian educational attainment'
Accord.ing to l-986 Census figures, the proportion of the
Indian population with less than grade 9 education is much
higher than that for the total canadian population (37 '2%
compared with L7.3>o for Èhe total canadian population),
(Table 29). A large proportion of the on-reserve population
(44.7%) have }ess Èhan a grade 9 education compared with
about 252 of the off-reser-ve population. Thus, the
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educat,íonal attainment of off-reserve Indians is
significantly higher (although this may be partly due to the
age d.ifference) and it is closer to the level seen in the

overall Canad.ian population than that of on-resera¡e.
Also,accordingtolgs6Censusfigures,theproportion
of the Indían population with at least a high school
education is much smaller than that for the overalL Canadian
population Q7.62 of the fndians compared with 55.6% of
Canadian total),

and the proportion has only increased

marginally in the l-980s (Table

29) '

TABLE 29
POPULATION 15 AND OVER'
STATUS I¡¡DIAN EDUCATTONAL ACHTEVEIIENT, PERCENT OF
't981 AND 198ó

LESS THAN GRADE NINE EDUCATION

AT LEAST H¡GH SCHæL EDUCATION

TOTAL STATUS

SO|RCES: O¡nNO, tg8ç.

NoTE:

1981 AND 198ó cENsUs DATA

Is

NoT DIRECTLY CO,IPARABLE DUE To UNDERCoI,NT

0F 198ó cENsUs.

This can be partly attributed to the influence of
family circumstances on the success of Indian students' Low
family status and family poverty significantly adversely
effects Èhe likelihood of Indian student,s completing high
school. Moreover, this effect of socio-economic status is
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(HuIl,
more pronounced among Indians than other canadians
l-981)

.

Therealsoexistsadisparitybetweenon_andoff
reserve high school completion. while this disparity has
been narrowíng, the proportion of high-school graduates is
stil1 about L6? higher off-reserve than on-reserve. This
disparity could. reflect a Èendency for off-reserve Indians
to be more motivated by greater opportunities to particípate
in the main-stream

economy'
TABLE 50

-1992'
STATUS-INDIAN POST-SECONDARY ENROLT'IENT, 1981

YEAR

ENROLI,IENT

%

TNCREASE

1981t82

5,464

1982/83

ó,810

24.6

1983184

8,062

18.4

1984t85

8,617

7.4

1985/86

11,170

29.6

1986/87

13,196

18.1

1987/88

14,24?

7.9

1988/89

15,572

9.3

1989/90

18,555

19.0

1990/91

21,300

14.9

1991t92

21,442

0.7

SOIJRCE:

DIAND, 1992. BASIC DEPARTiIENTAL DATA'
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in the general PoPulation.
While various studíes support the thesis that
educational attainment does improve an individuaL's chances
in the labour market, this claim is generally followed by
the argument thaÈ barriers such as discrimination hinder
ful1 benefits of educational attainment by Indians.
Armstrong et aI. (1990) found a positive link between
educational attainment and employment opportunities and
leve1 of income. Empirical evidence indicated that the
d.ifferences in labour force actÍvity between Indians and
other Canadians decreases as the level of education
increases, and the relative gain in economic well-being due
to educational attainment is greater for Indians than other
Canadians (p. l-9) . HuII (l-986) found. a similar link between
educatj-onal att.ainment and labour force activity;
educational attainment is associated with higher l-abour
force participation and higher employment rates (p. 1l-4) . In
addition, employment related improvements are greatest for
off-reserve Indians (p. 1L9). Líkewise, while Clatworthy
(19g1) arrived at similar relationships, he also reported
that education related improvements in labour force
particiation appear to be greatest for Indian women.
Nonethel_ess, despite some obvious links between
educational attainment and employment characteristics,
various studíes have i-ndicated that there exíst barriers to
employment, even for Indians with comparable educaÈiona]

ø
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achievements to other Canadians. For example, in comparing
labour force success of Indian and non-Indian degree

holders, Armstrong et a]. (1990) found that, while there
exists a positive link between education and empl-o)¡ment,
non-Indian degree holders enjoy more favourable labour force
activity rates, with Indians having a median income of about
two-thirds that of non-Indians (p. 5). Similarly, PauL
Kariya (1989) found that a disparity exists and on average
Indians are earning less per annum, and he subsequently
concluded thaÈ post-colonialism casts a long shadow which
includes discrimination and economic displacement (p. 43).
Nicholson and Macmillan (1986) have suggested possible
reasons for the lower leve1s of employment amongi Indians
despite comparable educational attainment. They suggest

factors such as more limited access to employment
opportunities, discriminatory practices in the labour
market, lack of specialized skills and experience,
inadequate support mechanisms for job training and
placement, and attitudes toward participation in a wage
economy (p. l-?9). In addition, some studies lean toward a
segmented labour market approach to explaining the lack of
labour market success among Indians (e.g. Wien, !986¡ Hull,
L98L; C1aÈworthy, 1981) . For example, Wien (1986), concluded
upon empirícal testíng and analysis of the Micmac Indian
labour force thaE making investments in education is only of
marginal relevance for improving the prospects of permanent

- I04
emplolzment due

to the presence of a

segimented labour

market(p. l-48).
The findings of this causal analysis must become
primary consideratíons in outlining a viable employment and
economic development strategy. A development strategy must
have as a priority to identify soLutions to overcome lack of

accessibility to employment and existing barriers Èo equal
opportunity by Indians.

V.

WORK EXPERIENCE.

It has been argued earlier in this study that orthodox
theories of the human capital kind cannot easily be applied
to the Indían case, in part because of the presence of
discriminatory labour market practices Èoward Indian people,
and consequentl-y, Indian work experience does not always
Iead to emplolrment and career advancements.
In the case of off-reserve employment opportunities the
dual economy aTId segmented labour market perspective does
seem to offer some vaLid explanation for the observable
limited, occupational and emplo)¡ment mobilíty of Indians.
Moreover, in agireement wíth a duaL economy thesis there
appears to be IÍtÈIe impact of previous work experience on
unemployment rates, but a strong relationshíp to labour

force participation (}IuII, 1981, p. 35) . In addition,
studies have suggested that there is no significant

some
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rel-ationship bet,ween occupational staÈus and years in the
labour force among Indians. Indians by and large remain in
low-status occupat'ions (e.g. Clatworthy (1981-) '
while Indian work experience may not always lead to job

opportunitíes and career advancements as suggested above,
general lack of suitable work experience is like]y in many
cases the actual determining factor. while Indians may have
many informal skí11s and volunteer work experience, they
often lack recognized work experience. Moreover, major
barriers include limited or no work experi-ence at all, or at
best lack of suitable work experience. Lack of suitable work
experience can especially pose a problem for Indians
residing on-reserve who choose to seek employment in offreserve locations, since work experience obtained on-reserve

isforthemostpartnotrecognizedasabasisfor
advancement in off-reserve jobs'
An employment and economic development strateg'y must
then address the íssues of ,' eliminating existing barríers to

equal opportunity by Indians; making specía1 provisions for
Indians to obta.j-n work experience; and last but not f east,
matching 1ocal opportunities wiÈh Iocal human resources by
adheríng to community perceptions of what constitutes

suitable work exPerience.
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avaílabiIity for new business start-ups, they nonetheless
report that the range of Native owned businesses includes
many sophisticated entrepreneurial enterprises. They argue
that Natives are as versatile as other Canadians in adding
to their accumulated loca1 knowledge in the pursuit of
employment and business opportunities (p. 12). In addition,
researchers such as Vtolfe et aI. (1989) have challenged the
basic assumption that the on-reserve Indian populatíon is
not engaged ín productive economic enterprises. For example,
Sherman (L988), uncovered more than 90 tlpes of microenterprises on a South Dakota reserve and found that they
formed an intricate network of horizontal and vertical
linkages (Wol-fe et â1., 1-989, p. l-9) . Moreover, according to
Vüo]f e et aI. micro-enterprj-ses are widespread on Canadian
Indian reserves. These enterprises operate wj-thin what lrÏolf e
et aI. refer to as a "hidden economy'r, and subsequently are
largely non- advertised enterprises. But despite their
"hidden" nature, Ioca1 community resídents know where to
find them and subsequently make use of their servíces or buy
their products--on a regular basis. The fuIl busíness
potential inherent in such enterprises is, however, often
neglected, partly because communiLies fail to realíze theír
strengths and importance, and partly because communities
often have been infl-uenced to believe Èhat only Iarge,
sponsored projects have importance for the reserve economy.
Although micro-enterprise experience (e.g. babysitting,
catering, carpentry, painting, autobody repairs,

-
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housecleaning etc.) may not produce the kind of business
experience that is required to advance in enterprises off-

reserve, they nonetheless appear to serve an important
function within on-reserve communities by meeting local
needs.

It is possible that a focus on creating Indian
entrepreneurs through financíal supported business ventures
of the kind found in mainstream economy is still too
ambitious an effort in view of the relative low levels of
education and business experience characterizing most Indian
communities, as well as ít may counteract Indian values.
ALso, ambitious projects will have the tendency to lean too
much on outside assistance, which may counteract community
based efforts. In contrast, micro-ent.erprises, whíIe often
cash based and operating on a very smalI scale, do have
attributes that can be attractive to small Indian
entrepreneurs by being flexible and operating outside any
form of external control mechanism.
Thus, while an employment and economic development
seek to further Indian business and
strategy must
\\,entrepreneurial experience, it must also be sensitíve to
both Indian val-ue systems as well as identified needs and
abilities, thereby promoting sustainable community futures.

\¡ii.
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SI'BSTSTENCE PI'RSUITS.

In identifying individual characteristics that
ínfluence wage employment it is important to consider the
participation in traditional pursuits or subsistence, (nonwage activity) especially considering the importance of this
activity in many remote and northern communities.
Much l-iterature has investigated Indian participatíon
in tradit,ional- pursuits, and various researchers have
attempted to explain the infLuence of Indian tradition on
wage employment. There appearg to be at least some uniform
agreement that many on-reserve Indian communities functíon
withín some 1eve1 of a mixed economy, in which traditional
forms of harvesting food take on varíous importance, ranging
from being largely a one-time-a-year event (e.9. annual wild
rice harvestingi on a Manitoba Indian reserve (Líthman, 1984)
to being the predominant way of sustaining the community
(e.g. hunting and. trapping in Fort Norman and Fort simpson
(Bone, 1989) ) .
The mixed
'-.- economy is an economy that combines

particípation in a market economy with a non-monetary
subsistence economy. Non-monet,ary activities (traditional
pursuits) may take the form of hunting, fishing, trapping,
lumbering, gathering, and farming. The value of Èhe non-wage
sector in some communíties ín the míd-l-970s varied between
41 percent and 58 percent of total community income. V'Iage
employment provided between 28 percent and 39 percent of

-
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total- íncome, and transfers accounted for between l-3 percenÈ
Eo 21 percent (DIAND, Indian Conditions, 1980, p. 59).
Research indicates that participatíon in subsistence
activíties does impact wage emplolzment. The availability of
country food enters into the decision-making process of
Indian community members when evaluating the advantages of
part-time versus full--time work, and different tlpes of
employment opportunities. Moreover, it is possible thaÈ
Indians who engage in subsistence activities use less time
and effort in seeking suitable wage employment. And hence,
subsistence activities may take time away from involvement
in educational- and career improvements.
It is difficult to establish the exact cause and effect
of subsistence activities. Some research indicates that
subsistence ís part of traditional Indian culture, and wage
employment is undertaken only to support the cost of
participating in subsistence activities, to provide an
income for off-seasons, and to make up for an inability of
subsistence to provide the total food intake. On the other
hand, increased participation in wage employment may lead to
a reduction in subsistence activities, since introduction to
a wage economy has a tendency to limit the Èies to
traditional ways of making a IivingIn studying the communities of Norman ltlells, Fort
Norman, Wringley and Fort Simpson, Bone (1989) found that
for about hal-f of the community residents count,ry food (wild
giame, fish, birds, and berries) accounted for at least 40

rtl percent of their food intake (p. 26), and thus, the
Èraditional practice of harvesting, preparing and eating
country food was argued to remain a vital part of Indian
culture. While subsistence activities was found to be of

great importance in making a living, htage employment would
be pursued that complemented these activities.
In facÈ, in many tradition based economies wage
employment will- take on at least two major functions; it
enables a person to complement harvested food with store
bought food, just as it enables a person to pay the expenses
involved in pursuing traditional ways of making a living.
For inst.ance, cox Í987) suggests that ín northern
communíties wage employment would indeed have to be very
regular in order to represent a net gain. The high cost of
store bought food j-n northern communities makes it necessary
for wage income Èo be substantial in order to represent a
net gain, and for families to be just as well off as if they
$¡ere harvesting country food on the side. Wage income
enables the participation in subsistence activities by
províding the income necessary to pay for harvesting
equipment, transport into the bush etc. (p. 261)
Hence, in Èhe case of northern remote communities where
store food is expensive, community residents often
complement vrage employment with subsistence activities to
maximíze real income. To avoid reliance on welfare, a mix of
wage employment and subsisÈence is often necessary. Income
generated from wage employment may be Èoo little to cover
-
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the high cost of living. Líkewise, relyíng sole1y on
subsistence actívities is largely a thing of the past, âs it
ís close to impossible to obtain total food intake this way.
In concLusion, while it may be difficult to establish
the direct link between wage employment and participation in
subsistence pursuits, just as it may be difficult to
establish individual- preferences and the criteria that
enters into the decision-making process when deciding
between wagq emplolrment and traditional pursuits,
subsistence should, to the extent it is found necessary for
cultural or traditional- reasons, be considered in some form
in economic development strategies.

viii.

CULTIIRE.

In highlighting possible ímpacts of fndian culture on
employment characteristics, there appears to be essentially
two important areas for consideration. First, culture may
the way work is organized within the community
infLuence ..\
setting. And second, questions have been raised abouÈ Indian
culture and íts compatibility with employment in a modern
economy off-reserve.
Fírst, there appears Èo be various $¡ays in which Indian
culture may impact work patterns within the community.
According to Usher (L971), among some Indian tribes the
focus is on individual achievement and independence of work,
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while according to Hedican (1985) in some tríbes a task is
performed through the exchange of future labour for
someone's immediate services, (Peters et al. (1992) ) and in
yet other tribes the stress is on sharing and cooperation
rather than on the accumulation of individual wealth and
competition (I,Iien (r-986) ) .
VÍhi1e much research points to a more communal
organization, sharing and cooperation within Indian
communities, Deprez and Sigurdson (1-969) have challenged

this common assumption by arguing that the high level of
welfare dependency within many Indian communities has tended
to undermine the necessity for economic interdependence
among community resídents, and in turn has tended to break
down a vital component necessary for maintaining community
solidarity (p. 92)
.

Second, on the issue of cultural incompatibility, there
have been varíous opinions voiced on the topic of whether

Indian culture is incompatible with employment off-reserve,
or at best a barrier. For instance, Ialien (1986) found that
alÈhough the Micmac Indians display lrrriir" cultural traiÈs
dífferent from other Canadians, there does not seem to be
support for the idea that these differences represent a
signíficant barrier to off-reserve employment (p. 152).
Likewise, âs touched upon earlier, Deprez and Sigurdson
(rgeg) reached a simiLar concfusion when studying cases in
Manitoba. They noted that Indians can make the economic
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transition to non-traditional employment before acquiring
the necessary cultural re-orientation (p. 101).
In conclusion, while culture may not be an impediment
to wage work as such, it may enter into the equation when
deciding on tlpe of employment (e.g. deciding between
traditional pursuits and wage work), just as it may
influence the way work patterns are orgianized within onreserve communities. The point to keep in mind is that
different Indian tribes may have different value systems,
and cultural diversity is just as much a factor within the
rndian populatíon as is the general diversíty and complexíty
characterizíng Indian reserve communitíes. Hence, a
community economic development strategD¡ must be very

sensitíve to broad variations in cultural norms and values,
while at the same time recognizing that culture is not an
obst.acle to achieving successful community economíc
development.

ix. _P
MigraÈion j-s an important consideration in identifying

Indian individual characteristics that impact employment
trends. Migrant status can be used as an indicator of how
strong the ties of an individual may be to the reserve
community, and in turn coul-d be used as an indicator of an

- II5
individual,s willingness to migrate between on- and offreserve l-ocation to l-ook for work.
Empirical evidence has shown that Indians move l-ess
often than other Canadians, and that about two-thirds of onreserve residents do not move at all. This has led some
researchers to suggest that on-reserve Indians show a
general lack of flexibility to respond to job opportuníties
outside the reserve community (tqicholson and MacMillan,
L987, p. 1-5) . A1so, the lack of migratory movements has been
Linked to the high degree of federal dependence found on
reserves. GovernmenÈ welfare and family allowance payments
may tend to keep Indian community residents within the
community throughout most of the year as this type of
dependence may tend to create a state of hopelessness on the
part of welfare recipients, while undermíning personal
initiative.
whiLe Indians move less often than other canadians,

a

significant proportion stil1 migrate extensively between on
and off-reserve locations. However, ín his sÈudy of a
Manitoba Indian reserve, Lithman (1984) found thaÈ although
an overwhelming number of people left the reserve communíty
these cases could not be t,reated as ouÈ-migration. Rather,
out-migration was found to be of a casual and temporary
nature and often triggered by circumstances from which
temporary relief was thought,. And thus, migratory movements
was seen to be more of a means to staying in the reserve
community, rather than leaving it

(p. 57).

-
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In gieneral, lack of out-migration among Indian people
is clearly an indicator of a preference for community
living. And thus, one shouLd be cautious with linking Indian
migrant status with welfare dependency and a perceived lack
of flexibility on the part of Indians to respond to offreserve employment opportunities. In view of the lack of
migration among Indian people, âs well as in view of the
growing on-reserve population, measures must be taken to
create sustainable and viable employment and economic
opportunities within Indj-an communities.

4.3

CONCI,IIDTNG COMMENTS .

The above causaf analysis ídentified a number of

factors that help shape an Indian person's chances in the
labour force, or lack thereof. The analysis showed that a
large number of factors influence an individual's chances in
the labour force, and therefore in order to achieve improved
employment and economic circumstances among the Indian
population it ís necessary to move on many fronts
simultaneously. A strategy will have to consider both gender
issues, the general healÈh of Indian communities and theír
housing conditions. Also, since in the Indian population the
link between education and employment is not as obvious as
in the general population, a strateg-y must identify
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solutions to overcome lack of accessibility to employment
and overcome existing barriers to equal opportunity by
Indians. Moreover, a strategy must address the problem of
]ack of business experience and work experience among the
Indian population whj-Ie at the same time be sensitive to
both Indian value systems and identified needs and
abilitíes, thereby promoting sustainable community futures.
The causal analysis reached several conclusions
regarding components of a strategy for community economic
and employment development. These conclusions will be taken
into consideration in chapter 7.0 when designing a
development strategy.

-
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CHÀPTER

5.0

CTUIRACTERISTICS OF THE RESERVE COMMT'NITY AIID TTS
STTRROI'NDINGS TH¡IT !{AY AFFECT EMPIJOTMEI\IT OPPORTT'NITIES.

5.

]-

INTRODUCTTON.

This secÈion seeks to identify variables that
sígnificantly infl-uence the employment, chances of the
reserve community, and thus must be considered in a
community economic development strategy.

While individual attributes and productive

characÈerístics, âs analysed earlier, significantly
influence an individual's choices, performance, and success
rates in the labour market, there are nonethel-ess broad
variations in employment characteristics across reserves.
This is because there are factors over which the individual
has little control, and those factors relate to the
characteristics of the reserve community and its
--_

surroundings.

opportunitíes and patterns and trends of
Labour force participation of on-reserve Indians exhibit
broad variations. These variations are caused by essentially
two sets of factors; factors that describe the reserve
environment (internal variables); and factors that describe
Employment

the environment surrounding the reserve (external

-
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variables). Since the internal and external- variables differ
considerably across reserves, different reserves have
d.ifferent employment opportunities and different patterns
and levels of particípation in the labour force'
Understanding the diversity among different reserves, and
their complex naÈure of employment characteristics is vital
in order to be able to devise sound and viable strategies
for community economic development.
The internal variables are largely impossible to
control or influence by the ind'ividual, but the community
can collectively exercise some 1eve1 of control and
influence. External variables, on the other hand, are
largely impossible to change, manipufate or in any way
control by the community Iet alone the individual reserve
resident. However, it is nonethel-ess important to understand
the external forces since t'his wil] al-Iow the community to
understand barriers to development. This in turn will enable
the communíty to devise measures directed at achieving
community self-reliance and less reliance on the external
environment.

Internal variables fa1l into some broad categories of
reserve d.emographics, reserve opportunít'ies (wage and nonwage), attitudes toward a wage economy, and internal
po}ítics regarding distribution of resources. External
variabl-es, on the other hand, center around the level of
reserve remoteness, and ín turn level of accessibility to
off-reserve employmenÈ and business opporÈunities, âS well
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as the economic characteristics of markets surrounding the
reserve. The following Presents an overview of each of these
components.

5.2

INDIAI{ COMMI'NITY CITÀRJACTERISTICS ÀFFECTING
EMPLOYMEI\IT CIRCITMSTÀI{CES .

i.

COMMI'NITY POPUI,ATION SIZE.

There are a total of 604 Indian bands distributed among
aL1 regions, and. the average Indian band has a population of
just over 8OO people (DIAM, Indian Register, 1992) . Indian
band size and on-reserve community population size does not
necessarily correspond directly, since the on-reserve

population is usually somewhat smaller than the band size as
not all band members reside on the reserve. Nonetheless, the
síze of the band does give a good indicator of the size of
the community population. Moreover, the size of the band has
significant importance since it makes up the primary unit of
organízaLion of the Indian population'
In 1990, just over l-0? of all bands had a population of
more than I-OOO people. However, the band size is rising, and
projections have indicated t.hat by t996 almost one quarter
of Indian bands will have a population of more than 1-000
(Ponting p. 63). The number of smal-ler bands, with less than
500 members, will decrease from approximat'ely 703 in 1990 Èo
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approximately a half by L996. Stil1, the average size will
continue to be sma1l and this has significant implicatíons
for on-reserve opportunities. Small band size is
particularly a concern in B.C. and NV{T, âs opposed to the

prairie bands that belong to the larger band category
(rbid. ) .
The small size of the on-reserve population limits the
ability of the community of engaging in business ventures
and resource industry. In general, it is at best possible to
sustain only very modest-scaled industriaL and commercial
enterprises. With the exception of some sma11 service or
retail businesses some communities are simply too smaIl to
support many busínesses by themselves. This in turn
infl-uences the band members' dependence on jobs with band
administration, make-work projects by federal departments
and other external agencies, and the need to seek employment
off-reserve.
Thus, the size and rate of growth of Indian bands is
central- concern. For bands wíth a críticalIy small
population size ways must be found to overcome problems
-'<.related to diseconomj-es of sma11 scale, lack of local

a

economic opportunities, and lack of human resources

necessary to build a sustainable economic base'
on the other hand, the growth in band size, especially

as a result of Bill C-3L, poses some immediate concerns
since most communities are still iII prepared to take
advantage of this increase in number of band members.
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An already serious problem of unemployment will be
excerbated if employment and economic opportunities within
reserve communities do not begin to materialize. Thus, a
primary concern must be that of finding ways to address the
problem of diseconomies of small scale in Indian
communities.

ii.

COMMT'NITY EMPI,OTI,ÍEIüT OPPORTT'NITIES.

The economic base of an Indian reserve, its level of
economic development, and the degree of institutional

development largely determine the kind of opportunities

avail-able to the reserve population. In turn, the tlpe and
combination of work opportunities, âs well as the

opportunity to engage in traditional pursuits, largely
determine labour force part,icipation and emplo)¡ment rates
within on-reserve communities.
Reserve economies are highly diversified, and the
takes t,he form of a mix of some wage
economy generaLly
.--'
empLo)¡ment (often seasonal, --short-term, or casual), some
employment with band adminístration, which is now expandíng
due to the devolution of DIAlitrD, some off-reserve emploYment,
some income generation through informal and unrecorded
economíc activities, some degree of subsistence activities
depending on reserve location, and a large dependence on
government welfare. These characteristics of the reserve

-L23reflect the limited
opportunities, or more importantly, the l-ack of suitable or
meaningful opporÈunities for on-reserve residents, and thus,
reflect the general underdeveloped state of most reserve
economy in and by themselves

economies.

The general lack of employment and economic

opportunities on reserves, is linked, of course, to the very
restricted market, Lack of community J-nfrastructure, a
]imited resource base for most communities, and their
general remoteness.
Rural reserve communities, according to DIAM
geographic zones located between 50 km and 350 km from the
nearest service centre, are often characterized by
inadequate instítutional development and general lack of
economic development. These factors combined with the social
problems on-reserve and the proximity to urban centres
results in lack of emplo)¡ment opportunities. While the large
majority of the l-abour force holds a number of jobs during
the year, perlnanent employment is limitedurban reserves, located wíthin s0 km from the nearest
'---service centre, while sharing some of Èhe same
characteristics as the rural reserves, usually exhibit a
greater degree of institutíonaI completeness, employment and
economic development. The cl-oser proximity to localeconomies provides a greater market for business and
indusÈriaI ventures, and makes it possible for on-reserve
resident,s to take advantage of off-reserve employment

-
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opportunities through daily commuting. Moreover, irr.o*"
generated from off-reserve employment can help Spur economic
growth when income is spent within the communityRemote northern communities, located over 350 km from
the nearest service centre, while often characterized as a
generally secure socio-cultural environment with close ties
to traditional ways of harvesting food, are for the most
part ad.versely affected by limited economic opportunitíes.
Income sources are often quite limited; Some government
funded projects, traditional fishing, hunting, and trapping
activities for domestic as well as commercial use, and
welfare. Furthermore, the diversity of Èhe more remote
reserves means the Indian population does not form a single,
cohesive economic unit. In general, there is an obvious lack
of visible trade or other linkages among remote located
reserves which subsequent.ly present special barriers to
emplo)¡ment and economic development. Moreover, development

of industrial centres and the presence of resource
extraction industry has only provided very limited
employment for resídents of these communities. Mining
production, for instance, Èends to occur withín a very
confined area, and hence employment tends to be highly
restrícted. Furthermore, production related línkages with
other established communities tend to be minimal (e.g.
NorÈhern Manitoba Economic Ðevelopment Commission, L992' p.
48)

.
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Thus, there is a need for comprehensive community
economic development strategies that seek t-o find viable

solutions to barriers st.anding in the way of the creation of
economic opportunities within the diversÍty and complexity
of Indian communitY settings.

iií.

COMMT'NITY SUPPORT FOR PÀRTTCIP.ATION

IN

I|TÀGE

EMPI,OYA{EÌi¡1T.

attitudes towards participation in wage
employment may have significant bearing on the tlpe of
employment undertaken by community members, and the range of
emplolrment opportunities available. Likewise, the degree of
community support for participation in wagie emplo)¡ment will
infl-uence economic devel-opment initíaÈives.
For instance, Indían communíties that maintain strong
Èies to a trad.itional way of living, often Èend to view
local- or area resource development as a threat to their
Indian pople often contend that such activities
existence.'\-.,
Community

offer few if any benefits to local communities. Furthermore,
within very tradition based Indian communities, it is
possible that business development may be met with
resistance, since by such communities profitable businesses
may be viewed as yet another threat t,o Indian cultural
values.

-
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Yet other communities have developed a tendency to view
welfare as an "Indian right". Due to their Separate cuLtural
heritage it is felt by some Indian people that they are
entitled to special forms of support. This in turn may

create situations where communities become complacent and
come to expect oÈhers to do things for them, since wel-fare
províd.es the opportunity to withdraw from economic life.
Such debil-itating trends can be blamed on the long history
of colonizaÈion and dependency created by DIAIiID. hÏhile
communities characterízed by overwhelmingly high levels of
welfare dependency may in theory support participation in
wagie employment,

general economic despair may cause

community members to withdraw from economic ]ife,

and in

turn may result in the community remaining passive about
efforts to create and expand employment opportunities.
In most communities, however, there is fuLl community
support for participation in wagie employment, and the
community has a desire to fínd walzs of creating and
expandingi on-reserve employment and economic opportunities.
However, economic development strategies must be sensitive
r__,

to the diversity of Indian communities. Some communíÈies may
settle for a mix of traditional and modern activities, while
others may opt for modern business development.
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iv.

COMMITNITY ALTOCÀTION OF EMPLOI1{EñI OPPORTITNITIES.

opportunities on-reserve may be assigned
according to different criteria than in the mainstream
Canadian economy. Differences in allocation of employment
opport,uníties has to do with the often Iimíted number of
opportunities on-reserve but also the different value system
found within on-reserve communities. It appears that the onreserve allocation of employment opportuníties is to some
degree influenced by two factors; gender, and need.
First, on-reserve employment rates are higher for males
than for females. According to Nicholson and Macmillan
(A987), this may reflect several things. First, it may
Employment

refl-ect that females on-reserve maintain more Èrad.itional
domestic roles and therefore participate to a lesser degree
ín wage employment. Second, the nature of jobs on-reserve
may favour males. And third, it may reflect the fact that
jobs are all-ocated on a family or household basis. Since
male members are primarily considered heads of households
this may help skew the distribution of scarce jobs towards
males (p. 75) .
Second, research has indicated that resources and
opportunities are to a large degree allocated on the basis
of need. This finding is in agreement with the above
suggestion that scarce jobs are alIocaÈed to heads of
households. In allocating jobs, the primary concern ís to
accommodate those who are unemployed or in other \^rays in
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need of a job. This is what enters into the decision-makíng

process (e.g. Lithman, l-984) . In addition,

DIAND

has often

argued for the employment of those unemployed with the

largest number of dependents, preventing efficiency criteria
from achieving greater prominence in federal financed makework projects
The allocation of jobs within communities will remain a
major issue for years to come in vÍew of the rapid growth ín
the working aged population. An economÍc development
strategy, while having as a priority to make job
opportunities more readily available, must also consider
ways of dealing with current lack of such opporÈunities and
ways of fair distribution of scarce jobs.

5.3

SOME EXTERNAI, FACTORS AFFECTTNG T¡IDIåI\T EMPLOT:IÍENT
CIRCIIMSTAI{CES .

i.

COMMT'NITY REMOTENESS A![D ISOLATION FROM I,OCAI.
I4ARKETS.

Reserve remoteness ís a particular concern in all

regions except for the Atlantic provinces, and the prairie
provinces of Saskatcherá¡an and Alberta. The rest of the
regions are characterized as having about one-third of their
reserves located in remote or special access areas. The
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problem is particularly obvious in Manítoba,

NWT

and the

Yukon, where over more than 40? of the Indian population

lives in remote or special access areas.
An increasing share of the Canadian Indian population
lives on urban reserves , 37.2% as of 1990 ¡ 38.64 lived in
rural areas, while 5.5? and 18.6t of Indians lived in remote
or special access areas respectively. Thus, as of 1990,
75.8v" of the Indian population lived on either urban or
rural reserves without access problems, and 24.1-'" Iíved in
areas outside of easy access to the nearest service centre
(DIAND, Basic Departmental Data, L992) . Consequently, for
about a quarter of the Indian population, remoteness and
accessibility ís a concern to be considered.
The problem of remoteness is even more severe when
coupled with the small size of bands, and their scattered
pattern. As a result, many Indian reserves are not only
isolated from mainstream Canadian economy but also from each
oÈher.

The rural nature of Indian bands and the relatively
high proportion of remote reserves has significant impacts
on accessibility to labour and commodity markets, services
t.\

and institutions

and facÈors that may help det'ermine the

ability to achieve economic and employment development in
reserve communities. Employment and labour force
partÍcipation is critically affected by such factors as
limited access to informatíon on jobs, limited access to
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educational institutions, and lack of access to services and
markets for any products produced locaI1y.
Accessibility affect,s a community's access to a range
of market goods and services at a reasonable cost. Also, it

affects access to markets for on-reserve business ventures
and for products produced loca1Iy. Moreover, it affects
ready and reliable access to medical and other public
services and, importantly, it affects access to employment
opportunities.
Special considerations may arise for communities that
are located in very remote or special access areas. Problems

that may impede successful employment and economic
development inítíatives can ofÈen be related both to lack of
large central communiÈies to provide services, âS well as to
lack of transportation 1inks. Moreover, reserves are
disadvantaged in terms of their nearness to populations
sufficient t,o support regional-scaIe manufacturing and
service activities.
Thus, âf, economic development strategry must address the
issue of overcoming problems related to the general isolated

-\.
and scattered pattern of

many

Indian communities.

t3r ii.

C}TARJACTERISTICS OF IJOCAL ECONOMIES NEARBY
RESERVES.

The nature of the local economic base can be a factor

in infl-uencing the stat,e of employment for on-reserve
residents, as well as the degree and nature of economic
development on-reserve. In general, broad variations in
opportunities among reserve economies can in part be
explaíned by variations in the nature of ]ocal economies
nearby reserves. The role of the local economy should
however not be overemphasized, since as will be outl-ined in
chapter 7.0, it is possible to achieve employment and
economic development without strong linkages to locaI
mainstream economíes.

Nonetheless, it is worth emphasízing how locaI
economies may infLuence employment opport.unities on-reserve.

Local economies are particularly important for small
communities wíth a Limited resource base of their own, and
with few Iínkagies to other reserve communities. Essentially,
local economies can serve as an extended market for products
"--.
produced within the reserve, as well as a market to draw
upon for employment, services, and training etc. The nature
of locaI economies can affect the labour force participation
in essentially three major ways. First, they are a potential
source of off-reserve employment opportunities. Second, they

affect the type of Indian business opportunities that are
possible off-reserve. .And third, they affect spending power,

-L32which in turn influences market opportunities for Indian
business ventures. Hence, the extent of the potential

benefits accruing to on-reserve residents from involvements
with the Iocal economy depends on the nature of that
economy, population size, tlpe of industry, businesses,
educatÍona1 institutions, institutional completeness, in
other words the leve1 of employment and economic development
of that economy. Ialíthout going into details, the loca1
economy may offer different types of off-reserve employment
opportunitíes. These opportunities depend on the type of
industry and economic sectors that form the base of the
LocaL economy.

Lack of local economy employment opportunities coupled

wíth lack of on-reserve resources may cause significant
federal dependence. fn nort,hern remote communities where onreserve employment opportunities are often limited, offreserve employment with the resource industry is one way of
generating some income in the community. Communities

situated near an industrial site, mineral exploration or
have opportuniÈies for off-reserve
resource exploration
\\-.
employment. In some northern communities this type of
employment. has been quite substantial and of significant
importance to the reserve economy. For example, case studies
have provided examples of mineral exploration companies
throughout Canada entering ínto extensive employment
agreements wit,h reserve communities. In some cases companies
have entered into agreements to hire a minimum of 252 of the

-
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projects workforce from the community. Such agreements have
in several cases provided the creation of the largest single
package of continuing fuI1-time jobs, and the opportunity to
be introduced to the wage economy (Sub-Committee (1991, 92,
e0)

.

VÍhiLe the local economic base affects the tlpe of off-

reserve opportunities available for the communíty residents,
it also, âs mentioned at the outset, affects the kind of
business ventures the Indian population can engage in. The
nature of the local economy determines t,he market for goods
produced on reserve and services offered by Indian community

large diversified
highly developed Ioca1 economies have the potential for
creating viable businesses. Vûhile reserve communities in
more remote and isolated areas may experience some barríers
to business development they may find opportunities for
serving the resource industry. For example, in northern
communities Indians operate transportation and construction
businesses that service industrial sit,es. They have the
possíbility-.of providÍng goods and services to the labour
force working in resource industry projects. Indian people
participate ín businesses that supply and service the
resource companies, and they enter contracÈs with companies
who contract Èrucking services and construction. In some
cases major northern investmenÈs in resource exploitatíon
have provided the engine that has driven much smal}, medium,

members. Reserve communities located near

and large-sized Indian business development.

-
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The nature of the local- economy not only affects the

type of businesses Indian people can provide, it also
affects the demand. A healthy 1ocal economy will have a
positive impact on the demand for goods provided by
business. l{hiIe northern communities have a restrícted
market and a restricted tlpe of demand, they may be the only
one serving that market. Indian run businesses near urban
areas may find much more competition and discrimination may
also be a factor working against their success.
While l-ocal- economies can affect reserve opportunities,
it is possible that in some cases off-reserve emplo)¡ment in
Local economies can have some negative side effects. For
example, in analyzing the impacts on Indian people of the
development of non-renewable resources nearby reserve
communities, Berger (tgll) found that gradually more and
more Indians would give up their traditional subsistence
t)æe living to seek wage employment with the resource
industry. He argued that reserve communities may experience
widespread negat,ive consequences if they give up subsistence
or a culturally preferred lifestyle that offers a means of
self-ídentifícation and self-respect to join a wage economy.
He further argued that these adverse consequences could be
exacerbated if the industrialized economy offers rewards
that are only short-term (p. !79).
In identifying an economic development strategy the
economic base of 1oca1 economies should be considered, and
where potential exists for communities to positively benefit

-135from the

economi-c

base of l-ocal economíes this should be

incorporated into the overall development p1an.

5.4

CONCI,I'DING

COMMEÌTTS .

The above causal analysis of external and reserve based

factors ídentified a number of variables that influence
access to employment and economic opportunities by Indian
community residents. This analysis showed that the diversity
and complexity of Indian communities cause different reserve
communities to have different access to opportunities. Also,
the analysis concluded that the identified external and
reserve based variables if addressed in a development
strategTy can become vital components in overcoming barriers
and obstacles to employment and economic development of
fndian communities.
Clearly, there is a need for a comprehensive community
economic development strategy t.hat seeks to find viabLe
"\-.
sol-utions to barriers standing in the way of the creation of
employment and economic opportunities within the diversiÈy
and complexity of Indian communit,y settings. A primary
concern must be that, of finding ways to address the problem
of diseconomies of smal1 scale in Indian communities, just
as it is important to address the issue of overcoming
problems related to the general isolated and scattered
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pattern of many Indian communities. These i-ssues will
addressed in more detail in chapter 7.0.

be
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CIIAPTER

FEDERÀT, ROI,E

IN II[DIA!{

6.0

ECONOMIC À}TD EMPI,OI.IIIE¡ÍT

DE\TEIJOPI{EI{T.

6.L

TNTRODUCTTON.

This sectíon of the study seeks to present a concise
review and assessment of conÈemporary federal ínitiatives
directed at Indian economic and employment development.
The Constitution Act of 1-867 gives the federal
government jurisdiction over "Indians and lands reserved for
Indians", and thus, historícaI1y Indians have been
considered largely a federal responsibility, although
provincial governments have certain responsibilities for
Indians residing off -reserve (Hawkes, l-989, p. 64) . Some
provinces take on a more active role whil-e others appear
more complacent about their Indian populat,ion viewing them
as a federal\_ responsíbiIity. Thus, while federal policies on
Indian employment creation and economic development are
accessible to Indians across Canada, provincial- policies and
programs do vary considerably, and consequently there are
broad variations in Indian access to measures that may
enhance their chance of employment opportunities.
Since the main focus of this study is on economic and
emplolzment development, of on-reserve Indian communities, the

-
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following will emphasize the federal role onIy. However, it
should be mentioned that within more current policy
frameworks provj-nces are being heavily encouraged to take on
a more active role. Thus, whíle provinces are not emphasized
here this is not Èo downplay their importance.
The following section identifies shortcomings and
problems withín contemporary strategies and subsequently
arg'ues the case for a community based economic development
strategy that addresses these shortcomíngs.

6.2

THE FEDERJAL ROLE.

The federal- government assumes financial responsibility

for the provision of a wide range of services available to
on-reserve fndians. Of these services most are provided
either by the federal government or the band with funding
from the federal government.
Most federal depart.ments are involved ín some aspect of
this programmíng in financial support of status Indians.
While a considerable number of federal deparÈments and
agencies deliver progirams and services to the Indian
population the DepartmenÈ of Indian Affairs and Northern
Development (DIAI\TD) is responsible for the majority of the
funds. Federal total expenditures on all aboríginal groups
of $5,041 Million according to 1-992-l-993 estimates, were
divided between DIAI{D (72.34) ¡ Health and Welfare Canada
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(t+.0>")

Corporation (s.a4) ¡
Employment and fmmigration Canada (EIC) , (4.0e"); Industry,
Science and Technology Canada (ISTC), (1.5%) ¡ Secretary of
State (l-.0?); Solicítor General- (0.9?); Físheries and Oceans

;

Canada Mortgage Housing

¡ Public Service Commission (0.15?) ; .Iustice (0.3?) ;
National Defence (0.1?) ; other (0. L5?) (DIAÌ{D, Growth in
(0.2%)

Federal E>çenditures on Aboriginal peoples, Feb. 3_993, p.
e)

.

Out of the total federal expenditures on aboriginal
peoples, (4.222 of total federal expenditures ín :-gg2-1993)

only a minor proportion is dj-rected toward economic and
employment development, and in fact the vast majority of
these expendiÈures are driven by demographics. In fiscal
year L992/93, guasi-statutory expendi-tures accounted for
more than one-thírd of the budget (39?), while basic
services made up 36.42, and only a mere 7.44 of the total
Aboriginal budget was directed toward economic and
employment development (Ibid., p. 10) .
In general, the approach taken by the federal
government-las been that of supplying goods and services to
Indj-an communitíes. Expenditures over the years have by and
large been devoted to the provision of social assistance,
welfare services, education, housíng, and non-insured health
benefit,s. Expenditures on education (a major componenÈ of
basic services) are well justified in view of the link
between educational achievement and emplolrment
opportunities, however it is clear that a government
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strategy of investing in human resources will not be furly
beneficial if a more educated population cannot find
emplolrment opportunities

.

lvhile a government services approach has certaín merits
in view of the poor conditions on reserves and the urgency
of coverj-ng basic human needs that would otherwise not be
met, it does however not provide long-term solut.ions to Èhe
underdevelopment of reserve'communities and the deep rooted
federal financial dependency. on the other hand it may be
argued that rndian communities cannot succeed in pursuing
economic development without first addressing basic need
deficiencies within the communities, but it should arso be
made clear that resolving such deficiencies could be
incorporated into development initiatives. This issue wirl
be addressed in the next chapter.
Migration tlpe strategies have been widely used to
address the problems of underdevelopment of Indian
communíties. In the l-960s much emphasis was put on Èhe
assimilation
.-\ of Indian people into Èhe mainstream economy.
Measures were undertaken to encourage Indian people to leave
their communities to seek employment off-reserve. Such
strategies were used because of a perceived lack of
resources, lack of opportunities, and lack of markets in
many small and isolated reserve communities. This led to
policies geared toward relocating Indians to areas where
employment would be plentiful.

-I4tThe !{hite Paper came out in 1969. It essentially

the complete integrat,ion of Indian people j_nto
the Canadian mainstream economy, while preserving some of
the unique aspects of fndian life and protecting Indian
lands. In L970, Èhe federal government $rithdrew the !{hite
Paper because it was rejected.by Indian spokespersons as
jeopardizing the special status of Indians.
Currently the federaL government is following Èhree
main policies; first, to maintain and improve the normal
community services available to Indians living on-reserve;
second, to support Indians to become more self-reliant and
take charge of their own communities; and third, to settle
land claims. These policies are designed to work against
assimiLation and are as such, at least in theory, distinct
departures from assimilationist poIícies of the past.
With that in mind, during the past couple of decades
the federal government has been pursuing a polícy of reestabl-ishing Indian control over the affairs of Indian
communities. The process consists in broad terms of
transferriqg_ the responsibility for administering government
programs and services to Indian councils. This has come Èo
be known as the Devolution Policy.
The overall federal- objective has been to reduce
federal expendit.ures and achieve a reduction in the public
service. Although devolution of ÐIAÌüD has progressed
steadily since the early 1-970s it has been on the rise in
the 1980s and l-990s. About three-guarters of the budgeÈary
recommended
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expenditures in the Indian program are nohr being
administered directly by Indian bands (up from just

fifth

in the early
1992, p. 77).

l-970s)

,

(DrArüD,

one_

Basic DeparÈmentar Data,

Although the rndian population strongly supports a
policy of re-establishing rndian control over the affairs of
rndian communities the DIANÐ Devolution policy has been met

with much criti-cism. criticism has not centred around the
objective of the policy, but rather on the way in which the
policy is being carried out. First of all, it has been
argued that devolution was the result of needs to downsize
DrAr{D, and therefore downsizíng became the primary goa1, not
the creation of greater rndian self-relíance and increased
accountability of rndian governments to their communj_ties
(DIAI\TD, Appendices for the Evaluation of the Devolution of
Advisory services, l-991). Downsizing should never have been
the driving force. An evaluation sÈudy found that the policy
has been poorly implemented, and that rribal councils and
bands have ofÈen been left with the responsibilíty for t.he

provision of
.\\ advisory services (mostly in the form of
economic development, social development, and planning)
without proper training in these added responsibilities, and
often before measures have been properly instarled to take
over this service delivery (Ibid. ) . Furthermore, advisory
services (Stage I of Devolution policy) are now often being
delivered by TribaL councils and band administrations in the
absence of equivalent support mechanisms which DI.AI{D enjoyed

-
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prior to devolution. rn addit.ion, Tribal council-s and band.s
have reported an increase ín workload and staff reguirement
but with inadequate funding for conducting new functions
(rbid). This may become an impediment to effective delivery
of advísory services, and in turn could negatively impact on
community development processes. A1so, while thÍs policy may
have contributed to making delivery of program servíces more
responsive Èo community needs and may be cont,ributing to the
development of administrative and management skiIIs over the
long term, it has not had any significant impact.s on program
control and flexibility in program management and design.
A1so, so far there has been evidence to suggest that
bands most successful within the framework of the
devoluÈionary process tend to be characterized by their
relative close proximity to urban centres, their relatively
sel,f-rel-iant communit,ies due to business ventures, wellorganized administrative machinery, and aIso, but not least
their sizeabl-e population with a diversified labour force
from which to draw human resources (Ibid). This certainly
poses some.rc_onsideratíons for future policy recommendations
for community economic development, especially considering
the diversity of Indian communities and their often isolated
location and relatively sma1l band size.
Since the early 1980s the emphasis has been on
initiating and developing a statutory base for selfgovernment. arrangements. In 1-985, the federal government
approved a strategy for Indian self-government. It

-L44attempted, without success, to arrive at a ConstitutionaL

Indian self-government. Currently the moves
toward higher fndian self-rel-iance are manifesting
themsel-ves ín a variety of non-constitutional communitybased initiatives. These incl-ude the devolution of DIAlitrD as
discussed above, alternative funding arrangements (AFA), and
other policy and administrative changes within exisÈing
authorities. AFA (approved in L986) is designed to aLlow
Indian communities to take greater charge of program
delivery and design. ft alIows for muLti-year agreements
with the objective to enhance long-term planning thereby
making ít possible Èo meet particular needs of the
community. There are, however, a set of requirements that
must be met which tend to excl-ude many rndian communities
from participation in such arrangements. E.g., bands must
have experience, expertise, and a sound financial position.
with respect to the issue of control, while AFA allows bands
more flexibility,
controL is still largely in the hands of
amendment on

DÏAI{D.

Federal programs have attempted more or less

successfully to address the main problems acting as barriers
to economic development, including the Indian Act; problems
arising from the reserve system; barriers to entering
mainstream emplo)zment; and as discussed in a previous
section, the continuing colonial dependence on the federalgovernment for funding for development.
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The problem of the Indian Act acting as a barrier to
economic development r^rarrants more attention here. The

rndian Act is the most basic federal legislation dealing
with rndian reserves. rt is an Act that provides the federal
government with considerable potver over the Indian onreserve population and the reserve l-and. Reserves are
parcels of Land set aside for the common use and benefit of
bands. The title

to reserve lands is retained in the crown.
Thus in effect, owing to the Indian Act, reserve 1ands are
protected from the forces of the free market. Federal
jurisdictíon over the use of reserve Iand, as stated in the
Indian Act, and jurisdictíon over transactions involving
sale or lease of reserve l-and.s present significant obstacles
to achieving economic development on-reserve. subject to the
Indian Act reserve lands may not. be seized legally and,
therefore cannot be used by Indian people or businesses as
collateral for loans. And thus, the fndian Act provides a
very stiff IegaI framework for on-reserve businesses.
Because of the obvious difficulty of obtaíning business
financing due to the on-reserve Iega1 framework Indian
communities have come to rely exÈensively on the federal
government for loans and g'rants to finance on-reserve
economic development initiatives.
Since the release of the Penner Report in L983 (Report
of the Specía1 Commíttee on Indian Self-government) there
has been a noticeable increase in interest in both the
concept and the development of improved mechanisms for Èhe

-146provision of economic developmenÈ assistance to fndian
communities. The Penner Report in essence argued that selfgovernment would require a viable economic base developed
under aboriginal control at the community Level (Report of
the Special Committee, 1983).
Assistance for economic development has been available
under a variety of federal programs. The prog'rams have
usually been short-lived and changes occur continuously
which has tended to create impediments to planning at the
community Ieve1 as welL as impediments to realizing the fuII
benefits of such federal development initiatives.
Federal initiated and conÈrolIed economic development
strategies in contemporary times have largely been in the
area of labour market and business development. Such
strategies have ín the past decade, aside from DIAND
development programs, been led by two major federal
initiatives; the Native Economic Development strategy (NEDP)
from 1984-1989, and the current canadian Aboriginal Economic
Development Strategy (CAEDS), launched in l-989.
DIAITÐ's Economic Development Program was est.ablished

in

the latter part of the L940s with a mandate to advise and
assist fndians in economíc development and to provide
funding and traíning in the areas of business development,
employment, and instit.utional development. Until Èhe latter
part of the l-980s, when DIAITD enÈered into a partnership
with aboriginal groups, EIC, and ISTC in the currenÈ CAEÐS,

-
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the DIAND program included such sub-components as; the
Indian Economic Development Fund, which has been criticized
for being largely ineffective; the Employment OpporÈunities
Program and the Employability Program, which have been
largely geared toward short-term make-work projects, that
have been criticized for deterring individual competitive
behaviour and presenting an impediment to long-term planning
and development; and various programs for the development of
Indian enterpreneurs and enhancement of management skill
training.
fn 1985 a task force was estabLished to report on the
state of Indian economic development and to make
recommendations for changes to DIAìüD's economic development
strategy. The Task Force recommended that future emphasis be
placed on Indían control- of economic development, promotion
of Indian entrepreneurs, removal of barriers to Indian
business and inst.itutíonal development, and great.er
interdepartmental coordination of programs for Indian
economic development (DIAITD, Task Force, 1986). V{hile these
recommendations are reflected in the current CAEÐS policy
statements, it is still too early to assess whether the
recommendations are operational as CAEDS is still being
implemented.
l,aunched in 1989, CAEDS is an aboriginal economic

development initiative

that operates through three major
federal departments,. DIAM, EIC, and ISÏC. Essentially,
DIAND is in charge of supporting community economic
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development and resource development, while EfC is

responsible for employment and skills development
opportunities, and rsrc is leading in business development
initiatives and the establishment. of .Aboriginal capital
corporations (CAEDS status Report, t99]-). The objectives of
CAEDS, while basically no different than program objectives
of past federally initiated efforts, center around g.reater
rndian control over the delivery of economic development
programs, decentralization of program delivêry,
establishment of a broad array of rndian financial and local
development institutions, and removaL of barriers to
economic and business development !,rithin federal programs.

!{ithin

CAEDS, DIAÌTTD

has the responsibility for

communit.y economic development, resource development, and

rn broad terms, DIAND,s mandate is
to assist in supporÈing the establishment of community
Economic Development organizations (cEDos) through the
commercial- development.

community Economic Development program, and the creation of

region-wide sector Development rnstj-tutions (slos) through

a

sub-compongnt of the community Economic Development prog,ram;
t--.

The Regional Opportunities Program (ROp). In addition,
through the commercial Development program, DrAt{D seeks to

provide viable rndian businesses with access to commercial
debt financing and loan guarantees to overcome barriers to
loan security due to the rndian Act. Furthermore, as part of
the Resource Development program, DTAITD administers the
Resource Access Negotiations program (RAN) which broadly
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speaking seeks to provide fínancial assistance to Indian
communities in support of resource negotiations to enable
communities to take advantage of resource developments both

on and off-reserve.
While the objectives as laid out in this strategy

seem

to identify some of the main concerns of rndian communities,
it is noneÈheLess evident that DrAt{D's promises of financial
commitment and handing down of contro] mechanism have not
been met. First, in the fiscal year ]-993/94 DIAI\TD undertook
signíficant cuts in the Community Economic Development
Program in order to divert funds to cover quasi-statutory
and basic services. The ROP was cut by 28.82. DIAITD
officials have indicated that RoP was singled out because it
had not met departmental- expectations in terms of the
creation of sectoral development institutions (sDrs). such a
statement is surprisj-ng in view of the L99i- CAEDS Status
Report which identified numerous successes with ROp,
especially in terms of the creation of a significant number
of SDIs across provinces. A1so, ROP cutbacks should not be
justified orr_ either budgetary grounds or on efficj-ency
crit.eria, since it is stil-L too early to make a proper
assessment of íts impacts. Furthermore, it is surprising
that a program whích seeks to create opportunities along
regional 1ines, thereby overcoming some of Èhe problems
related to limited economic potent,ial- withín specific
communities, is cut by one-third even before it is firmly
established. Also, cuts are being undertaken at a time of

-r50significant demographic changes. This wirr only serve to put.
even further pressure on an already highly criticar rndian
employment and economic situation. with respect to the i_ssue
of control, there have been reports from Aboriginal
leadership that control- is stÍII largely in the hands of
DIAIüD, and the Department continuous to establish new Board.s
to oversee and monitor the aborigínaI administration of
programs.

rn the past, labour market strategies tended to focus
on supply side measures, such as education and skirL
training, labour market information and assistance for
movíng to places of employment. hthire Erc and DIAND still
qoncentraÈe heavily on supply side strategíes, Erc has been
attempting to address demand side íssues through the
canadian ,.fobs strategy (c,rs) , the ouÈreach and EmploymentEguity program.
while Erc does not currently have a separate Aboriginal
program, it does attempt to target Aboriginal groups through
its mandatg_to offer assistance for selected high priority
groups and equiÈabl-e employment, participaÈion by members of
special groups. However, Erc's main program components; c,Js,
the outreach, and the Employment-Equity program have by and
large proven unsuccessful at finding solutions to the labour
market problems facing the rndian populat.ion and have proven
largely inadequate at addressing their special needs.

-151The c'JS has encountered extensive criticism. A major
drawback to the CJS is its lack of a multi-year planning

horizon, which makes it difficult for communíties to
i-ncorporate elements of the strategly into economic and
employment initiatives.
rn addition to the lack of a longterm planning horizon, C,JS programs have been noted for
their apparent lack of support for human resource planning.
The programs are used primarily on a project-by-project
basís that does not always coincide with the communities,
human resource development needs (urc, A Background paper,
1989, p. 1-2). This has tended Lo serve as an impetus to
incorporating C,JS programs into community development
strategies. In addition to such general shortcomings, the
c,ïs has been criticized for its options criteria that in
some cases present special access and eligibility
barriers
for Indian people. For instance, it has been argued t.hat
programs that require a hragle subsidy from an employer for
workplace training or retraining are difficult for rndian
people to access because of Èhe non-profit or public nature
of most Indian owned org:anizations (Ibid., p. 14) . Líkewise,
the 24-out-of-30-week rule, which requires that clients must
have been out of work for at ]east 24 out of the pasÈ 30
weeks to be eligible for EIC's .Tob Development program (a
program which subsidizes employers to give training and onthe-job experience to long-term unemployed), is viewed as
incompatiable with the special needs of Indian people. The
rule cuts off individuals who have had some work experience,
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chronic high leveIs of unemployment among the Indian
population. However, more recently this rule has begun to
show slightly more flexibiLity ín the case of Indian
clients. Criticism has al-so surrounded t,he CJS subcomponent, Community Futures. lilhile having some merits in
its long-term approach to resolving chronic unemployment in
community settings, the Community Futures program has
presented special accessibility problems to Indian
communítíes. rndian communities have largely been excLuded

from this program because of problems perceived by EIC in
applying this strategy to them. Some problems deal with the

generally smal1 band size of most communi-ties, difficulties
wíth attempting to compensate for smalI population size by
applying the strategy to several communities collectively,
and the general economíc backwardness of most communities.
As a result of these perceived problems, the EIC approach
has often been to incorporate Indían communitíes into larger
non-Indian Community Futures designations (Ibid., p. 16) . As
a result th.e_ special Indian labour market needs may not be
met. Yet another area of criticism is the lack of access to
literacy traíning within C,JS programs. This has been seen by
many as a major shortcoming within CJS programs, especially
in view of the already low 1evel of educaÈional attainment
among the Indj-an population. In general EIC's response has
been that. literacy traíníng is a provincial responsíbiIity,
and furthermore scarce funding will not be made available to
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strategies that do not dÍrectly lead to Labour market
participation (Ibid., p. t7) . Overall, the various
shortcomings of the cJS program indicate the apparent lack

of commitment to finding solutions to the specíal labour
market problems facing the Indian population.
The outreach prog'ram is yet another Erc program. The
meríts of this particular program ríe in its access-Èoservices strategy aimed at aiding disadvantaged groups
overcome barriers to employment and employmenÈ related
services. However, while often being more effective than
employment centres at addressing the needs of the rndian
population, particularly in more remote communities, thís
prog:ram has often been undermined as a result of lack of
support from Erc together with a general marginal_ization of
its undertakings.
The Employment Eguity program has also proven less than

successful at attending to the needs of rndian people
despite its main policy objective of ensuring proportional_
representation of designated groups for employment
opportuniti_1s. For example, within federally regulated crown
corporations only 0.732 of all employees are aboriginal,
although the minímum representation should be 2.tZ to
reflect the aboriginal working aged populaÈion (fbid.., p.
25)

.

However, EIC as parÈ of CAEDS, is now in the stages of

finalizing a new strategy that has as a primary objective to
address the shortcomings of previous Erc efforts. This
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strategy is known as rtPathways to success'r. while "pathwaysil
has been designed with the objective of providing for
gireater Aboriginal control over employment and training
program management, it is to be managed and controlled in
partnership with Erc. Through a separate fund.ing mechanism
it is expected that the planning and operational needs of an
Aboriginal delivery mechanism will be met. One main
objective is Èo provide for fl-exible training and. emplo)¡ment
program criteria with respect to eligibility
and
entitlement, and to remove barriers t,o Erc programs, e.g
provide for greaÈer access to literacy and up-grading (EIC,
Pathways to success, l-990) . The basic idea behind. ,'pathways"
is the establishment of national, reg:ionaI and 1oca1
management boards consisting of both Erc officials and
Aboriginal representatives to oversee that the special needs
of rndian communities are being met. while these boards were
expected to have been established in 1991-, two years later
the boards, which are essentially the main foundation of
ItPathways'r, are sÈiI] not in place. rmplementation has been
noted for its numerous delays, which in some respects
reflect the level of commitment by EIC.
Busíness development strategies have been working

alongside the labour market strategies. Their objective have
been partly to increase the number of rndian owned and run
businesses, and parÈly to increase employmenÈ by Indian
people.
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The rationale and justification

for the broad array of
government financing programs for rndian institutional and
business enterprise development essentía1ly Iie with the
Lack of financing capital, l-ack of access to security for a
loan due to the provisions of the Indian Act, and the
general tendency of non-Tndian financíal institutions to be
reluctant to handle smaII, often remote enterprises because
of diffículties related to information gathering, monitoring
and supervision of loans.
The main government initiaÈive for Indian institutional
and business financing has in the past decade or so been
executed through first, the NEDP, which operated through
then Department of Regional rndustriar Expansion (DRIE) and,
sínce l-989, has been carried over into a sub-component of
CAEDS; the Aboriginal Economic Programs, which is
administered by ISTC.
Financial assistance under NEDP was provided under
three sub-components: Aboriginal Economic Financial
Institutions; Community-Based Economic Development; and
Special Prqj_ects (Nicholson, Policy and Manag'ement
ConsuLtants, 1-987, p. 1-4) .
First, through financially assisting in the building of
Indian financial institutions, NEDP soughÈ to promote Indian
self-reliance through infusion of capital- under the control
and management of Tndían people. Once established, these
ínstitutions were to provide the equity, venture capital,
loans, management and technical advice necessary to nurture

-156aboriginal business development. second, through communitybased economic development designed to stimul-at,e communitybased business and industry development, NEDP sought to
focus on those communities with IittIe or no economic
activíty occuring. community-based economic development
projects which had the potential to be commercially
profitable wouLd receive first priority. This sub-element
constiÈuted a very minor proportion of the total NEDP
program in terms of applications received and authorized.
financial assistance. Third, through the sub-component,
Special Projects, NEDP provided funding for the
establishment, acquisition or modernization of viable
community-based economic development projects or viable
aboriginal owned and controlled business enterprises, and
for selected training, ínnovation and marketing initiatives.
The objective was to support, projects that whire meeting the
objectives of NEDP were noÈ eligible for funding from other
NEDP elements or government programs.
Through NEDP decision-making was to move closer to the
1oca1 1eve1 thereby also strengthening accountabiliÈy to
communities.

In l-988 an NEDP program evaluation was undertaken which
indicated that the NEDP, while being generally effective,
operated under a less than efficient delivery system
(Deloitte et â1.,1-988). NEDP inefficiencies were largely
related to the bureaucratic structure under which it
operated, such as delays in assessment of proposals
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submitted to NEDP, delays in correspondence, delays in
processing time, difficulties in communications with prog.ram

official-s, lack of feedback during process, and general
slowness in decision-making (Ibid. ) .
whi]e NEDP had as its main objective to create viable
institutions and enterprises under aboriginal control and.
ownership to spur self-reliance, several of the actions
taken by program officials seemed to rargely counteract or
work against this objective. For i-nstance, there were
numerous examples of control over institutions being
exercised by NEDP delivery personnel (Ibid., p. 67) .
Projects were monitored very closely by NEDp and often
rndian control was l-ost and projects wouLd be revised so
significantly that they would not even begin the resemble
original proposals. Furthermore, even though instituÈions
were under rndian ownership there was a tendency for NEDp to
get involved with the composition of Boards charged with
running these ínstitutions.
Also, several NEDP criteria tended to undermine
progress in_economic development. First, in order to receive
assistance projects had to demonstrate their viability and
an opportuniÈy to become profitabl-e within a short time span
(p. 69) . Thís criteria is highly problematic since ir
largely fails to consider the economic environment of most,
communities. rt is in fact highly questíonable whether

rndian owned businesses can make a profit within a short
time span. FurÈhermore, benefits may accrue to Indian
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communitíes even if enterpríses are not viable,

and.

therefore it could be argued t,hat lack of profitability
should not impact on a financial institution trying to solve
the economic development probLems facing a community.
second, certain tlpes of business ventures courd not be
financed by NEDP. NEDP reguired that project proponents had
at least 5l-3 of the equity in a joint-venÈure (p. 74). such
a críterion placed limitations on aboriginal opportunities
in participating in joint-ventures with non-aboriginals,
even though such ventures couLd have the potential for
creating positive spin-off effects such as establishing
business experience. The problem with this criterion has
been addressed in the cAEDs, and the limitation has been
l-ifted in the current Ãboriginal Economic programs.
ISTC's Aboriginal Economic programs, largely an
extension of the NEDP, essentially concentrates on three
broad areas; the provj-sion of financiaL and developmental
assistance to Aboriginals for bus j-ness ventures, througrh the
Aboriginal Business Development program (ABDP) ,- assistance
for joint-yentures, which as mentioned earlier, no longer
requires Indian majority ownership and cont,rol if
significant developmental benefíts can be achieved; and
assistance for the establishment of .Aboriginal capital
corporaÈions owned and operated by aboriginals.
As shown in Table 3L, as of October 1992, the
aboriginal Busíness Development program showed total
approved authorized assist,ance of just over gLoz million.

-159while a total of 3056 project applications were received for
assessment by rsrc, only 2470 were approved for assístance.
Of the 2470 projects approved for assistance, l-,ï2g (61_.92)
were approved for status rndians with a total auÈhorized
assistance of approximately gZ1 million (Tab1e 32) .
TABLE 31

ABORIGIi¡AL BUSINESS DEVELoPÈIENT PROGRAü, By PROVINCE, AS OF OCTOBER

PROVI NCE,/

TOTAL NUIiIBER

TERR I TORY

PROJECT APPLICATIC

OF

ESTII'IATED

TOTAL I¡UMBER

ASSISTANCE

($)

OF

PROJECTS APPROVED

27, 1992.
TOTAL AUTHORIZED
ASSISTANCE

($)

ALBERTA

383

12,829,143

303

I

BRITISH COLUI,IBIA

438

42,804,002

308

21

I,IA}¡ITOBA

389

21

,025,453

332

13,519,999

NEIJ BRUNSI.'ICH

169

4,063,275

143

2,149,004

NOVA SCOTIA

207

4,053,799

165

3,220,006

N.t.T.

183

11,392,195

151

8,769,703

55

2,422,533

39

944,O57

,742

442

17,713,478

T{EIJF(nJNDLAND

ONTARIO

524

22,801

0,394,590
,016,014

P.E.I.

21

166,424

19

159,974

AUEBEC

372

16,336,831

229

11,029,229

SASKATCHE!¡AN

271

14,116,120

239

12,147,106

YUKON

44

9,333,929

33

6,922,679

TOTAL

3056

106,345,436

2470

107,673,927

SCIJRCE: ABoRIGINAL BUSINESS DEVELOPI,IENT

PROGRA,fi

DATA, 1992.

projects under status Indian ownership have
created a total of just 2127 jobs. Furthermore, whíIe these
jobs are created under rndian ownership this does not
These

-t6rwould require the creation of an estimated 2st47g new jobs
in order to meet the demand for employment. This wourd cost

a totar of almost gg48 million. Thus job creation for
unemployed status rndians would constitute approximately J_7?
of the total Aboriginal Budget of gs,o4t- million in L993.
This has to be seen in light of the fact that only a mere
7.42 of the Budget is actually allocated to Employment and
Economic Development (for all Aboriginal groups). For the
more distant future the cost of job creation Èhrough ABDP
ABDP

would become staggering high.

TABLE 33

ABORI

G

I

NAL BUSI NESS DEVELOPI.IE¡¡T

PROGRAI,I.

ESTIiIATED CAPTTAL COST OF JOB CREAT¡ON,1993-2011.

SELECTED YEARS

STATUS INDIAN

ESTI¡IATED

IJORKING AGED

FORCE

LABCI,JR

ESTIIIATED

}¡UIIBER

OF UNEI,IPLOYED

POPULATION

1993

341

1996

COST OF JOB

CREATION

25,478

847,800,000

362,362

171,035

27,024

899,250,000

2001

399,323

188,490

29,790

990,950,000

2006

442,345

208,787

32,988

1

2011

483,628

228,272

36,067

1,200,100,000

:

COST PER JOB SET
ABOR I GT

Al

,631

($)

,250

llOTE:
SOTJRCES

ESTII,IÂTED ABDP

161

,

097,700, 000

533,276.

NAL BUSI NESS DEVELOPIIENT

PROGRATiI DATA.

1990. POPULATION PROJECTIONS.
DIAND, 1992. SASIC DEPARTilENTAL DATA.
DTAND,

FOR LABOIJR FORCE DATA.

By 2011-, the t,otal status Indian working aged group
will have reached a projected size of 483,628. This would
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require the creation of 36,06'l new jobs at. a total cost of
just over ça,200 miIIion, again assuming the labour force
participation remains at the 1986 low IeveI of 47.2%, and
unemployment stays at its 1986 high of j-5.9?. of course, if
rndian labour force participation were to be increased to
match that of the overall canadian level, this would mean a
substantial- higher demand for new job creation, as
ill-ustrated earlier in chapter 2.0, section 2.2. rf the
rndian labour force were expanded, as of 1993 an estimated
91,4L3 new jobs would be required Èo meet the demand for
employment among the status rndian population. This would
cost the ABDP no less than $3,041- million, or jusÈ over 60?
of the totaL 1993 .Aboriginal Budget. By year 2oLt, the cost
of job creation would have increased to an estimated g4,306
million.
Thus, in view of t,he minor job creation ln 1992 of just
2127 jobs, there is clearly no hope of ABDp meetíng the
already very conservative estimates of future job
reguirements. Moreover, in fiscal year 1-gg3/94 this proglram
experienced-q 6? budget cut. rn general, there is an obvious
lack of commitment to meeting t.he needs of the status rndian
population.
6

.3

CONCT,T'DING COMMEIf,TS.

More effort ís required obviously, to ensure an

effective and comprehensive approach to employment

and

-
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economic development that can begin to solve Èhe critical
employment problems facing the status rndian working aged

popuÌation.
Devol-ution of authority over economic development

to AborÍgina1 financíal- and economic development
institutions has tended to help strengthen rndian seLfreliance, however much work stilI needs to be done and a new
approach is cal-l-ed for that addresses the problems
encountered with the current Devolution policy. so far
control has laid fírmly in the hands of the federal
government although policy frameworks have tended to suggest.
otherwise. special efforts will- have to be geared toward
economic self-reliance within rndian communities including
achievj-ng Indian self-government.
The continuing changing demographic compositíon of the
st,atus rndian populat,ion is exerting growing financial
pressures on federal programs invol-ved with the provision of
services to the on-reserve population. Largely as a result
of Èhese pressures coupled with general federal fiscal
restraint rnçlasures, federal financial commitments to
prog:ramming

economic development have slackened and efforts have been
aímed at maintaining quasi-statutory and basic services t.o

communities. Major gaps exíst in government support for
economíc and employment developmenÈ, as illustrated above.
As the demand for sust.ainable employment opportunities
undergoes continuous growth due to the maturation of the

rndian population into its working-aged years, there wirl

be
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a subsequent need for an economic and employmenÈ development
strategry that seeks to overcome the current grossly
inadequaÈe at.Èempts at creating employment and economic
opportunities while estabLishing a foundation for
sustainable community futures.
While ít is sti11 Èoo early to discuss the impacts of
the current CAEDS, âs the strategy is still being
implemented and impact assessments are still in the works,
it is possible to identify areas where CAEDS fails to
address the unique circumstances of the aboriginal
populatíon and issues arísíng out of the changing
demographics of the on-reserve Indian population.
Budgetary cuts within both the DIÄlrTD and the ISTC
components of CAEDS have proceeded despite the growing need
for economic development. While EIC has not experienced cutbacks, but is committing annual expenditures of $200
MíIlion, the Pathways strat,egy i-s still not operational and
as a result Indian communities still rely on the highly
inadequate CJS. Furthermore, while CAEDS was undertaken with
the objective of furthering Aboriginal self-reliance it is
evident that much control- and manipulation still rest,s with
DIAITD, ISTC, and EIC. In general, it can be argued that the
polícies of NEDP, except for minor changes, are still
characterizing federal inítiatives and strategíes have not
changed in response to the changing demographic composítion.
It is clear that in view of the changing demographics
and the persistent chronic unemployment within on-reserve
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communities there is a need for policies firmly commiÈted to

a community-based economic development strategy that entails
long-term planning with control firmly vested. with Èhe
Indian population. Such a strategy, whí1e currently placed
within federal policy frameworks, has largely faíled in
practice and it woul-d appear t,hat federal policy directions
have been geared unofficially toward maíntaining federal
control measures. This in turn has tended to complicate
aboriginal long-term planning and has imposed a series of
inefficiencies on initiatives toward community-based
economic development.
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CIIAPTER

7.0

rDEìÍTïFYrNc Er,EMEl[Ts oF A STRÀTEGY FoR EMpLoy]fEt{T
A¡ÍD EcoNoMrc DEvEr.oPMEl'IT oF r¡[DrAN cotûfiD{rrrEs.

7.I

IIITRODUCTION.

The above review and assessment of contemporary federal
initiatives for the economic developmênt of Indian
communities concluded that strategies so far have been both
faulty and ineffective at rectifying the severity of rndian
employment and economic circumstances. FurÈhermore, without

in strategies for the creation of
employment and economic opporÈunities the Ind.ian
unemployment problem will continue to worsen to reach highly
critical levels within the forseeable future.
Thus, this section of the study seeks to identify a
framework of community economic development that addresses
the special needs of rndian communities and thus seeks to
find viabl-e long-term soluÈions to the general sÈate of
immediat.e chang'es

underdevelopment

The theoretical frameworks have suggested

some

guidelines. A1so, the trends indicated by the empirical
evidence, and ín parÈicular the causal analysis of
influential- factors within and outside rndian communities
are suggestive of possible solutions. Last, but not 1east,

-L67shortcomings and failures of past and current federal
economic development strategies help ident.ify problem areas
that need to be targeted to arrive at a workable strategy.

7.2

oTrrrJrNrNc

A

FRia¡{EwoRK FoR RECOMMENDATTONS.

Despite years of government efforts to develop rndian
communit,ies, most communitj-es remain constrained by a high
degree of entrenched dependency.

This dependency must be the primary target in an
economic development strat.egy. Therefore, the underlying
strategy must be a community based economic development
strategy that provides a set of recommendations that
collectively seek to enhance and further the move toward
rndian self-reliance. This entails moving on more than one
front at a time.
The underlyíng strategy would be one that emphasizes,.

rndian decison-making at the community 1eveI and community
conÈroI over the development process; community ownership of
enterprises and resources; the use of IocaI resources rather
than outside investments to build up the community; import
substitution; investments in Indian human resources;
economíc activities

that entail both traditional and modern
activiÈies; special attention to the needs of women; and
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above all,

one that makes a commitment to long term

planning.

7.3

COMMI'NTTY BASED ECONOMIC DEVEI,OPMENT.

community economic development is a process by which
community members collectively seek to improve their socioeconomic well-being by developing economically and socialry

viable communities (pontíng, L996, p. 1,42). The process of
communíty economic deveLopment is aímed at collective actíon
to identify community needs, identify options, make choices,
and stimulate coll-ective action to achieve community based
desired goa1s. rt entails information gathering, economic
analysis, research, testing various options, communal
decision-making to arrive at a pIan, and then taking steps
toward action (e.9. see Mackie, 1986, p. 225¡ Loxley, ] 9g6,
p. 2¡ Westcost fnformation, 19gg).
The key focus is on community involvement, shared sense
of responsibility, community control over the development
process, and goals based on broad community consensus. The
main aim is to invol-ve the community in working together to
depart from the current substandard living conditions
characterizing most reserves. This can be realized once the
community has a desire to improve conditions, and has
personal and communal needs that go beyond what can be
realized in the present setting.
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since a process of community economic development is
based on the participation and involvement of community
members in identifying and resolving community problems, it
presupposes the existence of, or ability to achieve, some
leve1 of community consensus.
Ponting (tgee), argues that community based development
has often been based on some romantic, ídealized notion of
communíty that has tended to overestimate the ability to

reach consensus within rndian communities. rn fact, some
conflíct is 1ike1y to arise between different interest

groups. Economic development often necessitates major
changes in the way a community participates in the economy
(Mackie, !986, p. 226). Such changes may entail moving
toward greater involvement in the wagie-economy which in turn
may reguire loosening the ties to a traditional economy.
This may create conflict and disruption within the
community. usually confLict arises over the distribution of
economic and political

powers, both within the community as

wel-I as between the community and external agencies and
departments.a (Ponting, 1986). Other research has identified

simil-ar important points. Communities have been noted for
their non-homogeneous enÈíties consisting of different
social groups who may have different or opposing interests
(Loxley, 1-986). And often controL over the reserve community
economy is firmly lodged with the politicaL leadership, the
chÍef and the council (Lithman, !984, p. tzï). Thus, in some
cases goals can only be reached with a signifícant

-170redistribution of economíc and political

powers (Loxley,

1986).

Thus, while

objectives of community based
economic development, such as 1ocal control, self-rel_iance
and development of opportunities presupposes an ability to
reach some Ievel of consensus among community members, it is
ímportant to address the issue of potentiaL conflict that
may arise from the non-homog'eneous character of most
communities, just as it is important to consider the
redistribution of economic and politícar pov¡ers, both within
the community and between the communj-ty and the outsid.e.
without such considerations the objectives of community
common

economic development may never be achieved.

Having briefly considered the basíc idea behind.
community economic developmenÈ and the process necessary to
realize community objectives, the following will d.iscuss

specific elements of a strategy for achieving

community

economic development. These elements, âs noÈed earlier,

collectively seek to break with the dependency
characterizing rndian communities, and by moving on several
fronts símultaneously seek to find víabre sol-utions to the
underdevelopment of Indian reserve economies.

7
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oF A srRÀTEey FoR colsftD{rry

ECONOMTC DEVEI,OPME}TT

i.

Com¡ritment

to lonq-t,ern plar¡ninq.

rt is clear that progress in on-reserve economic
development and improved access to off-reserve labour and
commodity markets will not be achieved in time to provide
sufficient job opportunities on-reserve for the significant
increase in the working aged population over the next couple
of decades without an immediate and massive emphasis on
Indian community economic development.
Past and current strategies of make-work projects and
short-term job creatíon have counteracted rndian visions of
long-term viable solutions to economic development within

reserve communities. such strategies have tended to
perpetuate migration to off-reserve locations, which might
not have taken place otherwise. Therefore, there is a need
for a strategy that is ful1y commitÈed to creating
"-.employment and economj,c opportunities, and thus incentives
to stay in communities. Brain drain situations must be
avoided at all costs as these undermine prospects for
sustainable community futures.
A workable community economic developmenÈ strategy must
entaiL a commitment to long-term planníng on the part of

both rndian communities as werl as the federar government.
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the main federal- initiaÈive for the economic
development of Indian communities, must be prepared to
exercíse a comprehensive and long-term commitment to the
fj-nancial support of community economíc development. A1so,
in view of the limited time period (5 years) of CAEDS it is
necessary with a firm financial commitment from CAEDS to
ensure the establíshment of a firm and. viabLe foundation
upon which future community economic development efforts can
build. The primary function of CAEDS must be that of a
funding vehicle fuI1y committed to long-term planning
initiatives at the community Ieve1.
within the economic development sub-component of the
DrAND progiram there has been a tendency to divert funds
budgeted for economic development to other purposes whenever
DIA¡üD funds fal1 short in other areas. Such budget
reallocations are prime indicators of a lack of federal
financial commitment, and can have devastating effects on
prospects of meeting the growing demand for employment and
economic opportunities. Therefore, to realize gains from an
economic development strategy DIA}{D must be firmly
committed, and the development budget must receive greater
cAEDs, being

importance.
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Identifvinq

and meetinq the neede of the

comurunitv.

The strateg'y for community economic development should
as far as possible, while based on the needs of the
community, reflect the needs of the majority. Moreover,

viable solutions to community economic development must be
based on long-term planning that take into account the
changing rndian demographic composition and rerated changes
in the needs of the majority.
I{hi1e many rndian communities may be ready Èo take on a
community economic devel-opment plan that responds to the
needs for employment and economic opportunities, there wirlbe yet other rndian communities that cannot hope to pursue
community economic development without first

respond.ing to

basic need deficiencies within the community
setting. rt woul-d therefore make sense to have rndian
financial institutions take on the rore of addressing these
needs, since serious infrastructure deficiencies that now
much more

predomínate most rndían communities severely inhibiÈ
economíc development.

rn designing a development strategry the true needs of
the community, as opposed to felt needs, must be identified.
True needs must in no way be reflective of manipulations
performed by outside departments or agencies. Therefore, the
role of cAEDs should be restricted to thaÈ of providing
fundíng for hiring educated rndians to assist. community
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residents identify community needs. Failure to assist the
community in mobilizing to identify their needs could result
in needs being reflective of and d.etermined by band
administration. The rndian band administration is often
slightly better educated and has links to the outside which
puts it in a position to control the development plan and
perform manipulations that suit its need.s. And the needs of
Èhe band administration may'not necessarily coincide with
those of the majority. such situations couId ultimately if
not controlled defeat any purpose related to community based
economic development.

vühiIe needs should be reflective of the majority of the
communíty population, it would make sense for communities to
a1Iow needs assessments for planning purposes to be slightly
biased toward the growíng working aged population (at least

in the initial stages of the development process), since
this age cohort provides the engine for future growth and
thus must be encouraged to remaín within the community.
Also, communities that may wish to increase the migratj_on to
reserves of'-.--Bill c-31- rndians living off-reserve, may need
to survey reasons why this group is hesítant to reside onreserve, and subseguently incorporate their needs into a
development' plan.
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iii.

CuLture

successful community economic development must be very
sensitive to cultural values. A development strateg-y that
reflect cultural norms and values are more like]y to capture
the interest, commitment and broad consensus of the
community. The strateg-y must therefore reflect the values
and expectat.ions ín such areas as purpose, ownership,

leadership, work schedule (flexíbility toward tradítional_
pursuits), environment, and decision-making.

ív.

activities that entaÍr both tradítíonar
and modern activítieE.
Economie

A strategy of community economic development must
sensitive to possible l-inks within the community to a

be

traditional based economy, and subsequently, must evaluate
and assess any benefits to the communíty of recovering,
maintaining, or expanding such links. If a community finds
\
that. preservaÈion of tradit.ional activities is necessary for
cultural or other reasons, a community economic development
strateg-y should incorporate measures to maíntain such
activities. External agencies and departments must in no way
undermine or downplay the ímportance of community
involvement in traditional activiÈíes, and hence, support
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for community economic development must not be at the
expense of traditional activities.
The question of whether to maintain l_inks to a
traditional based economy and how to go about doing so will
likely be a major issue only in communities that have not
yet made the transition to a modern economy, or that are
based on a mix of modern and traditional activities. Many
communities, however, especially more urban ones, have
already made a complete transition to a modern based economy
and for many of these communj-tíes this has meant cutting any
remaining ties to a traditional based economy. rn such cases
the question of recovering, maintaining or expanding ties to
traditional ways wil-I 1ikely be less of an issue.
When a community decides to implement a community
economic development strategy that entaíIs both tradj_tional
and modern activities the issue of land use will become very
important. In cases where links to traditional activities is
a high priority land for hunt,ing, fishing, and trapping may
take precedence over land for busj_ness or commerciaL
developmenÈ. rt is crucial that the community resolve such
issues through majority consensus.
Maintaining ties to tradítional activities while at the
same time pursuing modern employment and business
opportunities could be achieved through a community economic
development strateg'y that incorporates various forms of

alternative employee/employer relations, such as flexible

-
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work schedules and possible work sharing programs in

hunting, fishing and trapping seasons.
In addition to community based efforts, external
support must come through

CAEDS. CAEDS

must make every

effort to support initiatives where traditional activities
are being considered j-n communíty economic development
planning. This should entail financial support through the
Resource Access Negotiations program for negotiations of

fl-exible work schedules for Indian communities where
traditional pursuits are necessary for cultural or
traditional reasons.
Fina11y, a community economic development strategy may
in some cases invol-ve a more or less dramatic shift from a
primarily traditional based economy to a modern wage
economy. In such cases this may have the effect of
undermining ties and established links to the tradítional
economy. Whether this effect is intentional or not, the
result is almost certain to be the samer it makes it
difficult for community resident.s to return to such a way of
living if -\-_
community projects fail. Therefore, a community
economic development strateg-y must consider one of two
alternatives; how to make provisions for incorporating
traditional activitíes into the economic development plan
or; how to obtain long-term financial supporÈ from exÈernal
sources to ensure greater survival rate of community based
economic development projects. CAEDS must play the leading

-
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role of funding vehicle, fu11y commítted to long-term
planning inítiat j-ves at the community level.

v.

rndían deciEion-makinq at the egsuu¡nity-Level and
cournunitv control 0ver the deveropment proceEs.

-Any community economic development

process must be

based on rndian decision-making at the community 1eve1 and
community control over the development process. This
provides a fundamentar first step in the direction of

departing from federaL dependency and any remaining traces
of internal colonialism.
Therefore,

must support furly rndian decisionmaking at the community leve1 and community control_ over the
CAEDS

development process. Failure to hand over decisíon-making

and control can have devastating effects, and could continue

the long history of colonization and dependency created by
DrAl[D, and could perpetuate a tendency within some rndían
communities to expect outside agencies to do things for
them.

rndian communities have suffered under the past and
current complex delivery processes found within the fed.eral_
bureaucratic structure. community economic development
project material must fl-ow through various channels before

fj-nal approval is reached, and this tends to contribute to
lack of timely processing. rt is expected that rndian

a
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decision-making and control- will help overcome barriers and
inefficiencies created by such complex delivery processes.
An important step will- be for DIAND to promote more

vígourously community self-reriance and accountabiLity of
rndian governments to their communities through the
Devolution Policy. This will entail addressing observed
shortcomings with the current implementation of DïAND, s
Devolution Policy. critical shortcomings have been noted in
such areas as training of band administration, rndian input
into policy directions, and band fund.ing levels. steps must

therefore be taken to first, provide proper training for all
band adminístrations that are takj-ng over DrA¡üD services.
This will enable bands to provide services with the same
Ievel of expertise as those provided by DTAND. second, DTAITD
must make provisions for extra funding to bands for the
establishment of appropriate support-mechanisms simirar to
the ones available to DTAIID staff. This will alrow bands to
provide services of similar quality as those provid.ed by
âs well as it will alrow bands to overcome possible
service shorÈfalIs in the area of advisory servíces. Third,

DTAND,

must ensure extra funding to aLlow bands to hire extra
staff to meet added workload and new functions. Fourth,

DIAI\TD

provide addítional support for bands that are
more remoÈe and of smaller size, facÈors which have tended
to present special barriers to successfur implemenÈation of
the Devolution Policy. And last, but not least, DrAr\TD must
make way for increasing rndian input inÈo policy directions
DrAr{D must
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and make appropriate level-s of funding avaÍlabLe to
Assemblies of Chiefs for this purpose.

vi.

cormr¡nítv ov¡nerEhip of enterpriEes and reeources.

community ownership of enterprises and resources must

be a key factor in a strategy of community economic
development. This kind of ownership, while meeting broader
community goals other than mere profit maximization, tends

to minimize economic disparities within the community while
maximízing social- benefits for the community at 1arge.
Because of limited resources and poor economic conditions
within many reserve communities, development sÈrategies that
tend to minimize economic disparíties while maximízing
social- benefits may often be preferred by rndian bands. Many
bands have a uniform desire to work toward egual
distribution of scarce resources and the prevenÈion of
accumulation of wealth by a few band members. Through
community ownership it is possible to achieve greater
community control over the development processs, just as it
is possible to achieve a higher l-evel of participation and
involvement, of community members in identifying and
resolving community problems.
Communities may consider the establ-ishment of economíc
development corporatíons that own communíty enterpríses and
resources to ensure communaL ownership where this is t,he
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preferred strateg-y. some bands may wish to establish these
corporations independently of band administrations to avoid
situations of excessive accumulation of political power
within band administratíons.
community ownership is a main prerequisite to reverse

outflows of profits, rents and other incomes from the
community. .And limiting or reversing such outflows of j-ncome
is essential to achieve any progress in economic development
and to create sustainable community futures.
A strategy of community economic deveropment could make
room for some private ownership. The basic idea should be
for rsrc to financiar support private enÈerprise projects
whenever these have community support, whíl-e refusing

financial assistance to private enterprises that compete
with community ventures for financiaL support or in any $¡ay
counteract socía1 benefits to the community.
Finally, CAEDS should have as a high priority to
financially support communÍÈy owned ventures that seek to
improve community infrastructure. Housing projects must be a
primary consideration. vthile on-reserve housing is financed.
t.-.--

through various federal departmenÈs and agencies, the
persistent problem of poor housing on-reserve indicates that
additional measures are needed to meet growing community
needs while improvíng existing needs.
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vii.

of locar resources rather than outsid,e
ínveetments to build ul¡ the coumr¡nity.

uEe

A strategy of community economic deveLopment must have
as a main priority to use 10ca1 resources as opposed. to
outside investments to develop the economic base of the
community.
CAEDS's

role should be thaÈ of financially supporting

and promoting community economic development organizations
which must have one key feature; they undertake or promot.e

actions which l-ead to greater community self-reliance. These
organizatíons must use local resources rather than outside
investments to build-up the community, and their primary
goal must be the creation of meaningfur stable jobs.
while the emphasis must be on the use of rocal
resources raÈher than outside ínvestments to build up the
community, employment at the reserve revel may be expanded
by attempting to attract non-rndian industries and
businesses onto the reserves or to locations near them.
This, however, should be limited to cases that wílI benefit

the community, and subseguently do not compete with or in
any way stand in the way of the sun¡ival of community based
ventures. To attract non-ïndian industries cÃEÐs must play a
role in limiting the competítion from other municipal and
provincial jurisdict,ions by supporting special financial
incentives for such industries.
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viii.

Import sr¡l¡stíÈut,ion-

rndj-an communiÈy economic development must emphasize as

possible a strategy of import-substitution. Rather
than importing products the community should purchase
products produced within the community, and in turn the
community should as much as possible produce products
themselves to meet locaI demand, and to satisfy the true
needs of the community.
much as

must support such a strategy. This may entaíI
special business incentives to ensure that production will
CAEDS

be geared to serving local- needs and l-ocal demand, as well
as price subsidíes to ensure a l-ocal demand for products
produced locaIly.

Al-so,

must make it a main priority

to settle
outstanding land claims to expand the resource base of
rndian communities. controlling the land base and its
resources is essential for sustainable rndian community
economic development and self-reliance. Measures must be
implemented
-'.-.for timely, effective and efficient settlement..
Due to the highly disparaÈe distribution of resources
among rndian reserves, and due to disadvantages caused by
isol-ation often there is not a dependable market to reach,
and the potential market share is marginal-. Hence, it may be
necessary for region-wide cooperation beÈween some
DIAITD

communítíes.

initiatives

CAEDS

must be firmly committed to support

t.hat are gieared to overcome problems related to
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diseconomies of small scale. Thus,

should make a longterm financial commitment to the Rop program, since this
DrAIitrD

program offers a possibíIity for fosterj_ng region-wide

cooperation through the establishment of sectoral
development institutions. This means that DIAND in
cooperation with rndian communities wiLl have to reassess
the contributions made by RoP, âs well as re-evaluate its
long-term potential in an economic development strategy.

This should lead to an immediate stop of furÈher fundíng
cuts for this program, and an expansion of the program to
re-establish its financial backing.
A1so, CAEDS must help facilitate more co-operation
between urban reserves and rural and remote reserves. urban
reserves have the benefit of a higher degree of
institutional completeness which could benefit more isolated
reserves. Furthermore, urban reserves have an expanded pool
of valuable human resources through the reinstatement of
Bill C-31- Indians.
For smaIl highly underdeveloped communities, measures
may be undertaken, not only to help identify opportunities
-.---wíthin reserve communíties, but also to help identify
opportunities and markets within l-ocaI economies nearby the
reserve community. Thus, if a market niche can be found in
local economies nearby the reserve, CAEDS shogId support
business ventures to take advantage of these markets, either
directly from the reserve community, through an Indian
joint-venture, or by fndian region-wide cooperation. In
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these situations the idea must be for bands to gain access

to off-reserve employment and economic opportunities while
as far as possible seeking to retain t.he income generated
within the on-reserve community setting.

ix.

fnvestmenÈE

The ability

ín

hr¡¡ran re¡ oureeE¡.

to achieve successful- community economic
development ís to a large extent determined by the tlpe and
avaiLabí1ity of human resources within a given community.
Therefore, investments in human resources must be an
integral part of any community based economic development
strategy.
Due to scarce job opportunities on-reserve, jobs are
often allocated according to different criteria than in Èhe
mainsÈream economy. Thís has the potential to deter rndian
competitive behaviour and undermine incentive for higher
educational achievement. Therefore, CAEDS must support a
st.rategy tþat, while ensuring: needs are being met, has as
its goal to ensure that Indians with educational backgrounds
wíl-l be offered meaningful long-term opportunities. This
would entail implementing a policy that ensures that
education is linked with employment to avoid a phenomenon of
the educated unemployed. Making investments in education ís
only of marginal relevance for improving the prospects of
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permanent emplo)¡ment un.less job creation is linked more

closely to education strategies.
cAEDs must also ensure that population growth due to
Bill c-31 does not cause increased competiÈion for limited
educationar funds. This entails avoiding delays in
processing of increased number of applications, âs well as
ensuring that educational funds match Èhe increase in
qualified applicants
Moreover, cAEDs must ensure the successful and. tíme1y
implementation of 'pathwaysr'. This wil_I provide at least one

potential

for providing for more aboriginal control
and decision-making, and may be a start in the direction of
eliminating existing attitudinar and systematic barriers
which impede rndians from equal access to training and
means

employment opportuniÈies
Human

.

resource development at Èhe community level_ must

ensure that trainj-ng, skill-upgrading, and other educational
programs meet the needs resulting from business and
community economic development projects. To become self-

reliant, communities musÈ seek to steadily expand their
capacity to organize projects. Thus, bands must actively
seek to provide training programs for their members, and
they shoul-d play a rol-e in offering marketíng, accounting
and other business services.
ÐÏAI{D has provided much

training to up-grade the skills

of band administration employees thereby improving rndian
public sector occupations. The same strategy must be applied

-
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to more disadvantaged occupational groupings to increase the
number of higher paid more stabre occupations.
A1so, Èo stimuLate human resource development cAEDs
must support occupational- and business skills training based
on rndian designed community economic development
strategies. This wil-l also entaiL funding for rndian-

controll-ed training institutions

x.

At the very root of successfur- community economic
development is the ability to create viable economíc
opportunities at the community leveI. A community economic
development strategTy must, therefore, address the problem of
a general lack of business and entrepreneurial experience

within Indian communities.
vthile the rndian pubric sector stilL has some room for
expansion,.-_..
it is obvious that band administration or the
rndian public sector will not be abre to provide sufficient
new empl0yment opportunities to keep up with the projected
growth in the working aged population. Therefore, cAEDs must
be committed to the financial support of rndian business
ventures, joint-ventures, and region-wide opportunities,
includíng stabilizing existing businesses.
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A primary obstacl-e to obtainíng business and
entrepreneurial experience by Indians and to engage in
business ventures has been the tendency by federal
department,s and agencies to deny the existence of many

viable economic opportunities. In fact, many economic
opportunities coul-d be realízed with a more imagínatíve

and

sympathetic approach to the barriers that confront rndian
people and their communities. A workable strategy would

include a firm commitment by DIAI\TD and ISTC t,o long-term
support of rndian enterprise financing and a much greater
willingness to take risks. DIAND and rsrc must also become
more willing to consider rndian proposals, and must support
enterprise financing which builds on skilrs and interests
t,hat act,ually exist, rather than imported ideas and
organizational structures, and traíning from outside. Also,
DTAITTD and rsrc must be more sensiti-ve to rndian needs and
abilities. For example, in the inítia1 stages of a
development process when human resources may be limited and
business and entrepreneurial taLent may be lacking or less
developed,..\the community should refraín from engaging in
projects that are overly ambitious. Ambitious projects will
have the tendency to lean too much on outside assistance,
which may tend to counteract community based efforts and
subsequently defeat Èhe purpose of community based economic
development. In the initiaL stages of any development
process the main idea must be that of building a solid
capaciÈy for further development ínitiatives.
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The issue of decision-making and control is a primary

concern. In contrast to past and current practices,

DIAI\TD

and ISTC must leave decision-making and conÈroI over

business development with rndian communities. Lack of rndian
decision-making and control- will create situations where
manipulations are performed on rndian submissíons of project
proposals to fed.eral program staff, which in turn may
produce revised projects that are in conflict with the
community's original- project proposals.

Another consideration is the issue of to whaÈ extent
projects should be able to show profitability. Because of

high rates of unemployment, rndían communitíes often attach
more importance to job creatíon than to profit-makíng. Thus,
in view of the general lack of emphasis on monetary and
material rewards for work, ISTC shouLd not counteract this
by focusíng on profitable ventures onIy, but must be willing
to support non-profit enterprises, and in turn depart from
policies that tend largely to focus on turning Indians into
private entrepreneurs with the stress on profit
maximization.

A1so, to encourage the creation of on-reserve business
and entrepreneurial e>çerience,

DIAI\TD

and ISTC must install

measures that encouragie the fndian on-reserve tthidden
economy' to surface. This would entail making provisions for

the financial support of Indian micro-enterprises in cases
where it can be demonstrated that these enterprises fíII a
purpose within the community. Recognition of and support Èo

-
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micro-enterprises contributes to self-reríance and
sustainabre diverse appropriate development because it
builds on community interests, using knowledge of local
resources and community needs to meet the demand within the
local market.

while micro-enterprises may serve a useful purpose
within a community they do not provide links with other
communities or the mainstream economy. This shourd not be an
impediment to obtaining business financing, however.
while support for micro-enterprises is an important
element in the development of rndian communiÈies, support
should be directed to those enterprises that will not
compete with or in any way act as an impediment to
successful ímplementation of community based projects.
Fina11y, rsrc must play a leading role in supporting
rndian bands in overcoming the obstacles of diseconomies of
smal-I scale and limited strong ties with outside business
org:anizations and markets. This wilr entail rsrc being more
willing to financially support joint-ventures with less than
rndian majgrity share, when such ventures are deemed by the
community to be a positive, integral part of the development
process.
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xi.
Any community based development strategy must address
women's issues. Firstly, it is vital that women are drawn

into the community economic planning process Èo be part of
majority consensus on pranning issues. secondly, rnromen must
be given equal opportunity to become active participanÈs in
the economic development process and subseguently in
employment and economic opportunities.

Moreover, targeting the needs of women is necessary t.o
overcome the severe problems related to lack of inter_
generationaL mobility within rndian communities. on-reserve

constitute a g,rowing proportion of the on-reserve
rndian population due to Bill- c-3L. rn addition, on-reserve
women increasingly head poor single-parent households.
Therefore, the socio-economic status of women must be a key
concern. A primary goal must be to facilitate an improved
social and economic environment for the family unit,
women

incLuding breaking down exísting barriers to intergeneratíonaL mobility.
A main concern must be the profound. lack of work
experience among on-reserve rndian women. TVhile they often
have some voluntary work experience or experience with
unpaid work, rndian

lack recognized work experience.
These problems are often compound.ed by the very fact that
they often maintaín traditional roles within reserve
communities simply because scarce community jobs often are
women
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allocated to males due to males, frequent status as heads of
househords. programs must be incorporated ínto a development
strategy which address these issues. cAEDs must fund
programs that provide opportunities for women to gain
meaningful work experience. This may mean subsidizing
employment, and in some cases paying the furl cost of
employment experience. Furthermore,

it would make sense to
allocate part of the Rop program specifically to seeking and
developing employment and business opporÈunities for women.
Thus, the Rop program should make special provisions for
financial assistance for the establishment of sectoral
development corporations that have as a main priority to
assist rndian women in finding jobs and business
opportunities.
Fi-nally, CAEDS must help finance programs that address
the probl-ems of finding and paying for daycare. The main
goal of such programs should be to give women the choice and
the opportunity to participate in the community development
process and become actj-ve participants in the labour force.
since a large proportion of micro-enterprises in the onreserve "hidden economy" consist of women providing

babysittj-ng services it wourd make sense to build on t,his
micro entrepreneurial e>cperÍence. while cAEDs shourd support
the estabrishment of subsidized guality daycare facilities,
these could be run by women already provid.ing babysitting
services. Thís would serve to eliminate current, sources of
less organized and often poorer quality daycare, while at

-
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the same time eliminating the competition from these often
lower priced services.

7

.5

CONCLI'DTNG COMMElinTS.

The above outlined strategy provides a set of
recommendations that collectively seek to enhance and

further rndian self-reLiance and thus further the move
toward rndian self-government. The main objective of this
strategy is to foster an economic environment that can set
the stage for economically viable community futures. To
achieve this, a central theme of the development strategv
must be community control over the development. process and
community decision-making on planning issues. This in turn
presupposes a greater transfer of control from federal_
departments and agencies to the community leve1, while at
the same time maintaining a federaL funding vehicle firmly
committed to Indian economic initiatives.
,
\\'
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CHAPTER

8.0

CONCLI'DING COMMENTS

As has been widely documented throughout this study,
during the pasÈ decade a Èrend towards high unemployment and

welfare dependency has emerged, and despite years of federal
g'overnment efforts to devel0p rndian communities, most
communitj-es remain constrained by a high degree of financial
dependency. This dependency has reached considerable heíghts
and is growing. while growing federal financial- dependency
can be attributed in part to poor employment and economíc
opportunities combined with significant demographic changes,
it is evident that decades of faulty government strategies
have exacerbated this already critical situation.
contemporary federal economic development programs have
failed at finding viable solutions to the severe on-reserve
employment and economic conditions, and current policy
frameworks do not seem to fare any bet,Èer. As the demand for
sustainable employment opportunÍties undergoes continuous
growt.h due to the maturation of t,he rndian population ínto
iÈs workíng aged years, there will be a subsequent need for
an economic and employment development sÈrategy that seeks
to overcome Èhe current grossly inadequate efforÈs and that

-
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has as an objective to establish a found.ation for rndian
self-government and sustainable community futures.

!{hile rndian employment and economíc circumstances are
considerably worse than those of the overall canadian
population, prog'ress is nonetheless being made, albeit at a
very slow pace. Many reserves have g:one from being largely
dependent on outside markets for alI goods and services, and

from relyÍng extensively on some form of traditional
pursuits, to developing a community economic base with
rndian owned businesses and. being increasingly involved in
wage employment. At the same time rndians are gaining more
control over the economic development process. But needless

to say,

stiLl needs to be done before rndian
communities can begin to enjoy a higher l_evel of economic
and employment development, and a higher degree of selfreliance.
much work

vuhile community economic development depends to a large
degree on the nature of reserve based and locar resources,
government financial support for rndian employment creation
and business ventures remains an absoluÈe1y crucial

of a development strategy. rn addition, it is
evident that efforts in terms of economic and employment
opportunities need to be reevaluaÈed in a different light
than in the past. rn view of the changing demographics and
the persistent chroníc unemployment, within on-reserve
component

communities, it will be necessary wíth an immedíate and
massive emphasis on community economic development. More

-
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specificly, there ís a need for policies firmly committed to
a community economic development strategy that entails long_
term financial planning with cont.roL over the development
process firmly vested wÍth the rndian population.
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